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Monday, April 21. Instead of the customary minstrel performance this year
the programme will be made up of vaudeville features.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
4DVKKTINKUKNTS THIS WKcK

In bankruptcy —Kt-t Wm H Oresser.
Ex c notice— K*t Mclllc L Wardwrll.
Mr* C I w elch— Household goods lor shI*.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change In schedule.
Purrlll Natlomt- '»ank— Hanking.
E G M oor©— A pothecary.
Putrl-’R Kearns Ginneries and frult*.
•I A I’hompson—Stationery, books, etc.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist
church, and Rev. J. M. Adams, of the Congregational church, exchanged pulpits last
Sunday.
Harry C. Woodward left Saturday for
11 ak IIakBo><t MK.
Eastport, where he has accepted a position
II luiietm Fo\—Roa<1 wagon, raking machine, as
foreman of the cutting-room of a shoe
imk hoard, etc, for sale.
factory.
HxonkLlv, MB:
Sherman's Ho it Works—Gasoline engine for
Mrs. L. D. Foster returned yesterday
| from Portland, w here she has been for
Bangor:
! several weeks the guest of her son, George
The Klnes Co
Spring suits, coats, dress

Dainty Foods

—
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Laffln has gone to Boston for

em-

ployment.
Ferdinand Wardwell of Stark, N. H.,
is in the

GENERAL INSURANCE.

city.
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, was in the
city yesterday.
STREET. ELLSWGRTK. ME. v The high school opened Monday after a

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN

week’s vacation.

O.

W.

P. Cunningham, of Bucksport, is in the city.
Mrs. George E. Greeley wri!l entertain at
whist this evening.
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General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments

Judge
BANK

BUILDING,

ments
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E. Chase, of Bluehill,

was

in

Ellsworth yesterday.
Three persons united with the Methodist church last Sunday.

ELLSWORTH.

IF OUR PIEHTS GILD BLUSH
they undoubtedly

O.

what

are, and

Miss Annie Louise Lord spent last week
with her parents in Holden.
The literature club will meet with Miss
M. A. Greely next Monday evening.

Miss Clio M. Chilcott is spending her
vacation with her mother in this city.
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are
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form in its work.
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A supper will be served at the Baptist
The committee in
vestry this evening.
charge of the affair are Mrs. E. T. Salisbury, Mrs. J. P. Langley and Mrs. Abbie
Cushman.

there is little doubt that this spring’s drive
will also be successful. The lumber will
be worked up in the factory of the JEllsHardwood Co.

W. R.

Pattangall, of Machias, the “S. A.
Meddybemps, whose letters

the Machias Union have Seated great
int rest throughout the State, was in the

in

last Friday.
iV. E. Whiting

and

family

are

soon

tc

vacate

The
sume

a

Ellsworth festival chorus will
rehearsals at Manning hall

reon

Wednesday, April 5, at the Unitarian
vestry—Supper by the ladies at 6 o’clock.
Friday, April 7, at Odd Fellows hall—
Sociable by Nokomis Rebekah lodge. In-

Next Friday evening there will be a
dancing party at Old Fellows hall under vitations.
the auspices of Nokomis Rebekah lodge.
Monday, April 24, Hancock hall—AnInvitations have been issued, but all Odd
nual concert, ball and supper of the City
Fellows and their ladies are
welcome
whether they receive invitations
Music by Higgins’ orchestra.

Hodgkins,

Miss Ethel

who

was

Hose Co.

or

not.

Particulars later.

MinMonday, May 8, Hancock hall
strel show by members of St. Joseph’s
Catholic society. Particulars later.
—

employed

the State-house, Augusta, during the
legislative session as stenographer to the
secretary of the Senate, has gone to Boston, where she will take a vacation before
at

returning to Ellsworth, where
position in the office

similar

she tills

a

of Hale &

Hamlin.

party at the Congregational
Charles M. Higgins and J. Harry Brown, vestry last Thursday evening was a most
who went to Brockton last week in search enjoyable affair. A feature of the evening
of
employment, returned this week, was Dr. Mary L. Burnham’s talk on
positions for cutters being, at present, medical mission work in China. Dr.
Burnham
left Monday for a lecturing
very scarce.
D. Smith-’ of

COMING kv*:nts

The

tour in

coffee

New York state, after which she

Kentucky.
H. Clark, son of A. W. Clark
and wife, of this city, who has been for
live years in the employ of the General
Electric Co. at Lynn, Mass., has been promoted to a responsible position in the
power and mining department of the
company’s main works which are located
at Schenectady, N. Y.
Next Tuesday at 10 o’clock the April
term of supreme judicial court for Hancock county will convene. Justice Henry
C. Peabody, of Portland, will preside. It
is predicted that many cases, both civil
and criminal, will be called. The Robbins
murder case may be brought to the attention of the grand jury, and if that body
finds an indictment there will be lively
will visit
Harold

Sltiiicrtisnnmia.

KEARNS
Keeps on
Kutting !
This time he has cut into the

price

of Canneil Goods—has

taken

a

off the
quence

wonderfully big slice
top—and in consepresents

now

these

Thursday evening, April 13. A full atEXTRA
SPECIAL
two
New
tendance is earnestly requested.
evening.
members may join at this time.
values:
Miss Georgia Foster, a student at Mt.
The following parts have been assigned
Holyoke college, is spending her vacation for the
graduation exercises of the senior
at home.
CANNED
class of the high school:
Salutatory,
Rowe, Jude, Knowlton, Parcherand Joy, Helene B. Bellatty; valedictory, Margaret times ahead.
Bowdoin boys, are spending their vacation L.
Dresser; history, A. Ruth Fields.
->
at home.
CHURCH NOTES.
The regular meeting of Lygonia lodge
Miss Muriel Davis, of Boston, is in will be held this
evening, and that of EsoMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Ellsworth, the guest of Miss Margaret teric lodge to-morrow evening. A full
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
L. DreBser.
attendance at both lodges is desired, as
in
Prayer meeting at
Friday, April 7
J. W. Nealley and Thomas J. Holmes, matters of importance will come up.
7.30.
9
Morning service at
Sunday, April
who have been dangerously ill, have so far
Miss Isabel Hall, of Washington, ar- 10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
recovered as to be out.
on
a
short
busirived in the city Monday
s c hool at 11.45.
Epworth league at 6.30
Miss Abbie Crowe has returned to ness trip. She will return Saturday and Preaching at 7 p. m.
CANNED
BAPTIST.
Ellsworth for the spring millinery season. will be accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Rev. P. A A, Killam, pastor.
She is with Miss Connick.
Barlow Hall, and her brother Barlow'.
Morning service at
Sunday, April 9
Samuel Moore and wife have moved
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Stanton are receiv- 10.30.
Sunday Bchool at 11.45. Praise and
home out of the woods, where they have ing congratulations on the advent of a
service
at
7
p. m.
preaching
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
been for the past six months.
daughter born in Auburndale, Mass., on
Friday evening.
The ladies’ missionary society of tlffe April 1. Mrs. Stanton was Annie, daughCONGREGATIONAL.
H. J. Joy, of this
Congregational church will meet with ter of Capt. and Mrs.
Rev. J. M. Adame, pastor.
city.
Mrs. J. M. Adams next Tuesday.
Morning service at
Sunday, April 9
Laurel Poor was before Judge Peters
Mrs. R. S. Higgins, of Brewer, w'as in
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
and
conference
the city Monday, called here by the death Monday charged by Mrs. Sarah McMullin
meeting on Fri- The wise buyers will rush
Prayer
with stealing two hens and a rooster. day evening at 7.30.
of her uncle, Luther C. Hastings.
UNITARIAN.
The evidence seemed to substantiate the
right in for these goods;
Miss Helen L. Campbell and Miss Annie
and Poor was sent to jail for ten
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
charge,
YOU'D BETTER BE A
Mitchell returned Monday from a week’s
days.
Sunday, April 9—Service at 10.30 a. m.
visit with friends in Beverly, Mass.
a.
m.
11.45
school
at
WISE BUYER!
Good Wrill council, J. O. A. M., will par- Sunday
A supper w ill be given by the ladies of
on
Mein
Grand
the
parade
Army
ticipate
the Unitarian church in the vestry this
Prof. A. H. Morona. piano-forte tuner, will be
morial Day. It was decided at a recent
Orders left with
In Hla worth each month.
evening at 6. The public is invited.
should
officer!
of
the
the
order,
meeting
Prof C. E. Monajjhan will receive prompt atMrs. W. W. Morrison will entertain a of the G. A. R. see fit to accept the propotention.— Advt.
party of friends this evening in honor of sition. It w as gladly accepted.
Mrs. C. E. Whitmore, of Bar Harbor.
Judge L. A. Emery has accepted an invi'ilSbcrtisnncntg.
A |25 prize story, w ritten by Miss Louise tation to address the senior class of the
Main St., Ellsworth.
was
reat
Vassar
a
senior
college,
Dutton,
high school at its graduation exercises in
cently published in the Vassar Miscellany. June. #The Lotus quartette, of Lewiston,
The various committees of the City hose has been engaged for the afternoon exerFIELD
company ar*1 hard at work arranging the cises, also for the evening concert.
Easter Monday programme which w’ill be
Dr. and Mrs. Grindal C. Gardner, of
Garden
given in connection with its annual ball Bangor, have issued invitations to the
Here are a few of the things that help to make
Blanche
Flower
Eva
of
their
marriage
daughter
house-cleaning easy and others that you will
'asbertisnumts.
to Ilarry L. Crabtree, of Ellsworth. The need in packing away winter clothes. Good disinfectants should be used freely in the Spring
Headquarters, as everybody
ceremony will take place at St. John’s
house-cleaning.
knows, are at
Episcopal church, Bangor, on Monday, Moth Balls,
5c, lOc
April 24, at 8 p. m.
Borax,
7c, 12c, 2<>c
The whist and dancing party given by Chloride of Lime,
5c, lOc, 15c
lOc Gum Camphor, lOc
the Unitarian society in Odd Fellows hall Copperas,
1 Furniture
25c
Polish,
was
last Wednesday
largely attended.

ALL

FLOYD & HAYNES,

born to

the Cushman house on Franklin
street, and will make their home with
Mrs. Whiting’s parents, J. F. Knowlton
and wife, on Church street.

meat- ing.

_

was

wife, of Boston, March 30- Howard
F., jr. Mrs. Butler is the daughter of Dr.
O. M. Drake, of Boston,
Rev. J. P. Bimonton will preach next
Sunday at the morning service to the
Daughters of Liberty who will attend in a
body. There will be special music.
Union river is clear of ice, but the bay
is still frozen over from Alley’s cove down
to Newbury Neck. A good wind i3 all
that is now wanted to open up navigation.
James S. Eaton, of Burlington, Vt.,
a former Ellsworth boy, passed through
the city Thursday on his way to Sedgwick
to see his aged mother, who is seriously

J. H. Brimmer entertained several gentlemen friends at whist Monday evening.

Misa Bernice

doe-n’t it?

son

ciff

The Epworth league will have a supper
Fellows hall next Wednesday even-

Better results

after the work.

Ralph H. Condon, postmaster of South
Brooksvilie, was in Ellsworth yesterday.

at Odd

use

and

Thomp-

cents ; sub-

baking powder,

Powder.

Royal Baking

cream

purity and great leavening strength of the
Royal. It will make the food lighter,
sweeter, of finer flavor, more digestible and
wholesome.
It is always reliable and uni-

Esoteric lodge exemplified the second
degree before District-Deputy W hittaker
last Thursday evening.
A banquet was

m.

that calls for

will be obtained because of the absolute

M. 8. Smith has entered the employ of
B. B. Walker as bookkeper. Mr. Smith,
for the past year, has been bookkeeper for
Floyd & Haynes.

MAIL 01.08KH AT I’Ulf Ul'FlOK.

Going Wight—li iMa nt, Sand
Going East—7 a ni and 5.30 p
No Sunday 'rains.

the

years of age.

KKCUVKD.

a

or

Melvin O. Flood, of Fairfield, who had
acquaintances in this city, died March 16,
of appendicitis.
He was tw'enty-seven

MAILS

effect October 10, 1004
MAILS

Receipt
jNofEVERY
tartar, soda,

The Alliance of the Unitarian church
the parsonage next Wednesday afternoon. Subject: “Unconscious
Influence.”
w'ill meet at

AT KLLH WORTH PORT OF PI OB.

In

stitution

OF

Foster.

8.

men,
SCHEDULE

should maintain

Demand It

—

goo 1*. ere.
Portland Mb:
Equitable Life Assurance Society—I usuian
education.
Kk -.sk, N H
Peerless Casual y Co—Insurance.

group of

her

young

friends to-morrow-

Tomatoes,

always on hand. Also Vegetables
great variety, in their season.

A choice lot of Fowl

7c per Can.

—

—

—

Strawberries,
10c per Can.

—

PATRICK KEARNS,

House*

DEMAND

THE!

BEST.

Cleaning
Helps.

Ice Cream,

CHOCOLATES.

Ice Cream Soda,

“The Taste Tells.”
take:

no

substitute:!

GASOLINE ENGINES,
Ttie Famous ami Reliable

MIANUS
Fully guaranteed, low in cost,
hiirh in uuality.

outsells them all in Maine.

MIAN US MOTOR WORKS, 20-33 Portland Pier.

I-OKTUSU, MAJMS.

DRUG STORE,
CORNER OPP. POSTOFFICE.

was

9.30, then

a

the entertainment from 8 to j Johnson’s prepared Wax for floors
5(>c
and interior finish,
farce entitled “Wooing Under ;
a disinfectant

Difficulties”,
were

COLLEGE ICES.

telephones.

AIKEN’S.

Whist

and

dancing.

Refreshments

served.

Miss Jane L. Brownell, principal of the
Baldwin school for girls, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
was in the city last week in consultation
with A. M. Foster relative to the building
of a cottage at Hancock Point.
While
here Miss Brownell was the guest of Mrs.
L. A. Emery.

Chlorides,
| Solution
25c
and deodorizer,
Aromatic napthaline & camphor, 15c
lOc, 15c
Strong ammonia,
Cream shampoo paste, to remove
dust from hair after house-clean25c
is done,

ing
C.

...

A.

PARCHER,

Apothecary,

ELLSWOKTB. MAINE.

sale:
F- O R
The Ellsworth Lumber Co. has cut dur- !
One second-hand
ing the past winter about 1,000,000 feet of
hardwood-the largest amount of hard- j Knox Marine Gasoline
wood ever cut in one season on Union 18 h. p 3 cylinder. A bargain for some one. Nc
reasonable offer refused. Inquire at
river. Iiast spring about one-fourth this \

12

of

Varieties

Field

Grass.

17 Varieties of Peas.
Beans, Seed Onions, Potatoes.
Too many varieties of flower seeds to
mention in detail.
4llgee<tA

new, frenh

and of

finest

quality.

Engine;

quantity

was

successfully driven,

and

SHERMAN'S BOAT WORKS, BR00KL1N, ME,

F".

j STATE

B.

AI K El INI

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning; April !».
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.

Topic.—What does Christ's life show
About the Father?—John xiv, 6-21.

KDITKl* BY “AUNT

power, his relation to His people as a
covenant maker aud keeper and such
attributes as Ills eternity aud holiness
rather than His fatherhood. The titles
used to designate God were Eloliim,
Jehovah, "the 1 a in.” rather than the
But
more endearing name of Father.
Christ changed this conception in the
New Testament. Old Testament titles
gave way to that of "Father.” Christ
taught His disciples to pray "Our Father.” and this was the nann* which
He most frequently used in addressing
God. In prayer He addressed God as
“Father,” umiTu conversation with othIn the pas
ers this was the title used.
•age before us from John He uses this
appellation no less Ilian sixteen times
and in doing so revealed to us much
Important truth concerning the Father.
From Christ here we may learn:
1. The way to the Father. Aud this
way is none other than Christ Iliiusclf.
“I am the way. the truth and the life:
no man eometh unto the Father Out
by Me.” Christ makes it possible for
■inful man to make his way back to
God. But for Ilis atoning death upon
the cross man’s reconciliation with God
would be impossible. But now He is
“the door.” ‘‘tile way.” and if we will
accept His sacrifice for us we can get
back to God, our Heavenly Father.
And in no other way can it be done.
How important, then, that we accept
the ample provision made in Christ’
2. The unity of God the Father and
Of God the Son. The doctrine of the
Trinity is an insoluble mystery. We
cannot comprehend it or explain it. yet
the fact is a very clear revelation of
Scripture, as can be seen in the passage before us so far as the Father and
To Philip’s inBon are concerned.
quiries Jesus said, "lie that hath seen
Me hath seen the Father,” and again,
*T am in the Father and the Father in
Me,” and to prove Ilis assertion Christ
appealed to His works. Ilis works
Ilis life was free from
were divine.
Bin. What could lie have been. then,
but divine? And. there being but one
God, He and the Father must bo one.
Glorious though
mysterious truth!
Theu the Father in giving the Son *f ■;
the world gave Himself, and back <■:
the power of Christ is the power of
God. able to sustain us amid the trials
and hardships of life.
3. The Father’s perpetual interest in
His children. From Him they were t *
receive power. By Him their prayer
were to be answered, and in answer
the prayer of Christ the Father was to
•end them the Comforter, even the
Spirit of truth. These blessings
ours today.
Are we availing our ! v
of them and living up to them?

EXPERIENCE OF MISS MERKLEV

READINGS.

Isa. ix, G; Jer. xxxi, 0: Matt, v, 1C.
4S; vi. 0; vii, 21; x::vi. 204."; Luke :;i.
1, 2; John vi, 3S-45; xv, 1-0; Bom. vlii.
14-17; I John iii, 1-3.

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated in ih title and motto—it is for the mutual
bene til, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being f<-r the common good. It is for the com
moo use-a public servant, a
purveyor of information ami suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

She Was Told That an
Inevitable How She

When

a

physician tells a

Recognition

Day

ct

Baltimore.

To the Work!

And now we arc in the harness again.
The vacation is over. The new year
with its splendid possibilities stretches
before us. Let us begin aright. This
will mean to look carefully into our
own hearts. Shall we not each put the
questions to himself: “Am I in perfect
accord with God? Do I desire above
all things else the progress of His kingdom?" Nor let us leave this dealing
with self until our souls fairly throb
with a holy real, fie sure of this, our
work shall count for little if we are
not right with God.—Rev. Dr. Edwin
Forrest Hallenbeek.
Th(* Rt-orKHiii/ed Society.
[Written for an Ohio society that died and
has recently been reorganized.]

Before my house there stood a tree,
Its branches waving full and free.
Its shadows flecked with bits of sun.
Its boughs with blossoms overrun.
The tree grew sick one droughty spell;
Half formed, the scanty foliage fell;
Too soon the starving leaves turned
brown,
And then, alas, they cut it down!

Iffy yard it

was a lonesome, place
Without the tret's delightful grace;
No time of fruitful blossoming,
No place for birds to nest and sing.

Bo now T have another tree
Bet where the former used to be;
A younger tree, whose eager roots
Are bold with hope of flowers and fruits.
And If the strip; ir-.- chance to fail.
Its leaves grow fln» by. scant and pale,
m fertilize the soil a bit
And keep the ax away from it.
—Amos R. Wells.

woman

suf-

table strikes terror to her heart, and
hospitals are full of women coming
for ovarian or womb operations.

our

YOU NEVER CAN TKI.L.

Vou never can ted when you send a word —*
Like an arrow shot from a bow
By an archer blind —be it cruel or kind,
.lust where it will chance to go.
It may pierce the heart of your dearest friend.
Tipped with its jioison or balm;
To n stranger’s heart in life’s great mart
it may carry Its pain or Its calm.
Vou never can tell when you do an act
.lust what the result will be;
But with every deed you are sowing a seed.
Though its harvest you n«ay not see.

y

And shelter the brows that toll.
never can

Each thing must create its kind;
And they speed o’er the track to bring you back
Whatever went out from your mind
—Selected by K P. W.
Dear
skies

are

of the

sang

a

spring

softer blue,

a

fleecy and light,
flopping over the
row

Miss Margret Merkley of 275 Third
Street, Milwaukee, Wis., write*:

M. B. Friends:

Greetings

some

to you all. The
the clouds are

robins have

brown

solo ail about

Dear Mrs. Pinkbam:—
Loss of strength, extreme

fields, and a sparspring the other

the winter’s accumulation of

ind the need of
If the ice has
the

an

advice. The doctor. aft«*r
examination, said I had ovarian
trouble and ulceration and advised an operation. To this I strongly objected and decided
to try Lydia E. Pinkbam s Vegetable Compound. The ulceration quickly heeled, all
the bad symptoms disappeared and I am
once more strong, vigorous and well.”
me

;ome

amiss.

It is

been

awaiting

jome

w-eeks.

dust,

a

from “Susan" will not

that has

of those

place !in the

column for

PAtuiiKKA, C>L Ft b. 4, 1905.
and Si-»tert of the M. H. C.:

Aunt Madge
When 1 w.«s a young one 1 uaetl to eiJoy
i>reaking through the ice In milk-pans about
this time of the )ear and gelling -he cold milk
to drink ; an t so, at* I hare to-day read accounts
>f colt ami stormy weather on the#Atlantic
'oa«, I can t-ee r.-w* of milk-pans on the
milk-room shelve- In the old home, and the b g
Iron spoon I u*e<! In brt-aking up milk ice.
Never has milk since tasted so good.
I cannot deny that I often wander hack In
thought to those youuK-om.jda>» of my hfu, and
[ can see bow essentia! they were to me.
They
were the rootlets wort tug their w ay down Into
the foundation suit, »■» that gtrlttuod, then wo
manhood Ian r could d< velo.i, and so become a
living tn-e, with .brai cues, leaves, buds, biossotn* ami fruit.
1 am sometimes Iota in wonder when I find
myself conu tnp’ailng the unfolding qualities of
To

an

Ovarian and womb troubles are steadily on the increase among women. If
the monthly periods are very painful,
or too frequent and excessive—if you
have pain or swelling low down fa the
left side, bearing down pains, leueorrheea. don't neglect yourself try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

abundance of soap and

one

to seek medical

making

thawed in the milk-pans,

following letter

been 'htnhlng 1 would write the M. B. C« *1
ters, how my neighbor make serviceable iu/<from old earp*t> With a piece of burlap, the
slae ctodred, the edge turned In and secured, eh«cut? worn carpet, just a grain larger than foun
da Ion, o»i the bla* three or four layer*. Hasting
all together, she proceed- to ►tltcli on iom< hlne
following outline of rug, row* an Inch or an
Inches ai d n puarur »pari.
When this is done, she cut* midway of t'ie
i-litchtng all but the tir«t layer ai d comr the
Lia* edge*, slightly, g’vcs it n shake, ar ^t Is
This may not be new to otners,
r. ady for use
but it w±6 not* 1 to me.
ii'ST L.

Grandma G., it seema good to hear
from you again. I am glad you have mentioned the “Simple Life”.
I thought 1
would read it when it was all completed,
Dear

young oi.c, and of what he or td>e in capable
making of himself or herself; anti so I think
[he ln>o-*.'keeper should look well to her laurels
In the direction of tialnlng young ones; for
lier* in lies the future of home, and wnat the
home 1* Hlong this line will be society, state
ftnd nation.
Young ones learn much at home that they
carry with them upon_the stage of active life
Upon this stage they play well or poor, good or
bad, as they are taught, for their young minds

but have not done

it

lays.
1 amivery fond of almost all kinds of appetizing eatables, and I get my share of them
usually ;when I come upon them; yet still 1
have an idea that we spend too much time and
energy on the eating part of our household
iutles, and leave undone those weightier matters pertaining to and affecting our daily existand the future ofiour lives.

.bin!

Ouc

very sup« ptlble to every influence brought
bear or;play upou them In their young-one

ence

yet.
SUKttY, March 2.\ l‘J05.

more

nu-acing.
such
says
only tends to
weaken the effect one wishes to convey. The
idea is : Be plain. The easiest way Ideas are « x
pressed the better effect they have on the hear
ers. 1 will quote a little for those who will not
read It, as it la not a fascinating looklug story:
press

Quackenbos

“Be sincere, moderate, siu pie in the ex pres
slou of your feelings nud opinions in private
aud in public alike, never pass bevond bcunds,
Ti e
give out faithfully what Is within 'ou.
simpler things are said the stronger are the

6ubah.

Dear Auni Madge and M. B. Sisters:
How very acceptably the M. B. C. has been
ailed since the beginning of the r.ew year, ami
Please, dear mothers, read chapter .0 and IS if
so many ncw|members have been added to the
“clan’* that It looks now as though the reunion no more, as they are for the family. 1 cannot
this year might be a jubilee Indeed, and that It place Sadie, she speaks of knowing me.
As S. J. Y. and M<b have acknowledged their
would require a long table ami a pile of dishes
letters, 1 will not, but will thank Aunt Madge,
to accommodate the members and their “Johns”.
I heard one “John” say that he thought that Esther, Meb and Anon f >r their preseuts. The,
were useful and pleasant. O, how many friends
June would be a good month to meet.
I was sorry to hear that! Auut "Marla .had and blessings 1 baveiolhauk the dear Father
for!
such bad success with their hams, but am very
I think that Am t Madge will have her heart
tlad for her that her home was spared. 1 hope
hat l>ell's rheumatism Is all cured by this time, and hands full If she answer^ all the 1 tiers and
It will surely not be for lack of|remedles If it la I sends presc is to all her niece*, -»r they arc mul1 would Ilka to tell her that I use the ; tiplying fa jt. Love to all tbj fan ily.
not.
UUiMDVA G
‘copper patch” to mend tin ware with and And
t a very handy article to have in the house.
If Aunt Madge’s time could expand as
I wa* Interested In Meb's story about the little much as her heart the nieces would hear
shlid. I always pity lHtlc folks who are gov. from her
by personal letter more fre■rqed by big f°lks who have no sympathy for quently.
Aunt Madge.
;he’r childish griefs. I think^that their troubles
ire just as real (to them as those which older
<;ran<*k .mektin*;.
people have to bear.
I have often thought this: If the good
mothers who write for the il. B. C. would give
April Session of Hancock Pomona at
some of their best methods of managing cldlOrluud oil the 22d.
that
It
he
1ren,
might
The April session of the Hancock Pohelpful to some of the
and
mothers,
to
^experienced
other mona grange will be held at Or land on the
Interesting
readers of the column.
22d. Following is the programme:
I agree with Wol In being surprised tint not
Opening exercises
my one has mentioned “The Simple Life”. I
Address of welcome.Bert Hutchins
lave read it. I like it and believe In its teach
Response. Homer Lowell, Penobscot
ngs.
How shall we Interest our boys
1 have tried the tarfreclpe which H. O B. sent Question
and youug men in agriculture? Leadmd pronounce it excellent. I can recommend
er.Fred Buck
Erne Stine’s recipe for molasses cookies, for It
is a favorite of mine and 1 often use it for hard
Call to order with music
(ingerbread.
1 will send
original recipe for doughnuts, Conferring fifth degree
;>ut I wlil not warrant them to be first-rate
Question: Why will not farmers organize
and work together as other classes do?
Coffee m>uom)t'TS—One-half cup each of
Opened by.J W Bowden
mola&pes, strong coffee and sugar, 1 egg, 1 taMespoonful of melted lard or butler, 1 teaspoonful
Followed by one representative of each
if soda. X teaspoonful of salt, cinnamon or anv
subordinate grange represented
jiher spice to suit taste. Flour enough to make
entertainment
soft dough.
by host grange
Alexia.
Closing in fifth degree.
It is a real pleasure to hear again from
The May meeting will be held at East
Alexia. We are glad she is able to write
us occasionally.
I am
to
the Sullivan on the 12th.

j

!

going

coffee

doughnuts

some

try

time.

Aunt L., to whom we give
welcome”, comes with a new way

A

cordial

a

of

rug. I should think it would look like
the knit rugs after they have been ravelled
md also it could be made
Dear Aunt Madge
This is the season for rug

quite quickly.
?•

making.

patent has recently been issued to
John J. Shannon, of Bangor, for a lifting

making jack.

1 hare

__

old and

»n

custom

well-known

is

that of burning the dry grass to improve
the next year’s pasture. Formerly the
fires were allowed to spread and burn
themselves out at will, and the practice
resulted in great forest destruction. Happily for the forests, the burning is now
more carefully done when it is done at all,
and onj the whole the custom is falling

Adit.

_

BY MARY

What

a

worry its little life

weather is too

be

win

when

the
when
come,
for winter flannels

days

mild

first

the

warm

soft thin summer clothes;
when everything: Irritates the skin and
the temper, and when grown folks grow
and too cool for

year after the land is
vigorating to the skin, and so to the
the blueberry bushes sprout circulation.
and grow a few inches. The second year
It will aid in curing any skin eruption
they yield a full crop of berries. The that may have already appeared, and is
third season the crop is small and of little soothing to
any summer skin difficulties
value, and the bushes reach a condition in that come from heating food or unflltered
The

rest.

burned

editor.)

can

be burned most effectively.

system of blueberry culture
the Innd does not run out with constant
use for the same crop. Where the burning
habeen properly done, the same tracts
have grown blueberries continously for

fifty

years without showing any decrease
in the yield. But if the land is burned

the wrong time of the year, or the
roots of the bushes are badly injured by
over at

required to restore
the productive capacity of the tract.
The best time for burning is when the
melting snow leaves the ground wet and
the tops of the bushes dry. After May 10
burniug is very injurious, unless tl e
spring is exceptionally late.
many years

The

are

canning companies

bluberry lands
small twenty-five
holdings. Pickers

own

most

of

Maine, except some
or
fifty-acre private

the

in

from company
quart, while

water.

owners

<*• id! I woul 1 lav all life's gems at tlmo'a
Ju*t t<» hear once again the old song
That brSntbcd ou the langu oroua nig <t the

basin of

a

water, and

very modern mothers, with

knowledge
and

of

hygiene,

an

wash

0 lore that I loved In th daya that arc dead!
O heart, where my falih was »o strung*
1 grop<* through the ahauowa for hope that hath
fled
For a lore that bath wandered among*
Comeback from the furrow fu' pan to these arm a
With the tuemotica tender that throng*
The it lit hi* are so filled with spirit's alarms.
And the tiny* are so lonely, ao long'
—Ijollie Hr It* Wylie.
11'* the tttiW* ©olO* that crow Into blf n>Vl*;
bin cuMl that ciul !u consumption And
death.
Watch the little cold*
Dr. Wowd‘4
Norway Pine Syrup —.4dr<.
the

To 1

Tate LA X
Ail >:rufttfl
;•*. *‘V. i,|

furniture with the

I* whal your money will
Invented Id shares ot the

a

i

A
now

■*

prep-

With a daily hygienic bath, and simple,
pretty and comfortable clothes, the twentieth century baby of advanced ideas can
very loudly over the times of misery
which its proud parents endured in their

If

NKW

8K1UK8

open, Share*, f] each; monthly
payments, $1 per snare.

PAY RENT
when you uu uorrow on yout
shares, give a lira mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
menu and Interval together
pay
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying tor
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

WHY

important

simple

earn

Ellsworth Loan and Mini Ass’n.

nursery walls

same

Mr*- h < ol«l in Oii«* 1 *wy
IIVK HIlOMo yllNISK T-blcu.

t- rcfi »‘*t ilw n»on« > It L bills fcocc re.
»|. ili.r* !• «*» C*CR :*iX. 2%

tianktug.

some

aration.

ghui

With It* burden of lore-only thta—
To live a-* I lived In that heaven-born dream,
That came through the antra of a klaa!

It is an excellent plan to wash nursing
bottles and all of baby's dishes in a solution somewhat stronger, say a teaspoonful
of borax to

feet,

I

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of

crow

4

w

if-wn

Henry W. Cushman, s
First Nat*I Bank Bid;
Pr*»«!.irnt.

day

and generation.
But it is really too happy and well and
cosy to indulge in unkind comparison, too
busy making the best of its own advantages to be censorious.

'Alford iztmmtB.

lands

private

receive about six to

eight cents
The picking

5,000

acres

most

to

which

have

barren

a

been reduced al-

condition.

Here,

if

failing health,

year
for the last two
from

and

purpose.

MAINE

a

fessor of

( U H

a

college

in

poured

in

executive committee since the
Last
announcement, late in February.
upon the

over

about 375

Among

a

200

new

names

total of almost

are

were

400,

of

added,
which

active members.

non-resident members are
Maine’s most prominent citizens,
including Atty. Gen. Hannibal E. Hamlin,
of Ellsworth, Judge Clarence Hale, of
Portland, Chief Justice Andrew P. Wiswell, of the supreme court, and the Hon.
William T. Haines, of Waterville.
The club expects to move early in June
into the new quarters which are receiving
the

of

thorough overhauling. There w ill be a
large banquet ball on the second floor,
a

while or. the lower floor will be installed
two cafes. Several private bedrooms may
be provided for use of members. The
dub wrill have all

leading periodicals,

Maine papers.
At the last election of

,

HOOD RUBBERS
/HOQD\

trade nnmrnn urn
~

MAPK

.POSTON

NOT HADE BY A TRUST
YOU
/£
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Philadelphia.

Two Hundred Names Added to Large
drawings he had made from microscopic
Membmhip Roll.
of diseases of animals and
If there has ever existed any doubt as to investigation
other specimens he had accumulated durthe success of the State of Maine club, of
ing his extensive experience.
Boston, in its new venture of leasing the
Dr. Ward was married forty-five years
spacious quarters of the Twentieth Cenago to Miss Sheppard, of England, who
tury club on the corner of Somerset street
survives him. He had no children or relaand Ashburton place, it has been
entirely tives in this
in England
he
dispelled by the deluge of applications leave# three country;
brothers-John, Reuben and
for
w'hich have

making

Pilgrim /

Dr. Ward presented to the pathological
department of the Johns Hopkins university a large collection of the enlarged

IIOO.MS,

membership

Heed’s

months suffered greatly
complication of liver and kidney

necessary, this industry could be profitcomplaints.
ably extended. But when lumbering and
Hr. Ward was born in England seventy
fires have not materially depleted the foryears ago, the son of a wealthy lumber
ests, the land should be continued under
merchant. His parents decided to send
forest edver and the stand improved.
him to the Royal college of
veterinary
The opportunity is ample for a proper
London, where he was graduated
extension of blueberry culture without surgery,
in 1866.
invading valuable forest lands, which
He came to Baltimore in 1883 and about
should be protected from tire.
The wisa month after his arrival was
appointed
est policy is to utilize the present blueby Gov. Hamilton, State veterinarian. He
berry barren areas to the fullest extent, was fora time
established in Manchester,
and not to encroach further upon the
Eng., but his renown as a veterinarian
forests, except as the growth of the indusspread to America, and he was asked to
try makes it profitable to take old cut-over
come to this country and become a
prolands for this

some

A liovi* Song.
paaalonate past, wliti lia rove* so sweet,
A t»d Iih d .y* Un»t were gollen and tong,

O

!

Noted Veterinarian l>en<l.
The Baltimore Sun of March itt announces the death of
one of the moat
a quart for their
berries.
widely known experts on the disease* of
season Lasts six weeks.
cattle and other animals in this countryA rapid picker makes from f4 to fh a
Dr. Robert Ward, of Baltimore. He was
day; if he has a large family to help him state veterinarian under five sueoessiv
it is not unusual for him to make ftJOO cr
Under his management the
governors.
|800 in the six weeks. This makes the work of
this department was greatly
industry very popular among the pickers,
and means of prevention of
and increases the danger that forest fires enlarged,
animal
diseases
formulated by him
will be set or permitted to burn through
which had not before been discovered.
good timber in order to increase the exHe was a writer for years on agricultural
tent of blueberry barrens.
for the Baltimore Sun up to the
In addition to the 2,600 acres of present subjects
time of the fire last year. For more than
barrens, there are in Hancock county over a
he had been in
get three cents

w’eek

O

first

Under this

fire,

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

The Frances E. Willard memorial meeting, which was also a union meeting of
the two churches in this place, was well
attended, the programme, consisting of
music, readings, etc., being well carried
out. Mr. Hargrove, of the Baptist
church,
gave a sketch of Miss Willard's life, and
of
the
Mr. Heroemvay,
Episcopal church
gave an interesting address on: “While
God removes the workers, the work still
remains.” The W. C. T. U. here is still
alive, and though not much is heard from
it is working in a quiet way.
PHEW 8upt.

over

they

which

diolumn.

(The editor latltei *er.rrwrlM of local union,
of the W. C. T. V. In Hancock county, amt
white rlbboner* generally. to contribute to thta
column report* of meeting* or Items that will be
>f Interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a llrecohtmn
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T*
0. women to make It so. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, and will t»c whnt they make
Items and com in un lections shouh! tie
it.
short,
o.l arc, of course, subject to approval of the

ANNABI.E FANT0N.

unaccountably cross and unsympathetic!
Just fancy how any of us would feel to
be as uncomfortable as possible, and not
be able to help ourselves, or to tell anyone
how miserable we were, and to be thought
into disuse. In Maine a practice of burn- cross when we were really being very
ing exists which is local to that State, is brave about prickly heat, bunchy woolens
novel in character, and has nothing to do and heavy clothes.
with grazing. The burning is to assist
Physicians are agreeing nowadays that
blueberry culture by causing the bushes much of baby's comfort depends upon his
to sprout vigorously and clearing the clothes, that they should be light and
loose and not too warm and as few as posground of other growth.
About 1870a factory for canning blct- sible, and short after the first few months.
Buttons arc discarded, according to the
berries was located in Maine, and as t
prospered it was; followed by others. In modern baby doctor, and ruffles and puffs,
1885 and again |in 1899 similar factories and trains, so to speak, and jeweled pins
and canning companies were establish'd, and thick hoods and weighty cloaks; and
until to-day blueberry raising and can- fairy-like gossamer garments substituted,
ning is an important industry in this with soft nainsook slips, and mall dresses
State. To supply the increasing demand and finest
French flannel, cobwebby
knitted tiny things and quaint pretty ceps
blueberry bush areas have been coi
stantly enlarged, until now “blueberry with a rosebud at each ear, wool chiffon
barrens” cover some 2,600 acres in Han- veils, and so on through the long list of
cock and Washington counties.
fine dainty garments.
A century ago these blueberry barrens
And with the wardrobe made cool and
covered by a comfortable for spring, with silk instead
were, for the most part,
dense forest, chiefly of white pine and of wool and flannel instead of eider down,
spruce. The forest was thinned by lum- the next consideration is the small child's
bering the pine, and the increased amount bath and nursery ways.
of light permitted new kinds of underIt is not sufficient for the sweetest
growth*togcta foothold. Fire, as almost young mother to love giving baby his
invariably happens, followed the lumber- morning bath. She may be tender and
ing, the rest of the original stand was affectionate and devoted, but baby
destroyed, and the undergrowth was still will yell just the same if the water is
further altered, a great variety of valuele a hard, the skin tender, and the combinaunderbrush and weeds taking possession tion irritating.
of the ground, together with a stand of
It is really very important indeed that a
birch, poplar, red maple and other hard- baby's bath should invariably be in soft
wood seedlings.
water. 1 Hard water chafes tbe skin, often
As the fires continued to occur, this breaks it and renders it susceptible to
hardwood growth became scrubby and every sort of infantile eruption.
Or
was finally entirely eliminated, and the
just the chafing without any more s?riground became a true barren, covered with ous diffi culty means troubled nights and
a growth of blueberry bushes, sweet fern,
fretful days.
If it Ls not possible to get rain water for
brake, bum hberry, goldenrod, and sheep
laurel. With the ground in such condi- th ? nursery, put a teaspoonful of dissolved
tion its beat use is for blueberry culture.
pure borax powder in a small bath-tub
The blueberry owner divides his land half filled with water.
This weak sointo three portions; each year he pick* lution of borax will not only
keep the
th? berries from one portion, burns an- skin smooth and white, but will cleanse
other portion, and allows the third to it ant inept ically.
is
also
It
actually in-

in-

cluding

Bezerna, scald hea l, hives, Uchinees of the
aitn of any sort. Instantly reliered,
permanently cured. Doan's Ointment. At any drug
cloze

West

so

Madge and M. B. biateru:
of the Maters mentloi eu that no one had
spoken of the '‘Simple Life”. 1 have read It
and think li good. It is what every one should
have to make life erjoyahle. Living tdtr.plc or
natural, not putting on air*, but easy p ea-ant
ways, and >peaking so aa to be understood by
those who are h«r«i to comprehend different
vie* s as unuersiood by those of more iuu.Ul.
gent minds and belter education, not using
high flown words aud many adjectives to ex
D*ar

are
to

nervousness

shooting pains through the pelvic organs,
hearing down pains and cramps compel led

been

morning.
Just for this week think of that side of
it. Next week—if you must—discuss the
turning of carpets, the mud on the kitchen

floor;

I

There are cases where an operation
is the only resource, bnt when one considers the great number of cases of
ovarian and womb trouble cured by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after physicians have advised
operations, no woman should submit to
one without first trying the Vegetable
Compound and writing Mrs. Pinkh&m,
Lynn, Mass for advice, which is free.

tell what your thoughts will d >
In bringing you hate or love;
are
For thoughts
things, and their airy wings
Are swifter that, carrier doves.
rhey follow the law of the universe,
Vou

--V

]Af/iiAfargrot Aferl(lef/

shall

tree

[>r

One of the most Interesting feature*
of the great international convention
at Baltimore next July will lie a memorable recognition day on Monday.
July 10. when conspicuous gains an.'
good work along various lines of Chris
tlan effort will receive recognition
The object of this is not to laud in
dlviduals or societies, but to promotrthe spirit of service for Christ and Unchurch, to encourage faithful effort and
to stimulate the zeal of all. All banners previously given for the increase
Campaign will, it is hoped, be taken
to Baltimore. Other banners will be
given to states that have recently made
their 10 per cent gain, and stars and
crescents will be given to those states
that have gained additional percentogee. A list of all unions, district aud
local, that have made a 10 per cent
gain In societies since Nov. l, 1901.
counting juniors and intermediates,
senior societies, neighborliood societies,
mothers’ societies aud all other kinds
of genuine Christian Endeavor societies,
will be announced. A pennant for the
union banner marked "For Progress In
Christian Endeavor, lSKM-Oo,” will be
given to these unions.

Operation
Escaped It

Was

fering- with ovarian or womb trouble
that an operation is necessary, the very
thought of the knife and the operating

communications, and Us success depends largely
Comr»n ihe support given it in this respect.
munications must be signed, but the name ot
^nier will not be jointed except by permission
Communications wilt be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
grill i*e rejected without good reason. Address
ill communications to
Thk America*,
Ellsworth. Me.

an acorn dropped
E tch kindly act
In God’s productive soil;
riiough you may not know, yet the

Maine fanners Have Built
f'j» a Novel Industry.
grazing sections throughout the

How the
In

IU. <£. £. II.

THE BABY IN SPRING.

BMJEBKR H Y Cl*LTV HE.

,JV>y\^\AA A A<%

OPERATION AVOIDED

MADOK".

*Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

--w

---

us

Before the cau:;*g of Christ the people of God had bat a faint conception
of God as their Father. The Old Testament revelations of God set forth Ilis

BIBLE

SlSlJtrtisnncnta.

!Uutnal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

the club

Guy

Marchie was elected president, and Luther
C. Greenleaf, secretary. Ex.-Gov. John
D. Long is one of the directors.

George.
During

serious illness he

his last

was

attended

by Dr. Hoffman, of Baltimore,
George A. Neal, of Baltimore
medical college, class of 1906, between

and

Dr.

whom and himself and wife had existed a
close muturl friendship for the last
year
Dr. Neal has been in
and who

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.
; SAVE*

CliulIen’N

T,ME and
MONEY BV D»I»o

Books.

llroord

Advertiser'* Record.
Subscription Record,
Advertising Record,
Job Printer'. Recce
Correapor.denc* Record
Ruled, printed and Indexed for qukk
and reference l>eecr1pttve circular and Prtc#
la* on application. Published by
E. A. & W, E. CHILI>,
u Dover Street.
New York

Baltimore,

was

with him in his last hours.

was

a

Mason, belonging

branch.

English

was

State Superintendent W. W. Stetson has
received several requests from Massachusetts superintendents for
to

permission

use a
as a

section of the

text-book

their teachers.

B XjIjSWOXITB

Dr. Ward

to the

buried from the Protestant Episcopal church of the Messiah.
He

last report of schools
in the readiug course for

STEAM
"»0

or

Protruding Piles

I>ruK«i* refund money »t PaZO OINTMENT
lails to cure
any case, no matter u!
of ui>vv
—;
inner
bow* lonR
lone
hixndlmr
In 6
fi lo
m ll
11 ,1.V- Hist
sanding, Ui
day*.
application give*Mu! 4„t
f«r..
.nasii'i
it
U)o la sump* ami?„;ir
It will be lorwarded
postpaid by I urls Medicine Co.,St. Louis Mo.
—j

uKuiri

..

it
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rtrSitO-

PAY, NO WASHES."
—

All kinds of laundry worn done at short
!*■«. goods called for and delivered.
H. B. BSTEY * CO.,
«■ est Bad
Ellsworth.
Brrdee.

tr

Pauper Notice

A Guart>ui««(i Care for Pile*.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding
*

LAUNDRY

and bath rooms.

W«tl» the
Having
worth to supiHjrlanC
fleet!
cou tract c1

city

care tor

«****“!:

dun 14; the wrt
«:id arc legal roiW|ents of Ellsworth.
ail pernio trimm* tUciu uu <njr
there Is plenty cd room and a*-couiE odaoon».,,r
care tor them at the City JVura*. bou*-.
M. J. Dae*****
ir.dT

J J*

melody
DIVINE
By BELLE MANIATES
OiyrtyM.

'*>4'

Jfdiilu(«

*'■»

Edith Wllmot looked Into the open
Are, whose soft slow intensified her
fen tores anti softened the
meditative restraint in her beautiful
was the night of her return
eyes. It
liotoe after an enforced absence abroad
of nil years, which time bad been deTobd io the care of an Invalid father,
gjnce hi* death hatl oeenrred. two years
hctore, she had aimlessly traveled and
visited, until now she had decided to
so long dosed.
open her old home,
On Arnold Graves, organist of St.
Paul's and teacher of piano, her young
girltoh fancy hod centered Its dreams.
Ti c two hours spent weekly tinder his
tutelage before she had gone abroad
laid been very happy ones to tier. She
laid met her teacher of mnsir socially,
and their friendship had liecn fast
merging Into a closer relation when
faie laid intervened in the shape of the
family physician, who hud ordered Mr.
Wllmot to Switzerland, where their sohail been prolonged beyond their
rl«r cot

journ
original plans.

had carried

Edith

on

a

spasmodic

correspondence with

Arnold Graves;
hut. owing to his sensitiveness, her natural restraint and the lark of propinquity. their relations had not changed.
Constantly on her Journey home had
cotue the question to tier mind whether
he would find in the woman of twentyail what had seemed to please him In
the girl of twenty. She had written to
him cn route and asked him to call
He had done so. and
that evening.
now. after his departure, ahe sat before
the Are mnsing on their meeting.
Site had In ttiese years sometimes
feared lest her girlish Inexperience had
read him wrong and Invested him with
qualities that lived only In her own
fancy. She thought she would almost
prefer not to meet him ngaln than to
suffer the loss of her Illusions. Hut
now her broadened nature and wider
experience found him to tie all slie bad
thought hint—and more. She knew, too.
that her youthful feeling for him had
quickly and suddenly become something else -something that was stronShe never
ger for Its long duration.
hod fell quite sure of the place she occupied in his thoughts and feelings,
but tonight site had seen a strange
light in his eyes when he look ml at
Perchance the expression had
her.
been there in the days long ago and
ahe had lieefi too Ignorant to translate
tt.
Stic had pursued Iter musical studies
while abroad, and Arnold hail asked
her to route to his studio the next
She went
morning sud play to him.
at the appointed hour, and after playing a few HclfH-tion* there suddenly entered a most bountiful young girl.
“Miss Wllmot." Introduced Graves,
"let me present my ward and pupil.
Mbs Heth Forbes. I want you to hoar
her slug." lie explained to Edith.
Then, turning to the girl, he asked
her to go Into the adjoining room und
look for a certain aria.
lie ha 1 written casually of a distant
cousin who bail boon left to his guardianship, but site bad supposed his ward
to is- a mere child. Beth returned with
the music. Ho charmingly did site render the aria that Edith felt her heart
going out to her, though with conflicting sensations. Hiding home she sank
listlessly hack In the carriage with n
doll throb of pain in her heart
She
passed a most wretched day. full of
slutiqiened doubts. It teemed to b«r
that Ileth lacked no cliarui and that no
man could withstand such loveliness.
Arnold's ruling passion was music, am’,
he must love the girl for her voice
Gone.
wondered if Beth cared for him.
She had seen nothin? In the
girl's manner to Indicate that ahe had
anything
more tbau an
ordinary affection of a
l>upil for her teacher, but then she was
youu?, and her innoceut heart hud
probably not }et awakened.
Edith
found herself consumed with an intense curiosity to know more of Arnold's young protegee.
Yielding to a
sudden impulse, she sent Beth a note
sskiug her to spend the following dav
with her.
/
lieth accepted eagerly, and, flattered
by having aroused the interest of an
older, more accomplished woman, she
wss responsive in the
highest degree
to Edith’s advances.
Iu discussing a
popular uovel Beth
naively asserted that the woman did
not love the man.
"" bat do you know about love,
bothr demanded Edith.
’■N'dbiug; only from looking on. Ar
nold says that when 1
sing love songs
• bur
passion to tatters and that I
neve can
express the song of the heart
until I have been in love."
They say a pupil never learns to
*inc until she falls in love with her
teacher. Mr. Graves has taught you
to sing, hasn’t
he?"
tes; he understands voice training.
M 111 never learn to
sing love songs
,1;ive to fail ill lo>-e with him first!"
I*o you think him so
impossible
Mic

,rJ

then?"
i

or

me,

yes!

Arnold doesn’t think
a person with an
Indlvidnnll, yTo him I am a voice. If l
couldn't
n" * *1 he devoid of
interest In his
regards uie as a scientist does
™
specimens."
She paused for a
reply. Receiving
none, slie continued:
T'id yon ever hoar
any of his niusle11
7"

^compositions

nrp exquisite.”
..)r*'s ’V T!ieJ'
*me ,’*1 been

iii»i
uie

dainty, simple
ntif.,hers, but Ids last work la far
it Is classical.”
ft l»wn y>nhH.«hefI V*

m*rrt.

“Not yet. He has Just finished It. 1*11
tell you wl»at we’ll do. He Is
coining
for me tonight,
you know. When we
are
this
afternoon we’ll stop at
driving
the house and get the score. 1 know
where It is."
In the evening when Arnold came
Noth told him that she had the manuscript of his music.
“I am not In the mood to
play it tonight,” he said, hesitating.
*^ou are not to play it.”
Interposed
"I have heard It in all Its different stages of composition, and « have It
at my fingers' ends.”
She seated herself at the
piano and
commenced playing. She was not an
artist In the rendering of Instrumental
music, but she had great power of expression and a wonderful faculty of Interpreting the composer's thoughts.
There was a power and strength in
the opening bars which melted Into n
brilliant vivacity of execution and then
finally glided Into soft, reflective minor
strains. From this was evoked a phantasmagoria of all the human passions.
I»ark. fierce, turbid dreams, an impassioned recitative, a thrilling tragedy, a
graceful.
of
insinuating
subtlety
thought, a song of pence. Joy. sorrowall were expressed in the tenderness of
melody refined and ftubdued. The theme
was noble, the
composition strong, the
emotion genuine and the Intensity dramatic.
The grandeur of the work was softened and made human by'an exquisitely beautiful strain that from a background of sustained harmony ever occurred.
When the last note died away there
was
a
momentary silence like that
which follows a benediction. Edith's
face was ablaze with passion.
“The music divine.” she said in a low
tone.
Arnold rose and crossed the room,
his face pale with excitement and agitation.
“Tell me," he said to Edith, and
there was something In Ids voice that
made her heart lieat quickly, “what
you think of U."
*‘!t is hard to dissect such music as
that.*’ she replied softly. “There was
a coior tone in every note.
I felt ns
if I were in a vast garden of flowers,
overcome by a thousand scents.
Arnold looked at her curiously.
“I did not know.” he said, “that you
were poeMc or imaginative, nor did i
dream.” turning to Beth, “that your
Augers could 1h» so expressive.”
“I have sat in the dark many a time
listening to you as you played it.” she
*T could have played it from
said.
It is Armemory without the notes.
nold himself.” she murmured in an
aside to Edith. "Arnold as lie lets no
one see him.
He composed It iu broken fragments, one day a snatch of
gay melody, then a weird little cadenza
or a
dainty gnvot, according to his
mo<xl, lint always he played a most
beautiful little melody that seemed to
be ever with him. The *song of the
heart, nicht waiir?' Then he blended
n’l these compositions so skillfully
that a beautiful and complete harmony
resulted.”
“Beth,” laughed Arnold, "you are n
very precocious child!”
The precocious child gave further
evidence of her claim to the nppella
tion by asserting that the music had
its charms when heard at n distance in
the dark.
“If you and Edith will retire to the
little rending room I will play It again
and convince you I am right,” she
said.
They acted upon her suggestion, and
Beth again rendered the passionate
music, smiling softly to hefseif.
“I fancy this time,” she mused, “that
Miss Wilrnot will Imagine herself in
n
garden of love Instead of a garden
of dowers.”
When she had finished the composition her hands wandered idly over the
keys in fragments of melody.
When they entered the music room
Beth looked up quickly, and then, with
a
mischievous laugh, burst into a
grand, triumphant wedding march.
There was a half whimsical, wholly
loving expression In Edith’s eyes as
«be kissed the young girl.
“You are a dear girl!” she murmured.
“And a good guesser?" she queried.
“Such a good guesser. Beth, that you
shall sing at our wedding!”
Tbc Tramp That Had

to

Take

Water.

A locomotive when taking water
from a track tank looks as If it was going through a river. The water Is flushed into spray and flies out on either
side like the waves before a fast boat.
Trainmen tell the story of a tramp who
stole a ride on the front or "dead” end
platform of the baggage car of a fast
train. This car was coupled to the rear
end of the engine tender. It was quite
a long run, without stops, and the engine took water from a track tank on
the way. When the train stopped the
tramp was discovered prone on the
platform of the baggage ear, half
drowned from the water thrown back
when the engine took its drink on the
run.

"Here, get off!” growled the brakeman. "What are you doing there?”
the
boss.” sputtered
“All
right,
tramp. “Say,” he asked after a moment. “what was that river we went
through awhile ago?”—From "Stories
of Inventors.” by Itussell Doubleday.
SwonlN of London.

There are four swords belonging to
the city of London—the sword of state
borne before the lord mayor as the emblem of bis civic authority (this is
the sword which used to be surrendered to the sovereign at Temple Bar
and when she came within the pre
clncts of the corporation): the pearl
sword, from the nature of its ornaments, which is carried before the lord
or
mayor on all occasions of ceremony
festivity; a sword placed at the central criminal court above the lord mayor’s chair: a black sword, to be used
hi Lent, on days of public fast and on
the death of any of the royal family.

KLIjS WORTH
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■AIIIK LAW KCOABOIRO WBUMTS AmL lUAHt ^
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh *K
pound®, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a nushei of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is W> pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of deans In
orders ml fit for shipping, is «2 pounds»f wheat, l*eet8, ruta Uh*z mrnlpa anil peas,HO
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 53
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
(llan meal, 50 pounds; ot parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

Sood

Kunds;

Ratter.
Rutter continue* scarce and will bring nlrno t
any price, Tbe price ranges from 26c to 88 ar d
85 cents.

Creamery per ft.30§56
Dairy.. a Jo
Best factory (new) per ft.I6ftlt*
Best dairy (new)....U
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel ..06
Kicks.
Fresh laid, per do*.15

Poultry.
The supply of poultry has decreased this week
d the price rone up. Chicken* bring from 20

a

fowl from 15 to .0 cents.
Chickens.22 $ 28
Fowl.
lOflJ;

to 28 cents and

....

Ray.
loose, per ton...12 ft 14

Baled.."in
Straw.
• •li
in

Baled.!
Vegetables.
Potatoes bu

*'

2
02

Libraries by the Hundred.
Isaac F. Mar.osson writes in the April
Nearly every day some one invents or ! World's Work the inside facts about
discovers a new use for it.
“Giving Carnegie libraries”. The differ(Jpe day the j ent
countries that have received a share
girl at “central” received this
them follow:

message:
have put the

of the total

Say, Central, I
j “Hello!
| receiver of the ’phone in the baby's cradle,
if she wakes up and cries, call

and

up

me

Beets, bu
Cabbage,
Carrots, bu

Beans—per qt—
Yellow-eye

seventy-one.”
have been an unusually

It must
absentminded woman who sent in the message:
“Oh, Central! Ring me up in fifteen minutes, so that I won’t forget to take the
bread out of the oven.”
If some one finds it necessary to take a
night train, the operator at the exchange
will receive

such

message as this:
up a half an hour be2.17 train in the morning. See if
some

“Central, ring

me

fore the
it’s late before you call me, please.”
Go into the exchange during a “rush
period”—say, at nine o’clock in the morning-and you will see the telephone girl
stand up, push her chair into a
corner, and
“throw” the plugs with which connections
are made as fast as her arms can
fly for an
hour at a stretch. All she will have time
to say to you will be:
“Every woman
town is ordering things for dinner.”

in

12315

10
Pea.
Prult.
10 3 25 Oranges, dos
Apples, pk
.35ft.45
.03 Lemons dos
Cranberries, qt
26ft&>
Groceries.
Coffee -per ft
Rice, per ft
.06ft.08
.16 ft.25 Pickles, per gal .45ft.66
Blot
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.25ft.75
85 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure elder.
.20
Tea—per ft—
M
-45ft-65 Cracked wheat,
.04
.80ft 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per ft
.06 X Graham,
.04
Granulated,
Coffee—A Jk B, .05 s Rye meal,
.04
.06 Granulated meal,ft 02H
Yellow, C

Japan,

happens to

utes

behind time.

time of

day,

late,

be

She is

wo.dd

just

because

how many minoften asked the

a raw

run

autumn

day I

was

met at

the

on the historic island of Iona
the Scotch coast. It is less tin n

Tasmania and the West Indies each have
one.
The total amount of money given by

Carnegie

for

United States is

gate

—

dust.
But

you still

can h« ip In making the worUI
brighter, if you just

Don’t nag
If you wish to give him courage who has ehoe«i
you for life,
Don’t nag;
If you wish to be his helper—and he’ll nee4
help In the strife—
Don’t nag.
He may have a few shortcomings-husbands
generally do—
And he may sometimes sit beaten when he
should have triumphed, too.
But he'll rise with newer courage and new
strengtn, if only you
Don’t nag.
All around you there are others who have pals,
ful wounds to nurse.
Don’t nag;
(tubbing on the raw has ever and will alwaje
make it worse.
Don’t naff!

Y014

can see your neighbor's foibles—all bis
weaknesses are plain—
But, then, what’s the use of prodding when H
cannot bring you guln?
Why add by a look or whisper to the world's
supply of pain?

is

off

Mr.

Don’t Nug.
If you wish to help the world a little In yonr
humble way,
Don’t nag.
Yoor wife, If you’re a husband, doubtless has
her faults, but—say
Don’t nag!
You may be too busy tolling for your little bit
of crust
To be able to lift others who are lying in tbs

below:

There
are
approximating fll,000,000.
forty-nine places with fifty-seven library
buildings in the Dominion.
Ireland has thirty-one towns with Carnegie libraries. New Zealand has five,

has let the

some one

given

fifteen feet long and scarcely as wide. It
is on a sea-swept spot, and the walls are
of granite and nearly two feet thick. It
is used by fishermen.
Canada has received free library gifts

down. When there is an alarm
of fire, “central” is supposed to know
where it is. The exchange is just across
the street from the fire-house, and fire
alarms are often telephoned in—to the
saving of valuable time.
Toward the end of a long, cold drive on
clock

are

England, where he has given and promised $0,372,240. Two hundred and eightythree English towns have a total of 3- 5
libraries, or will have, when all provided
for are erected, serving 20 per cent, of the
population.
j The smallest Carnegie library in the

There are about thirty subscribers who
called regularly every morning by the
telephone instead of by an alarm clock.
The “central” girl is supposed to know
the time of all railway trains, and if a
train

1,3>2

The largest per cent, of the population
in any community served by a
Carnegie
library is the District of Columbia, w'here
the Washington building supplies 78.4 per
cent, of the people with books.
The total number of library buildings
built and promised by Mr. Carnegie in the
United Btatea is 871. When all are built
they will serve 18.9 per cent, of the whole
population. They represent a total benefaction of |29,807,980. This includes the
promise of |100,000 for a building in Porto
Rico. There are no Carnegie libraries in
the Philippines.
Outside the United States Mr. Carnegie’s
largest library benefactions have been in

are

85350 Turnips, bu

Spinach, pk
Sweet Potatoes, lb,

months, vras asked how she liked the telephone. She naively answered: “Well, we
I <•» to which It Ih Put In Some Parts liked
it a lot at first, and do yet, only
of tin* Country.
spring work is coining on so heavy now'
Sorre amusing stories of the new uses to that w’e don’t
hardly have time to listen J
which t e telephone is put in Iovra are now.”
told in the April World « Work. A few of

at number

Country Produce.

Best

KAKMKRS’ITELKPUOKE,

libraries

outside

Don't nag.
If she has her days for fretting, oh, be pattest
then with her—
Don’t nag.
If he makes mistakes, remember It Is human
still to err—
Don’t nag.
You may not have strength to rescue the pate
ones whose burdens kill,
Or to lift the weary toilers who are stumbling;
up the hill.
But you can refrain from making the worM
sadder, If you will—
Don’t nag!

—Chicago Record-Herald.

the

The ratio of officeseekers to officeholdis about 1.600 to 1.

flO,003,540.

ers

by a farmer friend, with the worlf s “Co ne
right in. The wife has some hot cofTee
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Linseed,
We knew* you were com.eSftJ'' ready for you.
.50
Porto Rico,
13
Kerosene,
ing. Miss Kankin seen you go by, and
.60
Syrup.
she just telephoned to us.”
Lumber and Building Materials.
Sometimes the rural telephone has been
125
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
Hemlock,
13ftl4 Hemlock.
1 S'* used to
stop travelers less willing to be |
Hemlock boards, ISftlI Clapboards— per M—
16 ft 20
Extra spruce,
Spruce,
24ft* stopped. There are sections where chicken
20 §25 Spruce, No. 1, 20 §40
Spruce floor,
has become a lost art, because the
Pine,
20ftt0 Clear pine,
25ftJVi stealing
rural telephones
M ate hod pine,
20 ft 25
make it possible
Extra pine,
5“
to
j
*er M
Laths— per M—
Shingles—pei
block every avenue of escape as soon as
j
3 25
Cedar, extn
2-V)
Spruce,
M
2 75
Item lock,
2 00 the crime is discovered. Many industriaus |
clear,
M
2d dear,
2 23 Nalls, per ft
.04ft.06
chicken thieves, and some bold offenders,
**
extra o.*s,
1 60 Cement, per ca«a
I §0
No*
1 26 Lime, per cask
95 have been caught “red-handed” through !
.75 Brick, per M
7ftll telephone messages which have promoted
White lead, pr ft .«5ft.06

Such Tfiinjc

So

r>o

surer

we

am

Overwork.

fr:>!xi

overwork?

ZUrfurtusmunts.

A

practical method of determining the
measure of fatigue is to trace the tired
feeling to its source. We may learn
that what we have been calling overwork is nothing more nor less than
The human maworry or boredom.
chine was built to work.—Dr. Cater.

BROWN’S
INSTANT

RELIEF

—

farmers to meet the

PrnfUlont.

Beef, ft:

Pork, ft.
12§.25
Steak, ft
.10 §.13
Chop.
.16 ft. *8
Pigs* feet.
Ham, per ft
.06 ft 08
Shoulder,

Steak,
Roasts.

Cornea,
Tongue*.
Tripe,

Veal:

Steak.

Salt

Lard,

I0|

Roasts,
Lamb:

16
12
X8
16 ft.20
1>
It
10
10 Si J

a

telephone

rural

which had been in operation only

a

few

CURES

He—Do you really think It hurts a
be hit with one of Cupid’s arrows? She—No. As a rule, he merely
becomes senseless for a time.—Chicago
Record-Herald.
man to

malefactors with shot-

guns on the highway.
A farmer’s wife, on

Hen meiemm.

Very

A self-made

;

loving

more

man

than

is seldom

It can be depended upon to promptly relieve iudigestion, colic, colas,
coughs, cuts, burns, bruises, chilblains, etc. All dealers. 35c.
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

capable of

once.

^UberttscmentB.

C5
Tongues, each
Mutton.
08315
Spring lamb, u8gl5
Fresh Pish.
Tbe fresh tl*h market Is good this week and
will probably continue so. There Is no change
In prices.
2t
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
os
12 an
Haddock,
Itlueflsb,
16 418 Smelts ft
15
Halibut,

Oysters,

50

Finnan lladdle

Scallop*, qt

12
30
Fuel.

Shrimp, qt

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 00ft6 60
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 §5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
1 OOftl 25
Nut,
BiackamUh'i
5.00
Buttings, bard

Do you want to live where the climate is mild the year round—
never oppressed by stress of weather, and where

50
7 50
7 5C
7 5('
707

where labor is
animal

Flour, Grain and Feed,
51
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 75ft7 50 Shorts—bag—1.25 4 40
4
1 2o Mixed teed, hag
Corn, 100ft bag
Corn meal, hag
1 20 Middlings.hag ISfftlif
1 20 Cotton seed meal, 1 <
Cracked corn,
1 50
Gluten meal,

will
fa

the

TERM

Original

Meant

u

IIMOT
Grrrk
It
Simply
I'eriton.

history.

‘^The average

duration of human life is

becoming greater.” “Maybe so,” answered the pessimist. “But wait till automobiles get a little cheaper.”

never

lost

by

mere

conflict with cold?

assure

competence?

a

you

Do you want to live where, with a minimum of labor, you can
grow profitable crops of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,
olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops are sure,
business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment ?

Private

The word idiot is itself of interesting
Its primary 11 reek significance
was that of a private as distinguished
Our words
from a puidic person.
Idiom, idiosyncrasy, etc., are from the
same root. The idiot in Greek was simply one uot engaged in public affairs.
The beginnings of the degradation of
the word are shown in its application
soon to the common people as distin
gulshed from the upper classes. It was
then applied to unprofessional and lay
people and soon became the slurring
title of the unskillful and awkward.
By slow degrees it became applicable
to the stupid and at last to the imbecile and idiot.
As late ns the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries the word
was still used in its earlier senses. This
long sad history speaks indirectly of
the pathetic history of the i&beelle. If
he was not killed or starved to death
by neglect, etc., be was usually reduced
to the condition of a beast either about
the house or fields or was actually
driven into the woods uml forced to live
in caves, among wild animals, etc. In
1709 Hard took a “wild boy" found in
the forests of Aveyron and tried to
The ability of the wild
teach him.
boys and wolf children to live and the
number that did so shows that idiocy,
as we have later learned, is of all degrees and that a mind may be variously defective in some ways, even idiotic,
but in otliers with capabilities well preserved.
Blind Tom, the pianist, and
the large number of mathematic idiots
are examples that show how far we
are from understanding the real nature
of idiocy, aud they more than suggest
the partial retention of sound mentality
of the defective, tlie possibility of seizing upon the one or few normal or even
highly developed faculties and perhaps bringing others into co-ordination
with them and to normality. The court
fools uud jester^ of the olden times
were often such partial idiots and defectives. and they truly lived upon
their “wits,” which were often better
than those of their masters.—American
Medicine.

is

Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more
varied than in any other equal area in the world, where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to get a small farm that

"•

THK

vitality

Then go to

your

The

California, where

both health and

opportunity await

coming.

Chicago, Union Pacific and
NorthWestern Line

is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two fast
through trains daily via this line, over the famous double-track
railway between Chicago and the Missouri River. One-way Colonist
tickets are on sale daily, March i to May 15, at
*ZB
the rate of $33.00 from Chicago, with correspondingly low rates from all points, give you
an unusual chance to make the trip.

"^B

These

tickets are good on daily and personally conducted
excursions, on which a double berth in a Pullman tourist
sleeping car from Chicago costs only $7.00. Round-trip tickets

are

always

on

sale from all

points

at reduced rates via the

Chicago 8 North-Western,

Union Pacific and

Southern Pacific Railways.
W. B.

KNISKERN,

P. T. M. C. & N.-W.

Ry., Chicago, 111.

Please mail free

particulars

TILL IN THIS COUPON
AND

booklets, maps and full

MAH. IT TO-DAY.

To Cure
Take

to my address, California
concerning rates and train service.

Laxative Brcmo

a

Cold in One

Tablets.
Quinine
This

Seven MBBon bones sold fa past 12 months.

MgMtnrB,

Day

Cares Crip
in Two Days.
on every
box. 25c.

<tl)f tEllstoortI) American.
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
t. W. Rollins. Editor sod Manager.
year; $1.00 for six
months; If paid
months; SO cents for
strictly In advance, $1 SO, 76 and 88 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
tbe rate of $2 por year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

•abscriptlon Price—$2

00 a
three

Business communications should be addressed

The
to, and all money orders made payable to Ells
Hancock county Publishing Co.,
worth Maine.

on

comprising Congress

bodies

is not difficult to prophesy.
The lower House, the members of
which are dependent on their constit
their place, necessarily
uents for
reflects the views of the people, and it
is well known that the great general
is with the President in his
rates.

The new House of

last.

Representa-

probably pass rate bill as
easily as the last one, but it will be in
the Senate that a blockade can almost
tives will

a

be
predicted. There are
from some of the greatest
states in the Union who represent in
the Senate not the people of their
senators

states, but private corporate interests,
and it is these corporation senators
who will be responsible for the defeat
of the bill.
One thing alone can prevent the
miscarriage of these reforms, and
that is for the corporation senators to
be made to understand that they are
in the Senate to represent the people
and to fulfill their wishes.
During the summer months the
an
will have
opportunity
the press and other sources
to inform their senators what they
desire in the matter, and to find out
on
as well where their senators stand
Men who
these important matters.

people
through

This week’s

edition

of The

Average for the year of 1904,

representing great trusts in the
Senate, whether they be the express
company trusts, railroad trusts, coal

are

2,435 trusts

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 1905.

or any other monoply, should
be catechised by the people and be
made to declare themselves. If railway rate legislation is to be effected

The Industrial Outlook.
This community will learn with the
gincerest regret that the factory of
the Union Shoe Manufacturing Co.,
which will Bhut down on April 15, is
likely to remain closed permanently.
The factory has been running for
the past Sfteen ye»n sustained dur-

in this or any other Congress, it can
only be by the people forcing the
to
senators
represent the states
aright, and not according to the

ing all that time by local capital, and
continued many times under adverse
circumstances. The management has
finally concluded that it is not good
business to continue, and it is not
likely that any group of capitalists
will have the
can be found who
temerity to start up in the face of
the difficulties that confront shoe

crats of
Hanson

dictates of the

companies.

Monday

Last

another Maine city
the enemy. The demoCalais elected George H.

went over to

over
Herbert J.
mayor
Dudley, the republican candidate.
The democrats also gained control
of the board of aldermen, electing
four out of seven. The largest vcte
in years was polled.

Maine

newspaperdom

will lose

a

manufacturing in this section.
shining light when James G. Dunning
During its life of fifteen years the of the Portland Press, and formerly
company has paid but three dividends of the Bangor Commercial, leaves
of 5 per cent, each—an average of 1 for Milan, Italy, to which place he has
per cent, per year on the investment, been appointed consul by President

and the stockholders hav- concluded Roosevelt.
that they cannot longer afford to keep
< <M M Y GOSSIP.
their money invested in a business
that brings such meagre returns.
It is said that scalloping has brought
The shut-down meaus the throwing
into Bass Harbor quite fl5,000 during the
out of employment of a round hunpast season. No wonder our island neighdred hands who must seek other em- bors have
money to burn.
ployment here or elsewhere, and it
Our Brooksville correspondent writes
takes out of circulation from 81,000 to
81.500 a week, a loss that cannot fail that, although the ice in the bay has not
to be severely felt in this community wholly disappeared, Mrs. Elmer Orcutt
has cucumbers in blossom and Mrs. F. C.
whose industrial conditions at best
Mason has strawberries nearly ripe. We’ll
are not reassuring.
wager the beds are not on the shore.
simultaneously witti me dropping
out of shoe manufacturing in EliaResidents of Bluehill will learn with inworth comes the rumor that the big terest—if they read some of the papers
from
dam project may be undertaken in
away—that they have narrowly esthe near future.
How much of fact caped dire calamity. The Washington
of March 27 printed a dispatch
Times
and how much of
there is in the
rumor

we

fancy
as yet unable

to

say.
We reprint in our news columns an
article from the Bangor Commercial
of last Saturday which can be taken
for what it is worth.
We do not share the opinion so
freely expressed about town that
ruin is staring this good city of ours
in the face, or that the future has
nothing in store for us in the way of
successful manufacturing enterprises.
Few towns in New England poshes
more natural advantages for manuare

facturing than Ellsworth; a goad
climate; rail and water communica-

tion;

dated

Portland,

with a scare head that
“Tow'n is Saved from Famine
Bluehill cut off two weeks without foodPopulation Reduced to Dire Extremities

read:

from Lack

of

Supplies—Provisions

Sent

in.”

The article then goes on to say that
barrel of flour was left to divide
among the 1,800 inhabitants when th? U.
but

S.

one

revenue

cutter

Woodbury plowed
floe,

way through an immense ice
relieved the townspeople, and

Catherine,

her
and

later the

made

in

last week’s

paper, was born in Surry Nov.
His parents, Robert and Mercy

13,

1846.

Varnum

Grindle, were born and grew up in
Brooksville.
Dr. Grindle was educated in the common schools, Biuehill academy, Eastern
Maine
conference seminary, Bowdotn

the

regular course.
began the practice

He

at Biuehill in

the fall

practice of Dr. Stone
from that time until his last illness he
ministered to the needs of suffering humanity. His practice extended to Brooksville, Surry, Sedgwick, Penobscot and
other towns in the

there is

due to

arated

This terrible state of affairs

the fact that Bluehill

was

sep-

by impassable roads from the nearare eighteen miles away.

est towns which

(Bar Harbor Record.

vicinity,

and in

many
realization of

Bar

>

were

Austin T.

Stevens, Nahum Hinckley, A. C. Hinckley,
E. W. Mayo, Frank Merrill and F. P.
Greene.
Besides the family who mourn a kind
father, the doctor leaves three grandsons,
Robert L.
an aged mother, two brothers
Grindle, M. D., of Mt. Desert, and Joshua
Grindle, of Mendocino, Cal., and three
sisters-Mrs. Minnie Taylor, of Sausalito,
Cal., Mrs. Urania Curtis, of Surry, snd
Mrs. Augusta Smith, of Mt. Desert.
JOSEPH H. JOHNSON.
Johnson, of Bluehill,

Joseph

H.

who

the eldest son of the
late Seth H. and Sarah Norton Johnson.
He was born April 3, 1849, and was, there-

22,

died March

was

years of age at the

He attended the common schools and
Bluehill academy, and acquired an education which, combined with
practical

ability,
ful

made him

business

unusually successFaithful, active and

an

man.

sorrow

and

a

—

remembrance and esteem.
O.

will

get

a

share.

Experiences Similar

to This Hava
Occasioned Considerable Comment In Ellsworth.
Few women are better known in

{Hnngnr ft)tnm<Tda!)
Within the next lew monim mere win
begun, according to a statement made

be

|

I.oekport, K. Y., than Mrs. Puttie D.
Ilall, as she liehnigs to one of the l>est
families ami has a large cirri- of
friends and acquaintance*. In a re.
cent interview Mrs. Hall said:
“The experience I have been through
storage of electricity for power purposes, j
The plant will be built with capital fur- in the last two years seems like a mirnished by Mr. Ayer, of Bangor, and a
I was so badly off that life
acle.
number of Portland and Boston capitalalmost
and
the Commercial by
Saturday morning
Fred W. Ayer, on a site to be chosen later,
but to be located either on the Penobscot
or Union
river, the construction of an
electrical plant for the manufacture and
to

unendurable,

seemed

ists.

deafness increased

my

that 1 could
scarcely hear anything. The suffoca-

interested in this proThe men
ject are some of the best-known business
Their purpose is
men in New England.
to build a plant to furnish electric power
for the manufacturing plants and any
others who may w ish to possess themselves of the advantages accruing from
the use of electricity in place of coal or
other fuel as a power.
The site has not been chosen yet, but of
several which have been considered it is
probable that the new plant will be built
either at Bradley or Ellsworth. At Bradwho

are

so

tion in my chest and the

indigestion

caused by my catarrh, produced very
1 had five different
severe suffering.
physicians, bought everything that
anybody recommended to me, but fi

gave up in despair.
“One day my milliner asked me if T
had ever tried Hyomei. I began the
treatment, and can thankfully testify
that Hyomei does cure this terrible itis.
Sim e using it my hearing is
ease.
greatly improved, and the only time 1
have any catarrhal trouble is when I
lake cold. I then use Hyomei. and
always get instant relief. My friends
marvel at the
and acquaintance*
change in my health and hearing."
Hyomei has made many cures of catarrh and in connection with Hyomei
balm, of catarrhal deafness, in Kllsworth. Similar experience* to that of
Mrs. Hall have created a large sale
for Hyomei with O. A. Parcher.
The complete outlit. including the
inhaler, costs but *1, while extra
Ask G. A.
bottles are but 50 cent*.
Parcher to show you the strong guarantee under which lie sell* Hyomei.

rally

Ztbrrtisrmm*.

As

the

for

time

spring

house

it is proper that
we should call your attention to a line
of Roods that will be absolutely neces
sary to you. We refer to our

cleaning approaches

Wall

Papers

and

Carpetings.

It must be necessary for you to hare a
new

woolei

carpet

or

matting.

Our

spring—not carried
over from last year—and we. of course,
have the new patterns and designs.
The wall papers we have in large
quantities. Other lines of necessary
goods

are new

this

house.cleaning articles

are onr

Paints. Oils and Varnishes.

its erection will be welcomed more
any other new industry since the
building of the Great Northern mill to
Millinocket.

What a mistake the weather prophets
made in predicting a late spring I
Planting time will be here in a few
weeks now, and it is high time farmers were getting their seeds into line.
Of these goods we have everything in

This community was shocked last Monday morning to learn of the death in Seattle, Wash., on Sunday, April 2, of Everard
Veterans Exempt.
G. Smith, a former resident of this city.
Among the laws {Missed by the recent
No particulars have j’et been received.
State legislature is one in which every
Field and Garden Seeds.
Mr. Smith was the son of the late Civil war veteran is especially interested.
was
born
in
EllsSmith.
He
F.
Joseph
It provides that every soldier or sailor
Experience teaches many tiiirgs
worth forty years ago, and lived here until who served in the army or navy of the It lias
taught us to carry nothing bui
about eight years ago when he went to United Slates in the Civil
war, and who the ltest, and more especially iu the
he
where
for
the
aeven
past
years
Seattle,
has an honorable discharge from such serseed line.
has been in business for himself. Here he
vice, resident within the State of Maine,
was in the fruit and confectionery business
who is not assessed for taxes in his own
THE LATE DR. R. p.
GRINDLE,
in the store now occupied by A. F. Stock- town for more than
|500, is hereby forever
of Bluehill. Died March 28, 1906.
bridge.
exempt from the payment of a poll tax
who
is
leaves
a
the
He
daughter within any city, town or plantation in
widow,
and everything which would add to ita
MAIN ST.. ELLSWORTH.
of ex-Register of Probate Charles P. Dorr, this State.
advancement or be beneficial to its pupils
who
is
about
sixteen
and one son —Dana,
had his encouragement and his financial years of age; a mother, Mrs. Emily Smith,
DO YOU WANT TO
jFor Salt.
Mrs. L. H.
with

Whiting Bros.

He was a true friend of education
and to those who aought to avail themselves of advantages which would fit them

aid.

the

better for life work.

By his sympathy and interest he
helpful to many students who will

was

years, and a member of the school committee six years.
Dr. Grlodle took an active interest in
public affairs, and always gave his sup-

port to the

cause

of

temperance and every

moral reform.

good citizen. No
appealed to him in
vain. With generous hand he relieved the
needs of those whom he knew to be in
want, and he will long be misssd in the
places he has so faithfully filled.
worthy

cause

and one sister
Cushman,
whom the mother makes her home.
The funeral is to be held in Seattle to-

day.
Beware

of

ever

Attending to many patients he did not
yield to the illness which had so strong a
hold upon him until he was
actually obliged to through weakness. It seemed sin-

the

Olutmenta
Contain

ever

kindness. He was a trustee of th? George Stevens
academy many
remember his

Harbor and

larger

to t'ornr.

and

SMJTH.

MIRACLE?

MRS. HAUL'S

Built?- Kumon lh.il 11 l«

than
F.VERARD

f«-r

Catarrh

that

Mercury.

mercury wfl surely «le»troy the wn*c of
smell an<l completely derange the wh< le sy«trm
when entering tt through the in coua surfaces
Such arttc'ea should never be used except on
prescription* from reputable physicians, a*
the damage they will do I* ten fold to the good
you can poitelhly derive front them. Ilill'a Catarrh Cure, manufactured l«y F. 4. Cheney A
Co, Toledo, O contain* no mercury, and 1*
taken internally, acting directly upon the hlood
In buya nt inueou* surface* of th** ey u *
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure t»e mire you get the
It 1* taken Internally *tnl made In
genuine

as

TestiToledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney A Co
monials fr-c.
8old by I>ru£gi»ta. I*rice. 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for ron»rlp«tlon.

-medicine*” which
Just how the hotels will manage to ac- are loade with whisky or alcohol.
The Extra Session ot Congress.
In this re
as well as in the remarkable character of
When the extra session of Congress commodate their guests is a question, but spect,
thetr cures. Dr. Pierce's medicine* differ irotn
it looks now' as if Bar Harbor would be other
will
the
President
in
October
Dr.
Pierce’s
is called
preparations
Golden Medt
cal Discovery and “Favorite Prescription”
free of the open saloon during the
coming contain
no alcohol, whisky or other lutoxl
present for its consideration the two summer.
and
are
cant,
free
from
equally
opium, cocaine
questions which were passed at the
and other narcotics.
Every family should have
last session without legislation, that is
People's Common Sense Medical
“She is,” said the critic, “a woman of ih- a copy of the
sent absolutely free on
Adviser,
receipt of
railroad rate legislation and the re- finite variety.” “Huh!” exclaimed the stamps to pay
xpense of mailing only.
8end *21 oue-ceut stamps for the book In
paper
vision of the Dingiey tariffs in certain theatrical manager, “I wonder if I could
covers, or *1 stamps for cloth binding. Td.
dress It. V. Pierce, buffalo, N. Y.
schedules. The action of the two get her to go into vaudeville?”

—

TOP

A

I

THANKS.
wish to extend our sincere thanks to
the many friends and neighbors for
their kind sympathy and assistance in our
in the loss of hu baud
receot bereavement
and father; also for the many beautiful
Harriet L Hast.nos.
flowers.
Caroline H Morgan.
Gertrude H. Holden.
Ellsworth Falls. April 4. 1905.
OF

WE

Household

FOR

HEREBY release to my minor son, Percy
Thorsen. hh time during the remainder
of bis minority.
I shall claim none of his
earnings nor pay any bills of hU contracting
after this date.
8. U. Thokskn.
Hancock. Me March 25. 1905.

BALE OR RENT—The A. W. Cushhouse on Franklin street. Apply to

Pktkk", Ellsworth

DO

COTTAGE—The

\ f AI '•SAIL—Dog cheap—My make, almost
500 yards No. 1 Woodbury duck, coat
fio*

YOU ARE THE MAN WE WANT
PKBKLlMaCASUALTY CO..
N. H.

and

“Now gay
Daffodils”—

Tulips,

golden

Apply at
KEKNK,

come

the

too, and Lilies.

Ellsworth

Oreenhouss,

Loog Distance Telephone.

irgal Xoticra.

•219 cash. Size of sail: Hoist 47-4, foot 57 3,
head 23-8. Only run three trips on vessel to
New York, lime coasting,
Wu. Fabbov,
Rockland, Me.
to
at

goods

Bankrupt’* Petition
In the matter of
William H. Dkusauh.

change of loa bargain, all

general merchandise,
located in Lamoine Grange Store, situated iu
W’. F.
(.amoine; also rent of said store.
Me.
Lamoine.
Hctcuinos,

CARPENTERS—Steady

EMPLOYMENT-Big

Pay—If
of employment,
making less than $3
STEADY
aud I
day, write
place

out

----*

or

«

to me

per

position where
per day in your

in
2c

can
you in a
you can earn from #3 to $6
own town.
I want an ageut

Samples and particulars for
E. Lkwis, Manufacturer's
Cnerryfleld, Me.

every town.
W.

stamp.

iUjurctianumt#.

Oriental

Rug Works.

Beautiful, curly fluffy Rugs made from ol
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean. Rend for circular.

L. L. MORRISON, SKOWHEGAN, ME.

Free!

Free!!

Free!!!

GENTS’ or LA 1»IBK’ Pocket Knife-4-blades,
shell handle, German silver trimming. 2 blades,
pearl handle, German silver trimming. We are
doing this to Introduce our goods. Choose one
and send 10c to pay postage. C. D. McGOWN,
88 Fulton Street. Medford, Mass.

Seven Premiumr

81* Dining Chain and
Large Arm Kocker
(
with f 10 assortment of our

(jlY&l

Hoaps
Extracts. »pk*s. Tea, Ooflr*
Ooeoa, Toilet Uoods and Hland

mkmsiNBr*

*

HOMI SUPPLY CO.,
D«P. A,
ACCIC8TA, JII

for

Discharge.

)

J

In

Bankruptcy-

J
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dia
trict court of the United States for the District of Maine.
\M H. DBK8SER. of BllawoilU. m
the county of Hancock, and State of
Maine, in said district, respect! ally represent*
that on the ttd day of October, laat past, he
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under the \ctj
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that be
has duly surrendered all his property aud
rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said acts aud «>f
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy
Wherefore he prays that he may be de
creed by the court to have a full dlscbur ,-e
from all debts provable against his esiuie
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from suco discharge*
Dated this 12th day of December, a. d. 1SW
William H. Danes***.
Bankrupt.
Order or Notice Thereon.
District or Mains ss.
On this 1st day of April, a. d. 1905. ou
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be baa
apon the same on the 41st day of April,
a. d. 1905, before said court, at Portland, in said
district, at lOo'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be pul fished in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said
persons
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is farther ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hkl«.
Judge of the said Court, and the sea) thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 1st day
of April, a. d. 1905.
IL. 8.]
J am km E. Hbwky, Clerk.
A true copy of
petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jam us E. Hiwky. Clerk.

WILLI

Jtyclp uSantrS.
work for good men
in growing town 20 miles out of New
York. Wages #8 and #8.25 per day; 8 hours.
For particulars address P. O. Box 482, Ellsworth.

MAIM

BAR HARBOR,

iVl

not

mice'

T. F. MORAN,

Crockett cottage at Contention Cove.
Inquire of Ralto H
Cbockett, Rockland, Me.

I

KFKtlAI. NOTICE.
trespass in Cuniculocns Park, i
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, snd the unite* States of America.
M*iv C. Fusts Austin.

If you do, send a description of it,
with number, size and condition of
buildings, productiveness, etc.; rate of
tax, and price, to

man

J. A.

agent,

NOTll'R.

Sell Your Farm?

goods-asI an> about to
more awav I offer for Hale some household goods at a bargain for the next ten days.
Mbs. C. I- Wilcm, Kranklin 8t., Ellsworth.

my

<*■ A>\/—.
^
CARD OF THANKS.
WISH to thank the members of the Ellsworth High 8ch;ol Jyceum, through the
columns of this paper, for the beautiful dowers which were presented at the funeral of my
Mias Maud* Y a at on.
mother.
Straw* rib. April 3. 1905.

tAKb

BUGGY
Road waxon, single-seated
huckboard, raking machine, 2-horse
raowl1 g machine. H. Judaon Pox, 81 Eden
St., Bar Harbor, Me.

MERCHANDISE—Owing
cation, I offer for sale
of
stock ol

.Special Xoticts.

academy pupils, an anchor; the trusMen will have more* money to pay bills tees, palms; the Odd Fellows, a pillow;
with and storekeepers will not have to Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth, pinks;
Mrs. Carrie Byard, lilies; Miss Carrie
carry so many.
SttJfcertisnanxUlast five years.
Another advantage is that probably the Grindle, pinks, and the family pinks.
These things do not indicate that
The Bluehill lodge, I. O. O. F., of which
TO INSl
will be allowed to come here if there
ships
RAXCJS SOLICITORS.
the town is in any immediate danger
NOTICE: If you are an insurance man and
is no liquor sold, and everyone knows how body Dr. Grindle was a worthy member,
are I okinc lor a good opportunity, NOW IS
of being wiped off the map. Let us much of a benefit
their coming is to the attended the service, and with the faculty YOUR CHANCE. A first class Company writlook up, not down; let us hope, not place.
ACCIDENT
INSURing HEALTH AND
Every store-keeper in town is
ANCE, lias recently been admitted to the -tale
W hlsky Medicines.
benefited and the whole public enjoys the
despair.
of Maine and desires a manager for each county.
The temperance press Is emphasizing the dau- If you are experienced, can furnish good refun of having them about.
ger to the none in the use of
ferences. and PRODUCE GOOD RESULTS,
dry goods dealers

-Will 11 hr

BHi DAM.

industrious, he had filled for years the
personal loss.
position of superintendent of the White
On June 2, 1874, Dr. Grindle married Granite Co., and had charge of both the
Mary Jane Sargent, daughter of Hon. quarrying and the cutting of the stone
William
H. Sargent, of Castine;
one
an amount of care which is usually borne
daughter, Lena Sargent, wife of Forrest by (wo men.
ley an excellent water power is offered at
B. Snow, was born to the union.
His
Marsh’s rips, while if built on the Union
Mr. Johnson enjoyed social life whenfirst wife died Feb. 28, 1884.
In October, ever he had the time to meet w'ith the river the
plant will be located in Ellshe
married
Lula
of
F. fraternal orders of which he was a mem- worth.
1888,
IS., daughter
K. McIntyre; three children were born ber; it was a
It is the purpose of the men interested
pleasure to him and he was
to them; of these, two, Jennie Alice and
highly respected by his brethren of the to provide power not only for any manuRufus Manly, survive him.
masonic lodge, the Odd Fellows and the facturing plants located in the near vicinFor many years Dr. Grindle had been
grange. He was one of the few remain- ity of the power plant, but to extend the
one of the most active members of the
ing charter members of Bluehill lodge, I. w'ires so as to carry the electricity generand
Baptist church,
superintendent of O. U. F., and worked earnestly in its early ated to remote points. It is aimed to furthe Sunday school for about twenty-five
days for its success, having his reward in nish electric power for plants now using
years. His heart was in the work, and he seeing it one of the strongest lodges in the water or steam power, and to encourage
was a most successful and efficient officer.
State.
the building of new manufacturing plants.
At a Sunday school convention he was
He had been a trustee of the George
Electricity for power can be furnished
once asked what was the secret of success
Stevens academy for some time, and was at much lower rates than either water or
in Sunday school work, and instantly he one of the executive committee at the time
steam, and with the erection of an ademade answer: “Somebody must be will- of his death.
quate plant for the developing of electric
ing to do more than his part.”
Mr. Johnson had one son, Fred, by his power in such quantity as is desired by
#He was always very much interested in drat wife, who was Miss Gray, of Brooks- large manufacturing plants, it is expected
children and young people, and labored ville. His second wife was Miss Lilia, that
many new industries w ill be induced
earnestly and unceasingly for the Sunday daughter of James Long, of East Bluehill. to locate in this section.
school and the public schools. He was The only child of this union was a daughThe location of the plant will depend on
greatly interested in the work and success ter—Minnie, whose death, a few years ago, the cost of obtaining a suitable site.
of the Blue hi 11-George Stevens academy. at the age of fifteen, brought a great sor- After the
satisfactory figures have been
Mr. Johnson also leaves made and the necessary engineering work
row to the home.
one sister—Mrs. Annie Graves, and one
completed, the work of construction will
brother Frank.
begin just as soon as the ground is in
The funeral was largely attended, the condition for work, and inside of a year
Masons and Odd Fellows leading in the the plant will be in a position to furnish
procession to the cemetery. The floral electricity in large quantities. The Eastofferings were choice and appropriate a ern Manufacturing Co., at South Brewer,
sheaf of wheat crossed by a sickle of flow- will probably be the first to make use of
ers with the letters **P. of H.”, from the
the electricity developed by the new plant.
grange; a pillow from the I. O. O. F., Electricity has been found to do the work
; the same number of pinks as his age from better and be cheaper in the long run than
! Mr. White, of the granite company, who coal or
any other fuel.
brought a potted palm to Mrs. JohnManufacturing plants which are in
| also
son.
reach of an electric plant of sufficient sire
Mrs. Johnson desires to express her to furnish the
required power are using
thanks and appreciation for the many
electricity to turn their wheels and it Is
kindnesses she and her husband received
becoming more and more of a factor in
during his illness, for the sympathy the industrial development of the country.
shown her in her great loss and for the
The building of such a plant as is conbeautiful flowers which were tokens of templated means much to eastern Maine,
homes

gular that his last visit was made to J. H.
Everyone
watching
wondering how we are to meet the present | Johnson whose death occurred March 22,
season without the 6pen saloon.
From the six days before his ow'n, the 28th,and they
country about here people ask eagerly, were both members of the executive
‘‘will there be no liquor sold in Bar Har- board of the George Stevens academy.
Dr. Grindle’s funeral was held at his late
bor this Bummer?'*
It staggers them to
think of a dry town. Just how it will act residence Thursday forenoon, March 30, at
10 o’clock, Rev. R. L. Olds, of the
on the summer business is a question with
Baptist
and Rev. E. Bean, of the Congresome, and there are those who say it will church,
gational church, taking part in the serhurt trade more than one realizes.
There are others who believe differently. vice.
The floral gifts were beautiful and emThe money formerly spent for liquor and
blematic. The Sunday school gave a sheaf
slot machines, and in such ways will be
spent in legitimate channels. The grocers of wheat with a sickle of flowers; the
and provision dealers, the clothing and Christian Endeavor, the C. E. monogram;
is

!

THK

academy performed

the

The bearers

duty.

profession
of 1872, taking the
fore, nearly flfty-six
and continuously time of his deaths
of his

senator in 1897 and 1899.
The town has lost a

was

What Does the Sheriff Think?

company are large.
The growth of the banking business
in Ellsworth during the past decade
does not indicate any lack of funds
The postollice receipts
hereabouts.
have increased 50 per cent, in the

was

nick of time.

All this counts for much.
What is
needed are the brain, energy and
that
have
made less
enterprise
favored localities prosperous applied
to the situation here. These may be
a long time coming, but
they will
come. The hardwood factory is just
beginning to show the possibilities of
development along that line. Allied
industries are morally sure to follow.
latent in
the
The possibilities
business now being successfully conducted by the foundry and machine

brief reference

He was a member of the
State legislature in 1895. and was State

Some newspaper reporter must have had a
vivid imagination tojhave concocted such
a yarn as this.

enormous

GRINDLE.

P.

with provisions, was
sent to the rescue, and arrived just in the
loaded

undeveloped water
power; surrounded by thriving communities, for which it is and always
will be the natural trading centre.
an

DR. RTJFt’S

Dr. Rufus P. Qrindle, to whose death

desire to regulate railway
On the other hand the Senate rep
resents to a large extent the great medical school and the medical departcorporate interests of the oountry, ment of the University of the City of New
and as a body it will be no more in- rYork, graduating from the last-named inclined to pass the railroad rate bill at stitution in June, 1872, receiving a certifiof honor for pursuing studies beyond
the coming session than it was at the cate

surely

American is 2,300 copies.

escort

matters

public

and pupils of

OBITVARY.

these

|

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executor
and
testament of Meilie *-*•
\xr
Wardwell, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being require
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demand* against the estate of said deceased
V* desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to
payment immediately.
March 81,1905.
Ferdinand Wabpwrll.
has been
THEhesubsetlber

5*

Subscribe for The American.

MURUERER

unknown.

neighbors to Robbins, vent to the house,
having become suspicious that ail was nol
right because of the continued ataenee ol
signs of life there, looked through th«
window and saw the dead
body of the
man
lying against the 4oor.

CORONER'S jury in
go says
murder case.
bobbins
THE
tbk

boW

looks

situation

USWISTON

JOURNAL

to

At first it w as supposed that it was a
case of
suicide, but when the officers arrived and began an
it at

a

CORHK-

once

seemed

apparent that Robbins

murdered.
Robbins had been shot through the neck
j„ng-looked
with a charge of bird shot, from his own
liu
“>
order
case
been
Robbln*
weapon. His head and face had then been
jury In the
beaten to a jelly, the butt of his own
mode public.
gun
used for the purpose. So powerful
II is to the effect that William W. being
had
been
these
blows
that the stock had
jlobbini came to his death by violence on | been
split from the barrel of the gun,
31. 1«M, by means of a gun- His
w shout Dec.
arm
was
broken in a number ol
i
right
his neck, and by diverse
places and the elbow* was torn to pieces,
shot wound in
all
inflicted
while
his
with
a
the
head,
was
frozen to the floor in
body
blows upon
and there held in the hands of the blood of the victim of the brutal
gun then
I
crime.
the Jurors unknown.
some person to
An investigation was
begun and ha*
It will be recalled that early in January continued to the
present. The coroner’*
was discovered dead in his lonely
Robbins
made
a careful
jury
inquiry into the case
boniest Mountainvllle, a small settlement and the verdict
just made public is the reabout two miles from the village of Deer sult.
isle. The man had apparently been dead
There seems to be a sentiment in cersome time, and investigation indicated tain
parts of the county, at least, that it
that the murder had been committed is better not to
try any big criminal CfM
about a week before the body was discov- i where there is the
slightest question ol
ered.
doubt of guilt, because it is going to cost
Coroner K. E. Spofford, of Stonlngton, a lot of
money.
impanelled a Jury consisting of Judson
In the trial of \\ illiam T.
Treworgy here
Torrey, A. O. Gross, Jasper W. Haskell, three
years ago the coming July, this wna
jrred W. Heck, Charles II. M. Preasey and j
apparent. Men would say in talking ol
Moses I>. Joyce.
the case:
The jury met several times. The affair j
“rt’poain’ they convict him, it’ll have
Isle Sheriff Mayo, I
brought to Deer
i cost the county fiO.OOO to try the case;
County-Attorney Charles H. Wood, State that's a lot of
An’ s’posin’ they
money.
Judge Elmer P. should
Detective Hartnett.
get a new trial, it would cost
gpoftord lives at Deer Isle, and took a |20,000 more,
making fH),000. I tell you it
conspicuous part in the investigation.
is going to be pretty expensive for us taxCrowds of witnesses were examined, and
{layers to try this case.”
arrrral days were consumed in the taking
You may think that an exaggeration
of the testimony. There were scores of
It is not. I heard it, not once but dozen*
dues, but none of them led anywhere,
of times while the trial was on.
Within
tod after s moat exhaustive search for the
the week in the town of Bucksport it was
murderer, the Jury Anally rendered the
said to me that it was wicked to pile
up
verdict given above.
costs, as they were in the Treworgy ease,
It is intimated that the case will be
unless there could he a conviction.
given to the grand Jury at the April term
Down on Deer Isle they are talk ini;
But up to the
of court In Ellsworth.
about the Bobbins murder.
They are
murder
Is
as much of a
time
the
present

J

i

ss ever.

1

I
|

(From th* [j+tritton Journal )

Ellsworth, April 1
(special)-Will
there be a murder trial In this city before
the present month ia ended? On that
proposition public opinion is about
equally divided. A certain conservative [
from a
claw who look at everything
money point of view lean to the opinion
that there will not be; those who believe

gathering in one another's house and
swapping gossip. The flng?r of suspicion
is pointed at one or more of their fellow
neighbors. Just so long as the case is allowed to stand with no more investigation
than has been made, just so long will this
man or men be an object
of suspicion
among the rest. He or they feel this suspieion, and, if innocent, would be willing,
aye glad, to stand the terrible ordeal of a
trial on the charge of murder, that their
names might be freed of the imaginary
taint which suspicion casts now upon

punishment of crime regardless of
any monetary question, aay there will.
them.
It si! rests with County-Attorney Wood,
There is hut one way in which this stain
those
who
are
my
acquainted with the can be removed, and that is by a fair and
details, to decide whether there will be an full investigation. Not the investigation
indictment and trial in the Robbins or
by the cornor’s jury or by the grand jury;
Deer Isle murder case.
not by the county and State officers, but
These men contend that there is ample
by a jury of twelve good men and true,
evidence to warrant the case being laid w ho shall hear the caae in all its
phase*
before the grand jury, and if that is once before
making their decision as to innodone they saj th«re is no question but cence or
guilt.
what an indictment will be found. By
form of invest igat Lor
You take apot
them it is claimed that the conditions and it is unsatisfactory. The coroner’*
surrounding the brutal murder of Wil- jury hears but one side of a case; it hear*
liam Robbins in January' last, are such
nothing at all favorable tothe suspect, and
that no reasonable man can remain uncon- nine times out of ten it dreads taking
vinced as to the guilty party.
In short, the
responsibility of saying not guilty
most of these men do not hesitate to name as much as it does
saying guilty at other
the one whom
they suspect of being times. This is because it hears public
guilty of the fiendish deed.
opinion and dreads going against it.
While all that they say is based upon
It is for this reason that, though the
circumstantial evidence, it must be re- members of a coroner’s jury made be
membered that in a murder case, and for thoroughly convinced of the guilt of a
that matter most any criminal case, the
suspect, they render a verdict such as that
State must depend upou this kind of evi- in the case under discussion that the dein the

dence, fur crime never seeks a witness to
its commission. Rather it seeks to do it
under cover of the dark, so as to be
unobserved.
On Saturday, Dm.11, 1904, Bobbin*, who
his living by digging clams, went to
that part of the island known as Mounts in vilh\ where he
purchased supplies at
the store. He left for home late in the
afternoon and was not again seen alive.
On the morning of Jan. 9, William T.
Katon, son of Jonathan Kalon, nearest
ffladf

&brrti*rnuiuft.
—What Is it? It
Is a concentrated mineral
water, it Is a
■JncruJ
brought to you. sixl saves you
spring
expense or going to a unueral spring. it Is
mature s remedy. It taken as dlrected.lt can't
lou afty harm, while scores right
S** Ellsworth are satisfied that rt has beneoUed them.

Vi tee-0 re

Md its

THE CRIP

accompanying Ills—colds, bronchll
wftsiiitjs.
“* fact
all utroat
,ac‘»n
throat uoudl_„
troubles, quickly reiu. > H'»dtn
i**nuanently cured. A great anttwptic. Can be used as a gargle or swab.

J H. McCollum, Local Agt.,
At John
Malone'* Kr*t«utaut.

«L1.SW()RTH,

MAINE

ceased

came

ties unknow

to death at the
n

to

OF

DO IT
NOW.

ALCOHOL

DETERMINES LEGAL SALE?
BY

RULING

hands of par-

them.

A verdict of Inis kina amounts to nettling. It la scarcely worth the trouble ol

writing, for it nays nothing which the
great public baa not known from the start.
It is the knowledge of this feeling that
the cost to the country should tie taken
into consideration, which exists in some
parts of Hancock county, which is making people in other parts of Maine ask the
question: “Is the Bobbins case to be
handled in the same dilatory manner as
was the Ware case?"
Here in Hancock county it is not believed that such is going to be the case.
County Attorney Wood, of liar Harbor,
and Attorney General Hamlin, of this
city, are both men of courage, and they
will not for an instant hesitate to bring
the case to trial, if they are convinced
that there is a good and sufficient reason.
They will never stop to think of the cost
so long as they believe that justice demands it. Neither of these gentlemen
will make a statement in regard to what
course they
propose taking before the
grand jury, and it is this as much as anything which leads to the lielief that the
grand jury of the county will decide what
further step shall be taken.

SbbntiatmtnU.

SURPLUS

PETERS, IN CASE OP STATE
MORRISON

—

tried before Judge Peters, of the
Ellsworth municipal court, last Friday

Equitable

which, because of a ruling of the court, is
likely to attract attention throughout the

Amti.

kind

was

BIRCH

TOR

CRUSHED

AVENUE—BOND8

BOOK
OF

Commencing Dec. 5, 1004.

ON

BAR HARBOR TO BANQOB.

CON”

STABLES—ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.

Hie board of aldermen held

a meeting
propositions
M»inr, PORTLAND, MAINE. for the collection of taxes.
They were
submitted by J. H. Bresnaban, J. A. Me*
Life
AAniVLin

MmiMitrr for

of

PETITION

forms of life
assurance and annuities written. 8,000 policyholders In the
Pine I ree State
Are you one
of them ? If not, communicate
at once with

this

a case

COLLECTOR.

of business in force

All desirable

An ordinary search and seizure case in a
municipal court does not often excite

than local interest, but

over

ln| Vlaine.

VS.

MEDICAL CO.

more

J. H. BRE3NAHAN ELECTED TAX

$11,000.000 00
and

JUDGE

&aflroaba anb Sttamboaty

CITY MEETING.

$80,794,269.21.

„—^
INTERESTING

was

30
(speclal)-Thc
pEKB Isle, March
for verdict of the coroner’s

mystery

QUANTITY

WHAT

investigation

SPONDKNT.

SStibrrtisniuntB.

PATENT MEDICINES.

Friday evening

ri.nyizKi.ro>,

Assurance

Society

ii

to consider

..

Gown and A. H. Norris.
The propositions were not made
public
at this meeting.
The board went into
executive session, and adjourned without

of the United State*.
Strongest in the World.

HI3.9SJ.t20.74.

you’d be ashamed to get those men here taking
State.
any action until Monday evening.
The Morrison Medical Co. is a duly and get them drunk.”
The
defense offered no testimony. CounJohn H. Bresnahan was elected tax colorganized corporation engaged in the
manufacture and sale of several proprie- sel stated that the matter was one of great lector for the city of Ellsworth at the regCapt. Kane had bought a ular meeting of the city fathers Monday
tary articles—tonics, pills, cough cure*etc. importance.
It began business about a dozen years ago business costing him some |12,000, and evening.
This was the decision of the
had
been manufacturing medicine in good board after a month’s deliberation.
in Bar Harbor, the company taking its
faith, with no intention of violating the
name from its organizer, Dr. C. C. MorriMr. Bresnahan will be required to furnlaw.
The question now at issue was ish a $5,000 bond to collect all the taxes in
son, of that town, a well-known practiMr. Bresnahan’s bid was
tioner, and at present a member of the whether the possession of this wine is in two years.
violation of the statute. He would offer $2,000.
Maine legislature.
The several rolls of accounts were read
About ten years ago a majority of the no testimony, but would submit to the
stock of the corporation was purchased Judgment of the court.
and passed as follows:
Judge Peters found the respondent
by a well-to-do retired sea-captain,
STREET COMMISSIONKK'S ROLL.
(^apt. J. W. Kane, of Bluehill. The business guilty, and imposed a tine of flOOand costs Highways.
$5 IS 28
and sixty days in jail. An
-ddewalks.
1500
was carried on in Ellsworth for a
was
or
appeal
year
ft. 07
Itock-crusidng..
taken and bonds furnished.
so, and then moved to Bluehill, where it
Total,
$ 75 85
has since been located.
TEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
The present officers of the corporation
FROM BAH IIAKBOH.
Common schools.
$530 00
are:
John W. Kane, president, treasurer
High school.
J7ft 29
l>odge Will Sustained
and manager; secretary, E. E. Chase; diBusiness
Total,
$4( 6 29
Looking
Locals.
J.
W.
I'p-Late
E.
E.
of
Bluerectors,
Kane,
Chase,
ROLL OK ACCOUNTS NO. 2.
Bar Harbor, April 4 (special)—The
hill, William Pennelly, E. J. Morrison, of
FCWD.
NAME.
AMOUNT.
attempt to break the will of the late Mrs. Police,
Bar Harbor—all well-known men who,
John H Sllvy,
$45 00
Abbie
R. Dodge, of Jacksonville, Fla.,
Arthur
21 V2
Brown,
however, excepting Capt. Kane, probably
by
Edward K Hub,
27 58
have little or nothing to do with the which the balk of her large property was
^Uptofschs, It" Mason,
46*2
left to Rev. Angus M. MacDonald, pastor Schools,
O W Tripp,
active management of the business.
1 00
Nahum t> iood,
1 13
For a long time protests have come from of the Bar Harbor Congregational church,
WIIIIh Eat..!.,
14 oO
Simon Garland,
the western part of the county against the has failed, and the litigation which has
28 0
Edff Hu ev,
is (•■•
manufacture and sale of the tonic, on the been going on in the Florida courts for
American Book Co.
31529
16 00
ground that it contained so large a pro- about a year, has resulted in Mr. Mac- High school, RPWn ren,
Eastern Me Ins hospital,
Insane,
221 73 i
portion of intoxicants that it was con- Donald’s favor.
Maine Ins hospital,
73 98
The property consists of an interest in Librarr,
K P Warren,
iwno
stantly being used as a beverage and in
Fire dept,
Chas W Katun,
2 'Oo
the
Windsor
hotel
at
land
in
Jacksonville,
quantities large enough to produce intoxWin II Brown,
12 50
Florida, California and Mexico, and is esAitliur Sall-bury,
ication.
17 50
C J Brown
7 1
These protests have been renewed since timated at considerable over |100,000.
By
I It HiilUhury,
4 80
the
terms
of
the
will
Mr.
MacDonald
was
the present sheriff came into office, and
Ihtnh I Csrroll.
3 50
It II Walker,
22
45
made
and
executor
for the purpose of testing the matter,
residuary legatee.
Ttconlc Hose Co,
23hm
The
of
the
for
revocaElectric
grounds
Sheriff Mayo caused, through his deputy
petition
light, B II A U It Power Co.
lfto oo
R It & IT R Power Co,
8 80
at Bluehill, Mr. Webster, a full barrel of tion of probate were that the testatrix Contingent,
I > L Fields,
210
was mentally
L D Patten,
incapable at the time of
6 00
port wine to be seized. A quantity of the
*t Adams,
H
2 0
the
and
that
undue
influence
tonic was obtained and submitted to State signing
will,
VV'mHTrue
2 to
was
used.
John H Brimmer,
jto
Assayer O. W. Knight, of Bangor, for
HWNaM.ii,
2 ro
The decision of the judge of probate
analysis.
Wm K McGovrn,
2 00
Wm A Austin.
Of course Capt. Kane claimed the seized sustains the will, and the case is ended so
2 00
N E Tel A Tel Co.
1 50
wine. The case was tried last Friday far as the probate court is concerned.
I* KHuriev,
10 0
The
contestants
have
filed
an
l> ftt Higgins,
be fore Judge Peters. The State was repappeal,
.'00
Ira B Honan, jr,
2 00
resented by Charles H. Wood, of Bar Har- but it is somewhat doubtful if the matter
A W Maddocks,
2<0
will
be
further
contested.
The result of
John F lto>al,
2fo
bor, county attorney; the respondent by
Geo W Patten,
20 0
the case is very gratifying to Mr. MacA. W. King, of Ellsworth.
L W Jordan,
35 oo
Donald's
friends
here who are much
many
The testimony for the State was supplied
Haiti-1 arroll,
75
Wilds Raton,
1 co
by Sheriff Mayo, Deputy-SherifT Webster, pleased at his good fortune.
Rev J I* .Slmon'on,
ft(0
Geo II Grant Co
25 fn
Assayer Knight, Edwin Clay, of Bluehill,
With the coining of April business
Charles W Hurley,
2(0
Wilmot Kane, of Brooklin, Ira Qrindle,
all
lines
is
to
in
look
beginning
up
Harry F. Grindle, Nahum Hinckley, Harry •long
101*1,
$1,835 15
Bar Harbor. The season of activity is
Hinckley and Octave Htover, all of BlueThe city clerk read a petition from F. B.
Close at hand, and everybody is getting
hill.
Aiken and residents of Birch avenue askfor
summer’s
the
business
which
has
Early in the case Judge Peters in reply ready
ing for crushed rock on that street, which
to the contention of the defense that the the prospect of being very good. The was referred to the committee on streets.
about
ills
has
village
disappeared,
tonic was a compound intended for medic- sjiow
Bonds of J. H. Silvy and L. F. Hooper
and the streets are dry and in good coninal purposes,
and contaim*d other infor constables at large were presented and
dition.
gredients in sufficient quantities to render
accepted; also bond for $5,000 of T. F. MaRoad Commissioner Leland has a crew
it unfit for a beverage, ruled that it is unhoney as city treasurer.
of men at work raising the grade of HolChief Engineer Eaton appeared before
| lawful to sell wine mixed with any other
land avenue and building a sidewalk on
| ingredient which does not materially imthe board asking for two new hose wagons
that
street. In a short time repairs will be
for the Franklin street house.
pair its capacity for being used as a
He exbegun on Main street, which will be rebeverage.
plained that the wagons now in use were
and
some
done
on
the
paving
Testimony on this point was given by graded,
unlit for service, and had been for some
gutters.
time. The two spindles have been out of
j Mr. Knight. He said two samples had
The work of macadamizing Eden street,
commission for a year or more, leaving
j been scut him; that he had analyzed both; which was
a
will
be
unbegun year ago,
only two serviceable carts, each of which
I the liquid agreed in all characteristics dertaken
soon, the town having raised at
4*80001 take more than 600 feet of hose.
j with port wine; one of the samples conannual
its last
meeting fl,000 for permatained 18 7-10 per cent, of alcohol, and
The chief has been corresponding with
roads.
nent
traces of calisaya; the second contained
a Gardiner firm that makes a
specialty of
of
There is a good deal
repairing, paint- these four-wheeled
a trifle more of alcohol and no traces of
hand carts, and he esand papering going on all over town.
ing
In
to
a
timates
that two can be placed in Ellscalisaya.
response
question by
Cottages for the summer are renting worth for about
the defense as to what he regarded as the
$375.
and everybody is looking forward to
mimimum per centage of
alcohol neces- well,
This includes all fixtures and equipment
a successful season.
said
to
witness
and
a pair of shafts in case the city should
produce intoxication,
sary
R. Hall McCormick, of New York, was
that the human stomach could not conwant to put in horses.
The matter was
in town a few days ago looking over
tain enough liquid containing less than
left with the chief and committee on fire
and additions which are being
three percent, to produce intoxication, alterations
department, with instructions to confer
made at Mizzentop, his cottage on Eden
but that the dividing line was probably
with representatives of the company.
street.
between three and four per cent., varying
A matter referred to the aldermen from
with individuals.
The John Thomas Concert Co. gave an the school board in relation to the schoolEdwin Clay testified
he
had
that
entertainment at the Y. M. C. A. gym- houses in districts 16 and 17 was referred
worked for Capt. Kane putting up the
nasium last Wednesday evening which to the committee on city property.
had
drank
one
time
The mayor appointed a special meeting
medicine;
it; at
was well attended.
The entertainers were
had
drank a quart; it was intoxicating;
John Thomas, humorist; Mrs. Annie Web- for Wednesday evening at 7.30.
some
of
six
bought
Capt. Kane; bought
Adjourned.
ster Thomas,
violinist; Adelaide Louise
pint bottles; took it home and drank it Wood, pianist.
It is anticipated that at the meeting this
there; drank it to “get full”; did get full.
Miss Edith Patch, the entomologist conWilrnot Kane testified that he bought
evening the unpaid taxes of 1903 and 1904
nected with the experiment station at
with be placed in the hands of the new'lysix half-pint bottles from Capt. Kane one
Orono, was in town last week hunting for
Sunday on his yacht lying in Brooklin nests of the brown-tail moth. It is un- eleeted collector for 1905. If this is done,
it will place all the unpaid taxes in the
harbor; drank part of it; it had same
derstood that two nests were found in the
hands of one man Mr. Bresnahan, who is
effect as if it was whiskey; think it was
village and one at Hull’s Cove. From
intoxicating; have drank it at other ; here Miss Patch went to Northeast Har- already special collector for the years preceding 1903.
times; at Bluehill fair.
Ira Grindle testified that he had bought
BORN
wine, before it was compounded, for his
Arrangements are being made to have
wife; bought it for medicine, and it was Commander Peary deliver his lecture on BUTLER—At Boston, March 30, to Mr and Mrs
Howard F Butler, a son.
used as medicine; did not even taste it the Arctic
region at the Casino on CLEM KNT— At Penobscot, March 30, to Mr and
Mrs W B Clement, a daughter.
himself; doesn’t use liquor in any form. Thursday evening, April 13.
DODGE—At North Krooklin, March 29, to Mr
Have seen empty bottles with Morrison
and Mrs M L Dodge, a daughter. I Katherine
Medical Co.’s labels on them lying around
Estelle.]
On Friday evening of this week local
dance halls, and on the side of the roads. talent will present the modern society GRAY—At RluehlU, March 29, to Mr and Mrs
Edward I! Gray, a non.
Harry F. Grindle, seventeen years old, drama, “The Maister of Wood barrow,” KMJVVLTON At, Stonlngton, March 24, to Mr
ami Mrs John KnowUoti, a daughter.
testified that he had worked for C&pt. 1 at the Casino under the auspices of the SPUKL1NG—At
Cr.u.herrv Isle*, March 30, to
Kane putting up medicine; drank it while Bar Harbor band.
Mr and Mrs Fred R Spurllng, a son
The parts will be
STANTON—At Auhurndale, Mass, April 1, to
working there, and since; that it would1 taken
Mrs. Helen
Miss Adelaide

|

|

—

of

Bangor,

MISS MABEL

N.

JOY’S

ROOMS,

MANNING BLOCK, ELLSWORTH,

the company; had used it

with the Latest Novelties in

SPRING SUITS, COATS,
DRESS GOODS, SILKS, Etc.

^

/

as

a

tonic

and

I

to

heard her say:

“I

Mr and Mrs F

should think

William R. Chapman Is said to be disat the indifference
manifested
towards his music bill the past winter
by the members of the Maine legislature.
It really looks as if the measure were mismanaged. Mr. Chapman should have

legislators

free concert in the
If they could have
Meen him leading the chorus they
would
have appreciated the fact that he literally
earns his money in the sweat of his brow,
and would have hastened to give his musical bill that full and overflowing measure
of legislative harmony essential to its success.
The fact must never be overlooked
that Mr. Chapman has done a great and
valuable work in this 8tate for the advancement of musical culture and the eleour

hall of

the

Stanton,

a

1 0*
5 67

W
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*7 40
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10 4ft
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Slenlln
KMaworih Falls.
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Wa-h’gton June
Franklin Road
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W auk eng, 8 Fy
Mt Dwert Ferry.
SulMvan
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7
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7
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7
7
8
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I
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9 90
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I

It «•
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'O' 10 OC 5 99
Oft! 10 Oft ft H
U\ 10 lii 6 11
82!tlO 84 t* 80
89 flO 42 18 17
47 110 50; 6 41
ft8 flO ft9' 6 61
C9 II 18| 6 07
>6 11 181
6 li
80 111 27 6 2*
.S8 11 87 « 8»
46 11 45; 10 .9
49 11 48 6 43
55! 11 65! 6 e«
20|.

4ft.
211 12 45]
I
3aI urn*7 nights to Bangor only.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 8.13 p
m, and arriving Rib worth 1156 a m,9.17p»
connect with Washington Co R R.
tStop on stg'ia) or notion to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton and St. John.
Sorrento

8
9

...

BAR HARBOR

Passengers arr earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Palls and Falls to Ellsworth.
r. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. ft T. A.
GEO. r. EVA*8.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
eastern

Steamship Company.
fPitING 8 HR VICE

Commencing Monday. April 10, steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mondays, Wednesday* and Saturdays ut 1 30 p m, tou< hlng at
•>oal Harbor, Nort' east Harbor Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton, connecting lit Rockland
with stcamqr for Boston.

Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehlll Mondays,
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 9 a m, touching
South BlueMll, Brooklln. Sedgwick, Deer
Isle, SargentvlUe, South Brooksvllle and Dark
Harbor, connecting at Rockland with steamer

at

(or Boston.

RETURNING
From Boston

—

lngton.

a

DIRD.

House.

vation of musical standards.—Kennebec
Journal.

i

Mondays and Thursdays

From Rockland Tuesday*,
days via way landings, at ...30

at

5

Fridays and Suna

K. 8. J.

Morse, Agent,

Calvin

Austin,

m.

Bar Harbor.

Vice-president
Boston, Mass.

ai

d

Gcn’l Mgr.. Foster's Wharf.

JjJrnfeaBtonal (laths.

J)R.

L.

L

LARRABEE,

Dentist.
Office:

Room.*. First National Bank Buildings
Ellsworth Dental

formerly occupied by
Parlors.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
F. SIMON TON, M. IX
PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

OKKICKH,
MANNING BLOCK.
Residence, No. 8 Hancock St.
TKLK8HONR.

aWurttennmta.

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

Work.

traction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

VOO0OOCKSDOOO- -0>-V. oaoOMXSr -

g

L.

W.

! JORDAN,
§

UNDERTAKER,

daughter.

BR A LEY—Ol LE8— At Waltham, March 23, by
Alvah K ILiSlam, e»q. Miss Phena B Braley
to Philip Giles, noth of Waltham
DAVIS—HARPER—At Ea«t Holden, April 1,
by Rev 11 Mills, Miss Edith Irene Davis, of
Ellsworth, to George Edwin Harper, of
Orland.
GINN—AMES—At Otland, March 31, by Rev
Howard D French, Miss Oracle B Ginn to
Foster T Ames, both of Orland.
GRA Y—JACQU K8— At Stonlngton, March 20.
Mrs Mvra B Gray to Elijah R Jacques, both
of Stoidugton.
LUST—NICKERSON—At Long Island, March
27, by Rev Ch tries Grant Fogg, Miss Ellen F
Lunt. of Long Island, to Jephtha Nickerson,
of Woods Harbor, N w.
WOODBURY
BARTER
At
Stonlngton.
March 24, by Rev
Henry W Conley, Mrs Clara
E Woodbury to Oscar E Barter, both of Stou-

gusted

given

W

MAKUIKD.

ac-

directions, repeating dose “as
often as the system required it”; have
seen empty bottles about; have also seen
Peruna and Jamaica ginger bottles about.
Octave Stover testified that he lived right
had
across the street from the factory;
seen no end of people call there; one Sunday he counted twenty-five; have seen
men come out more than once staggering;
saw one Smith, sober when he went in;
two hours later he came into Stanley’s
store drunk; hear carousing occasionally.
One night about two months ago two men
were in the yard, and appeared to be quarreling; a woman came out of the house,
cording

Thursday and Friday, Apr. 6=7

P M
5 85
9 06

Portland
Boston..

_

Smith,
by
intoxicate if one drank enough of it; Willey, Miss Isabella Cleaves, Miss Hazel
have seen the boys drink it; have drank so Foster, James Bernard ini, Frank Richmuch of it myself that it gave me the “big urds, Abe Sipion, H. R. Willey, Ralph
head”—what you call drunk; “whiskey Kingsley, William Newman, James Margave a more clear effect.”
ceys, Adalbert Hamor, Percy Higgins and
Nahum Hinckley testified that he had
William B. Richards.
seen empty bottles on the streets; Capt.
Between the arts specialties will be inKane never sold me wine; was not aware troduced
by W. B. Richards, J. Franklin
that he had offered twenty-five cents for Anthony and a male quartette, and Frank
every bottle'that was brought to him.
I^eighton will appear in one of his wellHarry Hinckley said he had worked for known “Rube” specialties.

will be at

..

1

—

THE RINES CO.,

It A R HARBOR.
8 30:.
Sorrento.
4 06
Sullivan..
4 s-;.
Mi Desert Ferry.
1 00
so ft OO
9 07
Waukeag 8 Fy. ! I! S6 ft "7
Hancock...
9 JO
111 2vj ft 11
Franklin Road
|fll 87, 5 191 9 20
WaHb'gton June...... il 40 16 27; 9 40
KLLSWORTII. 11 M 6 sftj 9 47
Ellsworth Falls. tIS Ol! 6 4'i
9 I
N 'Coll 11. 112 15
6 6ft no OS
Green Lake. rli 24 6 OljtlO 14
Lhkc House. f 12 *1 te 12' ri* a
Holden... tl2 40; tf »>, lc L
Brewer Juno.
1 00 6 40 to so
! 1 07 « 47 10 S7
Bnniror, Ex 8t
1 10 6 60 it a
BANGOR. M C.

UO'VDLN- \i Phiioi-scoI, April 2, Henry Bowden. aged *2 years, lo months.
EMEKTON—At Bluehlll, April 2, Daniel EnterGRA Y—At South Brooksville, March 23, Annie
L, daughter of Mr and Mrs John BGray, aged
8 years, 8 months, 23 days.
GRINDLK—At Penobscot, March 28, Franklin
A Grlndie, aged #9years, 10 months, 8 days.
HASTINGS—At Ellsworth Falls, March 31,
Luther C Hastings, aged 66 years.
HOWARD—At South Brooksville, March 28,
Mrs Harriet Howard, aged 88 years, 2 days.

i

KLLUWOHTIi,

I

RESTAURANT.
Meals and Lunches at all hours. A.
Mrs. S. X.
good dinner for 26c.
Moore, Water Street, Ellsworth.
Booms formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.
ESTABLISHED

1848.

WM. FARROW,
SAI L.-IVI AKE R.
Dealer Id Duck, Holt-Hope and all
kinds of TriinniiiiKM used in ">ii|r|nt
sails. Everything to work with.
IILKON’S

WHARF.

FOR

KOCALAMi,

**.

K.

sale:

At HANCOCK HOl.SK

STABLE.

SeTeral good business Horses, new and second*
hand Carnages, Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
Moyer’s Fine Carriages. Everything as leges■anted or no sale. Terms reasonable^

r.

a. Gould.

'W

paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only japer that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all the

can is

only

not the

37. From the Start 3t

are

been

Couniyl Sews

see

Meynell

is

mail and express at the usual time.

Let

COUNTY NEWS.

this year.

w

ful

removes a

citizen,
He

it w’ill be hard to fill.
in

man

the community,

E. M. Allen’s

wor-

of

ordinary intelligence, manly,
the soul of integrity; whose w’ord

was

grip

questioned,

a

few weeks to the

Mrs. Ellen

regret of
His life

Sedgwick.

parents, R. C. Abbott and

to visit their

They returned
Edward Grindle,

home

wife.

R.

who
for

HANCOCK.

March 28 to

here

was

him,

his

see

dangerously ill,
has

Thursday.

East brook,

of

and to

returned home.

who

Dick,

son

help

His

care

son

is

better.

N. McCauley is painting his father’s

H.

of

Mrs. Emma Hooper and Mrs. Eliza Herrick, of Bluehill, were in town Wednesday

came

sot™

Bridges,

very ill.

same.

3.

foot.

James Page and wife were called to
Bluehill Sunday morning to see Mrs.
Page’s sister, Mrs. Clara Will ins, who is

among us has been a blameless one, and he
is a Christian gentleman in the true sense
of the word. It is hoped there will be a
full attendance at the Sorosis on the above
occasion. The committee on entertainment,.is active in pi ^ration for the

April

a sore

Miller, of East Bluehill, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Alma Bettel, and

Sorosis has its last meeting for the
Friday evening of this week,
and will be a benefit for Mr. Barnard, who
host of friends in this vicinity.

and

Mrs. Nan

The

leaves town in

afternoon.

Calvin Abbott, of Bluehill, is stopping a
few days with his father, who has had the

season on

a

Saturday

and

and a friend to all
to be
who knew’ him. His invalid and partially
blind w'idow’ has the sympathy of all.
never

improving.

Monday.

usemore

than

is

Esther Allen, who has been ill for two
weeks, returned to her school in Bluehill

whose

w as a

a man

Eu-

teachers’ meeting will be held at

The

The death of Capt. John Urann, which
occurred three weeks ago,
thy and much-respected

pneumonia,

with

w'ill meet

April 3; teacher,

Grindle, who has been very ill

Richard

excellent

some

They

School opens here
gene M. Allen.

this week.

ith Mrs. Bennis

place

other pagem

nee

NORTH SEDGWICK.

reading club met with Mrs. W. O.
Emery last Wednesday afternoon and
enjoyed an unusual occasion, the gatherrendering

County JViMM

For additional

The

selections.

<

following is the list of teachers in
No. 1, E. M. Allen; 2, Marion
hag
Wilson; 5, Maria Thompson; 6, Minnie
is
ill, improving.
Clement; 7, Phebe M. Durgain; 8, Flora
The schools
H. D. Ball is confined to his home by Bowden; 9, Inez I. Page.
illness. His son William, who has had a
oj^en April 17. High school at No. 3 will
severe attack of pneumonia, is gaining
be taught by A. Shorey.
Rae.
slowly.
April 8.
The

house.

town:

Mrs. R. C. Hagerthy, who

been quite

C. L. Smith and son, who have been emat Lake view', are home. Mr. Smith
sold one pair of his horses and purchased

!

ployed

matched

a

pair

in

Freeman Bowden is quite ill.

Bangor.

Young, of Wilton, who were called
by the serious illness and death of
their father, have returned to their homes.
Mrs. R. H. Young left Wednesday for
Everett, Mass., where she joined Miss
Marcia Young for a w'eek’s trip to Washington. Mrs. Young will visit friends in
F. R.
here

on

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

:

George Robertson

Dr. Edgar Young, of Everett, Mass., and

Massachusetts

is very ill with

pneu-

monia.

j
!

Harvey

T. T.

has

bought

an

incubator

and brooder.

Jacob Cousins is progressing finely
his

j
i

on

launch.

new

Mrs. Margaret Howard had

a

chopping

Friday.

match

Andrew

her return.

J. Hodgkins, a former resident, who
for the past eighteen years has resided in
T.

is

Grindle

carrying the mail

between here and Bluehill.

T. T. Harvey has sold a new launch to
Chicago, called on friends here last week. the Tapley boys at West Brook3\ ille.
Mr. Hodgkins wras called East by the death
Luther Bates has been
visiting his
of his

brother Asa, of Bar Harbor.

April

3.

you

by

that

father and
W.

brothers at Herman Centre.

Richard H. Condon died March 27 of

pneumonia.

REACH.

of age.

Capt. William P. Lowe, who has been
spending two weeks with his daughter in
East Boston, is home.
Capt. Seth Greeniawe, wife and little
are the guests of Mrs. Greenlawe’s
parents, Orrin Marlin and wife, at Swan’s
Island.
son

He

was

He leaves

a

sixty-five years

about

widow and two

—James S. and Ralph H., also

Alfred,

and

The funeral
Brooksville.
The

sister—Mrs.
was

following

a

W.

sons

brother—

C.

Bates.

Baptist church.

at the

teachers

to be

are

em-

this

the*

p*'-*,

SOITHWEST HARBOR.
Charles

Newhall,

spent several j
Massachusetts, is j

who haa

weeks with relatives in
home.
Mrs.

O. W. Cousins goes to Thomaston

to-day with

her niece and

nephew,

and

a

last week to escort his wife home from a
two-weeks’ visit to her mother and sis-

Mrs.

Manchester

Ansel

and

little

time.

here

i'f\e Better

Way

long.

with

Foster, of Ellsworth,* and Miss

A. M.

Jane L. Brownell, of Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
were in town Thursday.
Mr. Foster has
the plans for her cottage which he is to
build and have ready for her occupancy by
J une 15.

April

3.

E.
WEST

Anna

Miss

HANCOCK.

Googins,

of

Nicolin,

is

em-

W. K. Springer’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Deane gave a card party on
the evening of March 30, which was much

ployed

at

enjoyed.
Mrs.
a

Jennie Doyle, of Franklin, made
aunt, W. K.

short visit to her uncle and

Springer

and wife.

from Bar Haroor April 1.
She will spend the spring
E.
Foren. Her son, C. H.
with Mrs. A.
Norris, with whom she* has been during
Mrs. Sarah Norris

the

came

winter, accompanied her here.
3.
Sumac.

April

a cargo of stone.
ford has gone with him

His
as

son

and cake

were

SCOTT’S

other pngr*

ASHVILLE.

trouble.

E. H. Hodgkins, who has been
illf
better.

Mrs.
is

I*. M. Bunker arrived home from Franklast week.

lin

SMITH'S
BUCHU
LITHIA
PILLS.

Griudle,
He had many friends here, not only
professionally but socially, and ail felt
that the church and Sunday school had a
warm friend in Dr. Grindle.

April

3.

Mr*.

Lucy

SICK KIDNEYS,
The Bladder. Bheomatlsm
and
the
Blood—.til these d»sea*ct yield at once and
•re auULly and fully
cured Price only SS
cents • box.

C.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Small

has

been

failing

health for the past month, and is
very low.
Miss Natalie Salisbury, of

visiting

her

grandparents

now

Ellsworth,

here

in

A CURE at the
PEOPLE’S PRICE.

is

during her

school vacation.

•

My Kidney hook and
Sample Package sent

Free

It is with

profound regret that the
neighbors of Charles Brown, who recently
lost his house by lire, have learned of his
decision not to rebuild. They were highly
esteemed and very neighborly people ai;d
Lamoine is sorry to lose them. They have
returned to Ellsworth, their former home.
April 3.

that I enclose the money for another ho*,
wishing to fret them
soon. I mean to get
well If there ia any
chance.
Wishing to
hear from you soon. I
am, rour friend.”
MR*. A. K. ( ARIL
Caledonia, Ark.

to

any address.

W. F.SMITH CO.
12ft

Summer

St.. Boston

••You will And enclosed twenty-live
cents for one b«»x of
liur.hu
votnr Smith's
Llthla Pills. I have
taken one box and
they have helped me
very much, and will
you Ims so kind a* to
semi me one more boa
by return mall ?’*
JOHN A. ( RAM,
M&ntou, K. L.

To

cur® Constipation, Hick H**adach® and HlllmU'
n©»* in one niirht. use Muith ■» Pineapple aud
Butternut Pill*. Only 26cent* at dealers.

ALL

GENUINE
SIGNED

V.

EMULSION

GOULDSBORO.
Frank

Guptill

has commenced

work

in

In

his stave mill.

Stave-sawing
steam-mill

is

progressing

under

the

served.

Childhood

at Dunbar’s

management

of

and it cures the cold. That’s Cleaves & Buzzell, of Steuben.
E.
April
W. F. Hutchings' steam-mill is nearly
what is necessary. It soothes the
completed, and he will ^begin the sawing
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
throat because it reduces the of
long lumber soon. He has men at >vork
Mrs. Lydia Emery, of Bangor, if visit- irritation cures the
cold because this week getting out timber for a wharf
;
ing her sister, Mrs. Mary 8. Wasson.
it drives out the inflammation; which he is to build here.
Roy and Fred Tapley have their new
The ice, which up to a week ago rebuilds up the weakened tissues
nineteen-fpot gasoline launch about ready
mained unmoved, lias left the landing
to go into the water.
because it nourishes them back creek and has nearly all left the Old Maids'
Mrs. Annah Blodgett, with her family,
to their natural
strength. That’s creek. Fishing on the ice has been unwill go to Philadelphia this month, where
how Scott’s Emulsion deals with usually successful this season. The largest
will
reside
in
the
future.
they
D.

tee, •#«

Milton Johnson is ill with the grip.
Mrs. Emms Carpenter is ill with throat

hill.

n» health tu later
years. Ae the
child build* the adultsball he. Weaklv

neglected children do

3.

Olden

COUNTY NEWS.
for a'irtitinnal County .Ve

Monta-

male.

Charles Hendrick and wife, of Little
Deer Isle, gave a party recently at their
home for their daughter, Miss Rita, the
occasion being her ninth birthday.
Icecream

has

vessel

a

primary, Lillian Gray; No. 2ty, AnDie
Mrs. 8. J. Hill is still in poor health, but
Blodgett; No. 3, Chrissie Gott; 4, Viola
summer.
York to go in the schooner J. M. Harlow. some better than she has been.
Haskell; 5, Olive Condon; 7, Grace Gray;
M. II. Mason is plumbing the Pointed
The school board soMrs. Harvey Hammond,
The sewing c ircle met with Mrs. Sylvia
of
8, Alice Mills.
South
licits the co-operation of the scholars and Firs, the Street cottage, w hich w ill be a Reed March 29. There was a good attend- Goulds boro, was in town Sunday.
home.
summer
ance.
parents that the school may meet with great improvement to this
N. G. Bunker and wife, W. H. Hall and
The friends of Mrs. Street w'ill be glad to
good success.
Many leave here this week to go to liar A. G. Bunker, who have been ill, are betfeels
effect
know
she
the
that though
still
Tomson.
April 3.
Harbor, and vicinity and continue scal- ter.
of her critical illness of last year, she is
loping.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Capt. N. Stevens, who will be captain of
much improved, and with her daughter,
News from Mrs. Flora Murphy, who is
tha Susan Frances this season, saib d last
Miss Bessie Young has returned from Mrs. Ranney, will come early to her cotin the Portland hospital, is very en- : week.
West Gouldsboro, where she has been tage.
couraging.
Vida Small and Lizzie Bunker were the
visiting.
FARNSWORTH.
DEATH OF EMILY ROBINSON
Kate and Julia Clark, who have been guests of G. H. Hanna and wife at East
The schooner Ralph K. Grant arrived
the
sudden
With deep sorrow I record
in Portland attending a business college t Sullivan Sunday.
from Portland the last of the week with a
departure of a well-beloved woman, Emily since January, are home for a short vacaMrs. Georgia Robertson went to Sor
cargo of freight.
Robinson, wife of Alton E. Farnsworth^ tion.
rento last week to visit her sister, Mrs. M.
Miss Alice Cole entertained the V. I. who died at her home March 31, and whose
Jason Kane and wife have put the Bay E. Workman.
society Wednesday when thirty-two death is deeply mourned not only by her
View
house
iij order for the coming
The chopping bee at O. P. Bragdon’s last
partook of supper.
family circle but also by the w hole comsummer.
All are glad to have them back week wasn’t as well attended as usual
on
W. P. Hew ins, of Boston, arrived Mon- munity here, and a host of friends in
here.
account of so many sick ones.
day and the factory whistle is a welcome other places will grieve over the loss of one
close
on
and
time
it
who was ever a genial comrade and cheery
Owing to
scallops,
Horace Sperry, of South Gouldsboro,
sound after so long a silence.
in sunshine or in shade.
being hardly late enough for the spring was the guest of his mother, Mrs. Maria
Miss Lizzie Pherson who has been a helper
school
of
of
boats
Mrs. Farnsworth had been suffering
fish, most of the fleet
Robertson, Sunday.
guest of Mrs. C. C. Larrabee for a week or
from ill health for more than a year, and are idle.
Miss Ella Tracy, who has been at E. J.
more, has returned to Gouldsboro.
the surgical operation which was perMiss Evelyn CServer visited her grandRobertson’s teaching his daughter Lena,
Miss Ella Tracy arrived Friday, and will
formed on Monday was too late to he of mother Wednesday before returning to
returned to her home at Goulds boro last
! visit Mrs. C. C. larrabee a few days be- any benefit. The ratal termination was a Waterville
Monday to continue her course week.
fore going to Button’s Island where she is
iu Colby.
grievous shock to all.
to teach.
Capt. Clarence Martin, of Hancock,
Mrs. Farnsworth will be sadly missed,
j
The schooner Pilgrim, Capt. Luther came last week.
He, will be captain of
Daniel Libby, of Gouldsboro, the effi- for her kind heart prompted her to reAlbee, returned from Friendship Friday the schooner Charles A.
j cient engineer at the factory for so many
Sproul thin
spond to every call of distress, and her with Charles Carver’s gasoline boat which
season.
years, has arrived for the season, and is as presence in homes where death had enhe has had built this spring.
B.
usual at Charles Blance’s.
April .1.
tered, with ready help and sympathy, was
Edwin H. Rumill, after spending hij
C.
April 1.
deeply appreciated; the destitute cases in vacation of two weeks with his
WEST FRANKLIN.
parents,
Mrs. Lydia Farrar died Friday at the town were always known to her, and subKarl Bracy is at John T. Clark’s. Hr
L. W. Humill and wife, has returned to
home of her daughter, Mrs. E. D. Chase. stantial help given. It can be truly said
will go to KorcroM soon.
Hebron academy.
Mrs. Farrar was ill for a long time and her of this noble soul that she “hath done
Charles E.
Charles P. Lunt, who has had
Dwelley has been elected
zeal
and
her
Capt.
what
she
could”,
energetic
by
death comes, in her seventy-eighth year,
such a severe attack of the grip that he superintendent of schools.
she
a monument w hich shall
has
builded
a
Funeral
seras
release from suffering.
rould not leave before, started Monday to
The drought still continues. I'nless we
vices were held Sunday afternoon at the endure as long as beautiful Mt. Height
j
have rain, the driving problem %vill be a
be the last resting- join his vessel, the J. M. Harlow, in New'
house. Rev. G. Mayo, of Winter Harbor, cemetery continues to
j
York.
serious one.
officiating. The remains were taken to place of the dead.
Birch Harbor for burial in the family lot.
W. A. Clark left here March 30 for BosThe grading and beautifying of this
Mrs. Leslie Springer and little son, of
The family have the sympathy of a widsacred enclosure had been her chief object
ton, where he will go to work on the Jonesport, are visiting Mr. Springer’s
circle of friends.
for the past two yearH, and when she re- Graves in
Boston
harbor.
Ashbury sister, Mrs. O. W. Butler.
C.
April 3.
tired from business it was that she might Lapsus and Daniel Dow left Monday to
Galen Orcutt has moved with his family
INDIAN POINT.
devote her life to the care of her invalid Join Mr. Clark.
from Stonington.
He is negotiating for
work
of
and
her
3.
Thki.ma.
mother,
promotkeep
up
April
{ Mrs. Abbie Walls is at home.
the William McFarland house.
the enterprise so dear to her heart.
ing
Miss Iva Higgins is ill with measles at
Joseph K. Dunn has moved the old
SOUTH BLl'EHJ LL.
For many years Mrs. Farnsworth had
I Bar Harbor.
building on the Otis Springer place. It
The welcome sound
of the factory adds
given much time and money to similar
much to the looks of the place.
George Richards is working on the lines of work, that those who have laid wbbtle is heard once more.
Arnold cottage at Somesville.
Sawing was commenced at the mill
down life’s burdens might be suitably reMiss Georgia Candage, of North BrookWednesday noon. They are sawing long
John Reed, of Manset, was the guest of membered, and she will no doubt hear the
lin, has been visiting Mrs. Lizzie Gan- I urn tier bv day; staves, headings and shin
his sister, Mrs. Annie L. Stover, on SaturMaster say: “Well done, good and faithful
gles by night.
dage.
servant.”
Ch’k’kk.
April 3.
Elmer Conary, of Sunshine, has moved
The bereaved husband, the sorrowing
Arthur Higgins, of Bar Harbor, spent
into the Smith house, now owned by Irvand two sisters have
the
brother
An
man
mother,
is
one
who
he is
with
his
Frank
L.
thinks
average
Sunday
parents,
ing Candage.
the deep sympathy of a host of friends.
away above the average.
Higgins and wife.
There was a chopping match at J. Eaton’*
With no children of her own, her niece
Alonzo Higgins and wife spent Sunday
In the evening all were enterand two nephews have been very dear to March
atibrrtianr.tnts.
with her mother, Mrs. Caroline Richher, and they will carry tender memories tained by the graphaphone, games, etc.,
ards, at Salisbury Cove.
of the good times enjoyed with their and a pleasant evening was spent.
Mrs. Abbie Higgins is ill with the grip
IMMEDIATE
Horace Candage, w’ho has been working
cheery Aunt Emily.
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. L. A.
The funeral services will be held at the for Dr. Hagerthy, of Sedgwick, for the
RESULTS.
at
the
Narrows.
Higgins,
•*I take mil pleashome April 4, the interment in the lovely past year, spent Sunday at home, and
ure In
School commences to-day under the in- plot so tastefully laid oiH at Mt. Height went
Informing voo
to
North
to
work
Monday
Sedgwick
that the Ik>x of boiiUi'rt
struction of Miss
Dorcas, the former cemetery.
Buchu Litbl* PUlsaeat
for Curtis Durgain in the mill.
me three week* *lnr*
teacher. All are glad to have her back.
3.
Spray.
April
The people here were saddened to learn
bare been exceedingly
H.
April 3.
helpful, *o much ao
of the death of Dr. R. P.
of Blue-

No. 1,
spring term:
grammar, Olden Tapley; primary, Mrs.
8ARGENTVTLLE.
MARLBORO.
School began here Monday, Miss Mat- Lillian Gray; 2, Grace Stover; 21,4, Annie
Parker Billings is reported quite ill.
Mrs. Emma W’right, of Bar Harbor, is
tie Knight teacher. All w*ere glad to have Blodgett; 3, Crissie Gott; 4, Mrs. V. 8.
The chapel circle met with Mrs. Bennett
her teach again, as she is a capable and Haskell; 5, Olive Condon; 7, Grace Gray; visiting her parents, Tyler Hodgkins and
Alice Mills.
on Thursday.
8,
wife.
popular teacher.
C.
March 30.
Capt. Charles Babson has gone to BosMrs. Elmita Moon, who has been visitMiss Mary Knight, who is teaching at
ton on business.
Bar Harbor, spent her vacation of ten days
ing at David Mosley’s, has returned to
Horace Eaton caught a large bob cat in
Sullivan.
with her parents here, returning to Bar
The ice in Eggemoggin reach went out
his trap on Thursday.
Harbor Saturday.
Irving and Eva Closson, who have been
April 1.
Several here have launched their boats
George Grindle and Herbert Dority atvisiting their grandfather, David Mosley,
Mrs. Charles Eaton has returned from a
tended the funeral of Dr. Grindle at Bluehave returned to their home at Bayside.
to begin their summer business, among
visit in Brewer.
hill Thursday.
them
Are.
April 3.
being James Robbins, Frank
Mrs. Ellen Hiyes, who has been in BosDamon and S. T. Lowe.
William Byard lost a two-year-old heifer
ton all winter, is home.
ittmcrtisnucnts.
on Wednesday.
She strayed to the shore,
An entertainment was given at the hall
Hezekiah
Powers
and
son
Frank
Capt.
last Thursday evening consisting of a
stepped on a cake of ice, fell in and was
have gone to Boston for the yachting
drowned.
laughable farce entitled “Aunt Betsey’s
business.
Namesake”, another little play ‘‘The MinG. Frank Gray, who has been ill for
ister’s Christmas gifts”, and phonograph
Frank Howard and Chester Small ha\e
some time, is no better.
On Tuesday fie
music.
gone to Philadelphia in the schooner
will go to the Maine general hospital,
March 31.
L.
George D. Edmunds.
Portland, for treatment.
Edward Thompson left Thursday for
The many friends of Dr. Grindle, of
HANCOCK POINT.
New York where he is to have employThe tissues of the throat are Bluebill, were pained to hear of his death.
Mrs. George Young is improving slowly. !
ment on the steam yacht Tuscarora.
inflamed and irritated; you He will be greatly missed. He was highly
Mr. and Mrs. Chester were in Ellsworth 1
Charles Weed died March 27 of conand there is more irrita respected by all who knew him.
Saturday.
cough,
sumption, aged thirty-nine years and six
The cutter Woodbury was in the Reach
Mrs. C. A. Penney is home from a two- months. Interment was at Little Deer tion—more coughing. You take
cutting the ice from the wharf so
weeks’ visit in Bangor.
Isle.
a
cough mixture and it eases the Crockett’s boat can come in on Tuesday.
W. H. Ball is now comfortable, and his
Capt. Charles Haskell has gone to New irritation—for a while. You take All will be glad to see her again.
many friends hope to see him out before
York in the schooner Susan N. Pickering
M.
April 3.

ployed

the oldest inhabitant that

daughter Margaret spent last week at the frozen
in here and been obliged to remain
home of her brother, George R. Fuller.
all winter.
The one at the Old Maids’
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Fuller invited
the Catherine, was loaded in the
the sewing circle in honor of her guest, landing,
winter with lumber by Dunbar
and the members were pleasantly enter- early
Bros., and while waiting for a high run of
tained.
tides became so firmly embedded in the ice
Harvey Hodgkins and wife, who have that it was impossible to move her.
Jen.
April 3.
spent the Winter with their daughter, Mrs.
J. O. Whitcomb, in Syracuse, N. Y., are
WEST TREMONT.
Mr.
home.
Hodgkins will take the
Cochran yacht from Boston the first of
Capt. W. H. Lunt spent last week at
May and Mrs. Hodgkins will go with him Bar Harbor scalloping.
to put the cottages in readiness for the
Donald Robbins left Monday for New

»

Capt. Bennis, who has been quite ill
the grip is out again, and his many
friends are glad to see him and to know’
that the trying light of the snow, will not,
in all probability, keep him in doors much

of

hear from

us

«*•

ters, brought an automobile, and att racted
attention
considerable
steaming
by
around town.

April 1,1905.

with

larger number and

interest

Cn

gaining, is not yet able to leave his room.
This community was gladdened by the
sight of the Sebenoa, which cut its way
through the ice last week, and connected
us with the world once more bringing

a

r/a

from

academy
Otis Hinman, who has been confined
to his house for several weeks, though

ing of

draw

V?v*

short visit there will extend her
trip to Boston and Danversport.
George Harmon, who went to Boston

in Maine and

now

wkii-iomm Count*

after

C3

home from Hebron

for the Easter vacation.

more

opened
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"county newsT
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Savings Department has
We now have depositsuccess.

Our

merely local papers The circulation of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of aU the other papers printed
in Hancock county

rest

abbrrtf»tmtntf.

COUNTY NEWS.

2bbrrti*ttntntts.

has subscribers al 107
in Hancock county.
All t ie other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AmeriThe American

of the 111 post-offices

Tapley, superintendent of
schools, by the approval of the school
committee, has made the following appointment of teachers for the spring term,
beginning April 17 and closing June 23:
District No. 1, grammar, O. D.
Tapley,

a
or

sore

throat,

bronchitis.

a

cough,

a

cold,

WE’LL SEND YOU
A
SAMPLE FREE.

SCOTT * BOWNE, “WrMS"*

Maul in

one

net at

one

time

was

eleven

bushels.
Of the two vessels which were frozen in
first of the winter, the one at the
eel rock is clear, and the one at the Old
Maids’ landing will be so in a few days.
It is the first time writhin the memory of
here the
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This community was HUrtled to hear of
the sudden death at
Sedgwick Sunday of
Klias Andrews. He lived here several
3ears, lost spring moving to Sedgwick.
He was n good man and will be missed.

APril

3-

i.-.wm
**»
easier to

flrantte
the benefit of the
evening
»n a decided
Kev. Mr. Stanley,
table

nir

Tl-
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A. Gray attended the funeral of I>r.
« P. Orindle
Thursday at Bluehill.

s

condition.

in the hay crop last aeanon
TV shortage
and the
—reduction of atock,the winur
feeding of graft! during
the general deficiency in
.apply and the high price of hay
in the fall. Some have
,fitly (indicted
ia now a
„kii(; fill per ton, but there

Cri

mbh.

SWAN*8 ISLAND.
Ralph Grant ban purchased ('apt. Roland
Stewart's sloop boat.
R. K. Stinson will serve on the
jury at
the April term of court at Ellsworth.
Mrs. M. At Barbour has been confined
to the house the past week with the
grip.
Merton Bickmorc, of North Nobleboro,
is at work for Mrs. 8. J. Morse for the
summer.

Presiding
interesting

Elder Hayward preached an
sermon
at the
Methodist

JjLj
‘prevented

church Hunday.
Abram Norwood has gone to Deer Isle
to rebuild his weirs which the ice of last
winter destroyed.

^
*011 in

Mrs. M. A. Gott is home after spending
the winter with her daughter.
Mrs.
Daniel McKay, in New Ixmdon, Conn.

this locality at f!2.
aome
The tielda are quite bare, though
and walla,
ra by the fences
B0» line
links of wild geeae have flown

^eoral
Misheard, and

Mrs. Seth Greenlaw and son Fred Keith
will spend the summer at the lighthouse
with her parents, O. I.. Milan and wife.

COUNTY NEWS.
idff'tionn I

or

Courtly Yowl

»«*

other pap*
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BIRCH HARBOR.
with

:

Eat hr Briggs is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Rodney Young, in Corea.
Capt. Nahum Stevens has taken command of the schooner Susan Frances, of
Sullivan.

2

Eugene Leighton,
his

of

Milbridge,

is

brother Amos.

Mrs.

schooner Ralph Grant, Capt. Davis,
arrived Friday with freight from Port1 ind the first trip of the season.
The

Mrs. Herbert Rice is in Bang >r with b»r
Emerson, who is being treated at the
hospital for a serious trouble in his
head.

s »n

-'he remains of Mrs. Lydia E. Farrar
died March 31 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. E. D. Chase, in Prospect
Harbor, were brought here Sunday and
placed in the family lot.
C.
April 3.
who

EA8TBROOK.
Nahum Wilbur is in very poor health.
Mrs. J. E. DeBeek and daughter Ivy are
visiting relatives in town.

George Giles and wife celebrated th
twentieth anniversary of their marriage

nginess

02 Greece
Uy MARTHA HUMPHREYS

«

“You

:
?

•

■

“Who would ever have dreamed she
« so. stingy?
v:
Of course the more
money you have in this world the more
you want. She doesn't look like a girl
who thought of nothing but money.
Miserly people are supposed to have
steely gray eyes and sharp chins, and
she has the softest bro\n eyes and a
dimple In her chin.”
“Who has ’em?*' asked Tom Bliss,
rolling over languidly in bis steamer
chair.
“I was talking about Grace Patterson.”
“lias she dimples and brown eyes?”
asked Tom Innocently.
II is sister dung him a
scornful

glance.
“You ought to know. You have been
hanging around her ever since you

down.”
“Well, a fellow’s got to do something
when he’s on his vacation.” said Tom
easily. "You can't expect him to turn
woman hater when lie’s tlie only man
to twoseore of pretty women.”
“That’s Just why I'm complaining.
With so many pretty girls here I don’t
cee why you should devote yourself to
one.”
Margaret Bliss would have objected
to any woman her brother might have
selected as tlie object of bis attentions.
Her love for the six footed bachelor,
oldest of her brothers, was distinctly
selfish, and she was glad the occasion
had arisen to prove Miss Patterson far
from perfect. Tom lighted a fresh cigarette. and the hand which tossed away
the match patted his sister’s head in
patron! ring fashion.
"And how has your ladyship been offended*.'’
“ion know Jim Green. the man who
has been on the beach boat for two
seasons, (lied last night. All the boarders know him. and of course v.e looked
right Into the matter and found out
that he loft his family almost penniless. so wo aro going to give a fair for
their benetit. We asked Miss Patterson
to make something for it, and she said
she was too busy; then wo asked her to
preside at one of the tables or to raffle
off the embroidered sofa cushion Mrs.
Marshall is going to donate, and she
said she didn’t believe in raffles.”
“My opinion of Miss Patterson improves." said the aggravating Tom.
“Many a time and oft have I been done
at your fail’s and raffles.”

came

^ntville
1

f*;

____Unk

bet a,'«110n8

see

Mrs. Green?

since most of them
v/crc

“I
understand,” said Miss Minnie
Brown, “dat you ’peared to be feelin’ yoh
oats at de pahler social yesterday.” “Dat
wasn’t oats,” answered Mr. Krastus Pinkley. “Dat was rye.”
The Pacific Count
Do you want to live where the climate la mild
tiie year around, where the resources are more
varied than In any other equal area In the world,
where, with a minimum of labor you can grow
profitable crops, where business la good and
Both
capital Had* profitable Investment?
h altii and opportunity await you on the Pacific

Special low rates via the Chicago, Union
Send 4 cents In
Pacific * Not lit wetter n Line
stamp to W. B. Knlsh^rn, I*. T. v|., C. A N. VV.
Ry., ChlcatfT, for booklets and full information.—Advt.

Insurance Statements.
BOSTON

ASSET.*’
Real estate,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

1

in his own.

“Did you read the account of the SmithJones wedding in yesterday’s paper?”
asked young Singleton. “No,” answered
Wedderly. “I seldom read the war news.”
friends have

egged

me on

to essay the role of Hamlet in our amateur theatricals.” Willknox—Well, here’s

hoping they won’t egg

you off the

stage.

fBc&ital.

Don’t

Experiment.

You Will Make No Mistake if You
Follow This Ellsworth Citi-

zen's Advice.
Never neglect your health. If you are
always tired, or have pain in the back,

urinary disorders, dizzy

or nervous

spells,

it's time to act. These are all symptoms
of dangerous kidney troubles and you
should use a remedy which is known to
and surely.
cure these troubles safely
Doan’s

Kidney

Pills is that

remedy,

and if

you wish to be cured of kidney trouble
without experimenting, do not fail to use

Others have been cured and

it.

permanently.
of

an

Why

cured

not follow the advice

Ellsworth citizen and

be

cured

yourself?
Nelson R. Jellison, veteran, living on
Water St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “When-

anybody complain of kidney
I always advise them
to get Doan’s Kidney
Pills at E. G.
Moore’s drug store and use this remedy as
directed. Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me
of a very stubborn case of kidney complaint after all other remedies had failed.
1 Three months ago I was almost helpless,
i There was a constant pain which was very
annoying and in addition to that there
was a retention of the kidney secretions
which caused me severe suffering. I heard
of Doan’s Kidney Pills, got a box and can
that they worked wonders in my case,
| say
j It required the use of only three boxes to
ever

I bear

trouble

or

backache

the backache and correct all the other
difficulties. I consider this the best kidcure

*

18,066 01

admitted,

Admitted assets,
93,969,133 80
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1904.
Net unpaid losses.
4? 239,004 99
Unearned premiums.
821,009 40
Ail oilier liabilities,
38,807 32
C >«h capita 1.
3,000.000 00
1,870,312 09
Surplus over all liabilities,
$3,959,133 80
surplus.
INMAN, Agent.
8ULLIVAN, ME.

Total liabilities and
OTIS
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NOTICE

^oticra.

OF FORECLOSURE.
of
Albert H.

Eden,

Lynam,
Hancock county, Maiue, by his
WHEREAS
deed
ated the first day
November,
mort-

of
gage
a. d.
iho>, and recorded iu the Hancock county. Maine, regintry of deeds, book 358, page
319, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of laud together with the
buildings thereon, situated at Northeast Harbor, town of Mount Desert. Hancock county,
M-im bounded at d described as follows, to

Beginning
»i

a

stake

land of J. D.

on the wept Ride of the town road
at the southeast corner of a Jot of
Phillips, on which lie ha- erected

building; and following said road in
southerly direction f< ny-three (13) fret
a

an

of

a

to
at the no then si coni'
oi a lot
land owned by Htep ieu Bmallidg •*; thence

iron bolt

foil*.wing

aid

Bmaliidge land we-u.rly eight

rods 10 a stone post in the ground uu line
ii. Tracy; then
oi Beldon
by said
Tracy’s and in a northerly direeiionfoity-

(3)

of

land

thricleettoa stake, thence south seventythree and one-1 a f degrees east by the southerly line of said Phillips' laud eight (Hi rods
to poiu. coniiu« need at. contaiuii g
.venty
squire rods, more or Jim-, aid neiii^ the
southerly half of a lot of land deed* d to J. D.
Phillips and Krmly K. KobuiMiti (i ow Farnsworth) by Adelmu F. Joy by deed dated June
15, 1pM7. and recorded in ti.c Hantock county
registry of deeds in book 214, page 5ui,and
reference is hereby given to aai*i re ten'*.
A so another lot or parcel cf lai d suaated
in said Northeast Harbor, boutnn .1 and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the tows road
leading to "Kimballs” at t he nortbeast corner
of a lot of land formerly owned bv Nellie 8.
Bunker (being the lot aoove oe-ciibed) and
following the west side of said n -ul northerly
seven feet to an iron bolt; thence south eighty three degrees west eighteen teet to an iron
bolt in the ground; thence south seventyone half
tnree and
degrees east uineteen
and four-teuths feet to point commenced at,
and containing sixty three square feet. Reserving a right of way to * e used in common
with Joseph D. Phillips and his heirs and assigns aud Nellie 8. Bunker, her heirs and assigns; Raid right of way to be four feet wide
aud on the north side of said described lot,
Also a right of way
and eighteen feet long
four feet wide and adjoining said reserved right
of way being eighteen feet long and four feet
w ide.
Said described right of way to be used
in common with the said Phillips, his heirs
and assigns, and the said Bunker, her heirs
8aid rights of way together to
and assigns.
be eight feet wide and eighteen feet long.
Said right of way to b^ used by the owners
and occupiers of the lots of land on the north
aud south of said right of way.
Also excepting and reserving a certain lot
or parcel of land deeded by N. S. Bunker to J.
D. Phillips by deed dated Dec. 3. a. d. 1898, and
being out of the lot first above described.
Being the same premises described as conveyed in the deed from Nellie S. Bunker to
the said Albert H. Lynam, and recorded in
said registry of deeds, in book 3V9, page 497.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now. therefore, by
reason of tbe brtach of conditions thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, aud
give this notice for the purpose as by law provided.
Dankorth J. Manchester.
Dated at Mount Desert, Me.. Match 14,1905.
NOTICK OF FOKECLOSURK.
Rufus C. Tu-ner, then of
AITHEREAS
buck* port, county of Hancock, State
\V
of Maine, but now deceased, by his mortgage
detd bearing date the seventeenth day of August. a. d. I8a4, and recorded in the registry of
deeds foi the county of Hancock, in book'276.
to Oscar F. Fellows, of
page £43, mortgaged of
Hancock, State of
Bucksport. county
Maine, a certain piece of land situated in said
Bucksport, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
Beginning on the line of
laud of this grantor at his southeast corner of
his old field on the northerly side of the
Bucks Mills road so called; thence easterly
on said highway to land formerly of Israel C.
1'age; theme northerly on said Page land to
a stake and the Gross lot so caPed; thence
westerly on said Gross lot about 30 rods parallel with said highway to land which came to
this grantor from his lather; thence following
said line southerly to said highway, containing seventeen acres, more or less; and the
same property conveyed to William W'i’.son
oy Eben Starr. Also another lot situated in
said Bucksport, and described as follows, to
wit: Bt-ginning on the Bucks Mills road, so
called, at southeast corner of land of William
W. W'llson; thence northerly by said Page
land about forty rods to land of Mark Gray:
thence-easterly on land of said Grav and
Eben Bridges and the Gross lot so called to
lands formerly of widow Turner and William
W. Wilson; thence by said Tui ner and Wilson land to said Bucks Mills road southerly;
them e by said highwav westerly to the place
: of beginning, containing sbout twenty acres,
and whereas said Oscar F. Fellows by deed of
I assignment dated the tenth day of May a. d.
! 1901, ann recorded in Hancock county registry
j of deeds, in book 416, page 481 assigned, transferred and conveyed unto Daniel Oourcey and
I Daniel R. Courcey, both of said Bucksport,
! the said mortgage deed, the note thereby secured together with all the interest he had in
the premises by virtue of said mortgage, and
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been and now remain broken, w claim a foreclosure of the same, and give (his notice tor
Daniel Courcey,
that purpose.
Danikl R. Coubgey.
By T. H. Smith, their attorney.
BucksDort, Me.. March 15, a. d. 1905.

pleasure r|5HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed admin1
preparaistrator de bonis non with the will auuexed of
tion.”
the estate of Henry M. Spring, late of Bucksj For sale all dealers. Price 50
port, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
cents,
by
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
i Foster-Mi!burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
! agents for’the United States.
and all indebted thereto are rtI Remember the name—Doan’s and take !I settlement,
to make payment immediately
q??ABt-“d
no other.
Frank S. Piercb.
I March 7 4*

!

ney remedy 1 know of, and it is a
to recommend such a valuable

DflC. 31, 1004.

Collateial lours.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Bids receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

“Grace, tie r. I’m not half good
enough for you, but do you think you
co"id love me just a little?’’
She looked at him tenderly. “I think
And
I could love you u great deal.”
the ha by “co »ed” and dimpled as he
looked at the two heads so close together above bis own.

My

CO.,

MASS.

Mortgage loans,

un

Jaygreen

INSURANCE

BOSTON,

wa*

ly

barefoot, they

One day a little girl went to Mr. Jennings and made this naive and sincere
explanation: “Please, Mr. Jennings, my
brother Willie stepped on a bee, but it
was a accident and he got right off.”

had utterly forgotten what she
Her hand was caa!
ig ab »ui.
re dug tl:e baby’s face.
The man rose
on one knee and drew her hand away
from the chubby cheek, holding it firmT

went

anri jus to stir up trouble in the

not

hives.

so’’—

—

rns

going to

From the dressmaker's they walked
down the beach load tu the huinuit
house of mourning.
Excited voices
'^
•'*
III
.•
■‘■£9
we/e gathered on the front porch. Mrs.
Green was bordering on hysteria. Tom
watched In interested fashion while
(irace brought order out of chaos.
One by one t he useless neighbors took
their departure.
The children were
coaxed into the shadow of an upturn
ed boat to play store with real cookies,
candies and raisins which Grace produced from the depths of her Boston
bag, and Mrs. Green, comforted with
a bandage around her aching head and
many kind words, was induced to lie
down. Then Grace picked up the baby
and carried him around to tlie shady
side of the house. Tom followed, dragging a big rocking chair in which he
insisted she should sit. while he sprawled in the sand at her feet. In the little
room whose shutters were closed just
behind them lay the man who had often risked his life that they might
make merry hi tl*? water. A sorrow
that was not personal fell upon them,
and the man lay quite still looking out
/cross the dancing water and thinking
of many things.
Suddenly above his head sounded
the soft, melting “coo” of a baby’s
voice.
Without shifting his position,
lest he should break the charm. Tom
took in the picture.
The laughing
eyes of the girl were liquid and tender as she wutehed the baby on her
The dimples had disappeared
knees.
and the lips were curved in a serious
sweetness.
This was not the girl who
had been such a jolly good comrade
on
fishing and sailing jaunts. This
was the woman he had been looking
for all these years.
And to think that
he had not recognized her at once!
Her slender white hand was so
close to his that lie could hardly keep
from clasping it.
lie pulled himself
together and asked in a voice that
sounded rather harsh by reason of his
effort at setf control:
“If yon will do all this, why wou’t
you help with the benefit up at the
hotel?”
G:,i<* started.
She hnd been wondering whether the little mite in her
Ian w v. id pome day grow up and tight
again.-i the sea far human lives.
“Oh. they’re -ueli silly things, you
know! Everybody hates you for asking them to ps:y two or three times
what a tiling's worth, and by the time
yon have p <1 all the expenses the
beneficiary doesn’t get very much; besides it would be two weeks before
the thing came off and Mrs. Green
needed the clothes and the money now.
I suppose' a great many people think
it's very queer, hut father has always
insisted on my keeping inside my alcouldn’t help
lowance, and—well- !
with the benefit and help Mrs. Green
today.*’ She was floundering along alm >st blindly under the fierce light that
glowed in Tom’s eyes. “And so—and

|

J*y*

J^tulationa

are

.Fust For h Moment.
In the early days in Iowa, writes a correspondent of The Companion, a village
school was held in a room of a farmhouse.
The farmer, Mr. Jennings, told the pupils
that they must not molest his bees.
They were obedient children and respected the farmer’s rights; moreover,

Well, I’m going too.”

|

have been the targets of
Sylvester Mores & Son have built a
on March 30.
wihi shot Proga have been giving n w shed on their fish-wharf so they can
is
music
more
what
and
James Pi}>er, a well-known resident of
over about 200 more butts than last
n'iilk,. ..merta,
year.
timet The highthis town has gone to North Dakota to
The V. I. society was entertained Friday
fclKioiw in early spring
visit his uncle, Allan Butler.
worse, though the frost afternoon
and evening by Mrs. 8. J.
njtsrr growing
Virgil Wilbur celebrated his fifth birthis bats tv' inches deep.
Morse. About $2 was taken in the treasury.
1. The children spent a deill wer grieved to learn of the death of
Mrs. John Gott and daughter Alice, of day April
of BluchUl.
Your
afternoon.
pr. K. P. (ifindie,
Rockland, spent last Sunday with Mrs. lightful
G.
April 3.
samspondent flrst became acquainted Gott’s parents, Michael Stinson and wife.
*ith him in the winter of ’97; he
Capt. Burgess has taken the schooner
of the State Senate,
AN OKFKNl)KI> BISHOP.
,u then “ member
House. I saw him Grace Choate out of winter quarters, and
i a atm her of the
is painting and getting her ready for the
TU» Way n Fond Mother** Joke on
(sequentlv and learned to appreciate his fishing season.
Her :4on Went Astray.
wss eonjanr kindly qualities. He
Calvert
Bridges will take the smack
“Bishop Maxwpii, is it not?” inquir■riealioua ami |iainstaking in the diaed Mrs. Spaulding cordially as her
hia legislative duties, true to hia Verna G. to Rockland next week, and
tbargi
have
a
thirteen-horse-power gasoline guest came down to breakfast, suit
trkada. and without bitterness towards
case iu baud.
"I feel tkut I know you
The light of another true engine installed.
bis enemies.
through ray son. an \ I was so glad
Mrs. Philip McRae and daughter Gerlit.' has g ■' < ut, and bis community will
when he arranged to have you stay
rndehav* returned from Portland and
iwliK fnryisrs the loss of a power fir
Manchester, wh*TP they hive been sjiend- with us on your \vu> through the city.
(ood.
But what does this luggage mean?
H.
ingii few weeks with relatives.
April 3.
You're going to stay a d..y or so?”
Spec.
April 3.
S<>: fH GOl’I JMSROKO.
“No, tla.uk you. Mrs. Spaulding,” re
turned the bishop.
“I ura ;t go right
A. F. iimisdeil has had it
gasoline
NORTH CASTINE.
ou l ».lay.“
engine put in his lw*at.
Little Pan! Wardwell, who is ill with
“Oh, that makes it doub!y unforMr-. A K. Hooper nrcently visited Mr*.
pneumonia, is slightly improved.
tunate that I had to be away last evenV. B. Gordon in West Sullivan.
\V. Wallace Conner is home, after an abing. I hope you found my message of
C. T. Htx'jc-r and wife have moved to sence of several months at sea.
explanation? The friend i was called
r for the lumnwr.
Winter Har
Mrs. Anna Blodgett, of West Brooku- to was very 111, and I felt sure you
Bunker visited Mr**. Ahbie
Mi-4 line
ville, is th« guest of Capt. J. E. Blodgett would uu Icrutainl, hut the fact that
\S
Harbor
in
last
inter
week.
and wife.
Mr. Spaulding was out of town, too,
Hooper
made me regret going especially.
I
Mr*. Mar u Tracy has gone to Winter
Arch Perk in left Thursday for Boston,
do hope my maid took care of you
Harbor to work in the family of Capt. Ira where h. will
enif loyed by his brother
Foe*.
comfortably and that you rested well.
o.i a dredger.
I thought you must have been weary
Dudley Sargent, wife and son have gone
Mrs. Georg* Dunbar and son RoIktI
when 1 came iu at 10 and found you
to Salisbury Cove, where Mr. Sargent ha* who hive
t*jk‘111 th.» winter in Oregon, are hatl retired.”
• npl< ym nt.
n »w visiting relatives in California.
The bishop replied politely, but there
Margaret rose angrily.
Mr*. S;j.*a:i Sargent and daughter Kota
Frank W. Hutchins, Virgil and Percy was an odd const rain t in his manner
“I might have known she was makire borne f n*m visiting relative* in Weft
Wardwell left recently f ir Rockland to which lasted until he had bowed himing some sort of a grand stand play.
Gooldsboroand Prospect Harbor.
of
shore fishing.
begin fhe season's work
self out of the house after breakfast.
That s »rt of girl only cares to please
Meivin Hanna entertained a few of hi*
Miss Helen F. Dun bur came Saturday
“What rau be the matter?” puzzled the men.”
little friends Saturday afternoon, it being from Chelsea,
Mash., for h Bhort vacation Mrs. Spaulding as she watched the
Tom leaned back in his chair and
Ihustb anniversary of hi* birth.
with h r parents, Samuel Dunbar and distinguished gentleman stalking down smoked dreamily.
lie had rather en
Mb* Kmrua Nelson, of Cherry3eld, is wife.
the street.
“Pick was s* anxious he joyed Miss Patterson’s society, besh mltl like us!”
vbiting her sister. Mr*. Minnie I'reeee.
cause she know enough to steer a boat
('apt. Arthur Conner, of Jersey City, is
Mbs Nelson will loach h:re again this
Then a sickening thought struck her. and not to screech when It shipped wavisiting his hisUt Margaret and other
and she darted up tie stairs.
swing.
Xow ho felt a curious desire to
ter.
relativ. s.
Mrs. Conner and son are the
It had been Mrs. SpauHImr’s cn
»m
A. B. H<«lt and wif. have returned from gU‘ -ts of h r j>arentu, A. J. Morgrage und
A girl with tender
know her better.
during the li >\!m *d of her only sou to brown eyes and a dimple in her chin
iaoKiim, where they hive spent the w Incorrect his failings by posting ub mt
L.
ter, and are occupying their house h T;
rarely held decided opinions on such
April 3.
the house little placards which gently grave matters as hotel benefits and
Mr. Holt i* making some repair* on th
with
him
on
the
error
his
of
pleaded
atrdin- fa :ory and wharf
raffles. Pm she was not in sight at the
PENOBSCOT.
prejiaratory for
A week or two earlier. when
ways.
istason'* work.
present moment. Then he recalled that
Th i. e left the bay April 1.
f
*r a college
Pick
was
home
coming
his stationery needed replenishing, and
S. M. II.
April 3.
Hutchins' expr 4 to Bangor goes on vacation, she had unearthed some of he started for the
village store. It wak
these
old
and
for
a joke had
signs
to-day.
just
MAN8ET.
•i cheap imitation of the city departIn
his
ol1
them
room,
like
his
up
pinned
Miu Delnia Clement
gone to Springment store, and as he was pissing the
R. K. Kmery and
wife, of Salisbury
times.
to visit h *r sister, Mrs. Addie
They had been taken down dress goods counter on his way to the
spat a few day* last week with field, Mass.,
she remembered now that,
but
later,
their win, Rev. Clarence Emery.
Bridges.
stationery department he heard a fasummoned to the sick miliar voice
W. B. Clement and w ife are receiving after being
say:
Tbo Baptist
society held an ice-cream
the
she
had
friend
led
before,
morning
"Is that the best quality of nun’s
wtiable and entertainment at Centennial congratulations on the birth of a daughher new—and not brilliant—maid to
veiling you have?”
ter.
hall March 31 with good success.
[Pauline.]
Pick's door nml had said: *T want
"It’s enough better than anything
Mr*. M. A. Stanley have gone to TreCapt- William Sellers and Capt. J. B. this room swept and arranged for Bishshe’s been used to having,” said the
Sellers have gone to New York to get
mont where she will
a
few
week*
as
as
we
did
it
for
Maxwell
op
exactly
spend
middle aged woman behind the countheir schooners in re au in ess for summer Mr. Pick last week.
sonw- m the home of Wilfred
Po you under- ter.
Kittridge.
coasting.
stand?”
John L. Stanley A Sou have
Tom Bliss stopped short, an amused
purchased
the schooner Annie L. Sanborn that went
With wings on her feet Mrs), Spauld
Henry Bowden an aged and respected
smile on his lips, for he could see that
died
2
of
West
citizen
Penobscot,
April
the
had
oc
whort- here last winter, and will have her
Ing flew to the room
bishop
Miss Patterson was flushing indignantafter a short illness, aged eighty-one years. Ctxpied. but at tlie threshold she paused
put in order soon.
ly at the woman’s rudeness.
He leaves a widow and one son —Uriah B. and gasped.
Schooner Rena A. Percy, ow ned by Capt.
“Mrs. Green may not be able to buy
of W'est Penobscot.
On one of the pillows was a staring
Willis Bunker, of
another black dress soon, and I want
Cranberry I*les, took
notice to this efTcct: “Please put your
*» here last
Lewis A. Snowman, carrier of R. F. D.
to select something that will wear well
Thursday and started on her
No. 1, who has performed such faithful bed airing In the morning!” Over the and not turn rusty.”
tot ftshing
trip for the season.
w inter, reports the
mirror. “Please don’t spatter the glass!”
Tom woke up. “Green, Green!” Why.
Or. Abby M. Fulton arrived from Klls- service during the past
largest amount of business for the past On the window curtain. “Please don't that was the name of the man who
•wth last
week, and after staying a few
quarter in the history of the route, hav- throw your shoes on the floor noisily!” had handled the life saving boat. Why
at the Freeman
house, Southwest
Everywhere, on pictures uml wall: was Grace Patterson shopping for his
ing handled 11,552 pieces of mail matter.
^wbor, will occupy her cottage here.
“Please don't leave your coat on a
SUBA.
April 3.
widow? He drew closer.
^pt. Henry Moore, of the lolanthe,
chair.
Hang it up!” “Please don't
“I think the henrietta cloth is better.
wned by Sheriff B. H.
leave you toothbrush In the bathMayo, has hauled
ATLANTIC.
You can give me teu yards of that and
**
the dock where she is being
room!” “Please turn off the hot water
three yards of the crape; also four
Levi Joyce cut hie foot badly last week.
good with paint and repair* from
faucet!”
of that lusterlesa black ribbon.”
a
2
with
started
school
April
winter’s
Sunday
There were at least fifteen of these yards
y*
ravages, and will start for
She turned suddenly, almost bump1*
fishing ground* about the middle of good attendance.
placards, the “Please” underlined three
ing into Tom.
April.
Alonzo Sprague went to Rockland Mon- or four times in each, but—horror of
"Won’t you let me help?” he said,
April 1.
horrors—the largest of all was this, on
E.
day on business.
with a note in his voice that she did
the inside of the door: “If you take n
Herbert Joyce is home after being abnot recognize.
BROOK UN.
bath please wash out the tub. It’s dissent a week on business.
“No, thank you, she Buhl, blushing
Hrs. Edith
not to!”—Youth’s Companion.
graceful
Phillips U visiting friends in
Workers
The last meeting of the Merry
prettily under his earnest gaze. “I
Barry.
is
reA tine time
He nowas with Mrs. Burns.
think we have everything.”
***** Myrick, of North Brooklin, is
The American Accent.
ticed the “we" and liked it.
ported.
employed at Hotel Dority.
'Hiere is no such thing as the “Amer
he
”I5ut
the children,”
urged
Timothy Barbour and wife, of StoningForrest Cunningham, of Bar Harbor, is
ica accent” except iu a few words such “oughtn’t they to have something; say,
ton, left Monday for home, after a week’s
is
as “advertisement.” wherein America
visiting atJHiram Bartlett s.
1! tie black frocks?”
visit here.
superior us Iu pronunciation and prac“Xo. there would be no time to make
L.JDodge and wife are receiving conMrs. Roacoe Joyce who, with her family,
tice.
them. The funeral Is tomorrow, you
on the birth of a
daughter, has been spending the w inter in Portland,
Nor does the American born man know. Besides, they’re such babies to
March 28.
is home. Her husband will come later.
“talk through his nose.” The real dif- wear black.”
barren Ford, Chester
Kane, A. C. ChuFor two Sundays Rev. Mr. Jackson has ference that we all notice is a differ“It would please the mother.” he
and Wilmont Kane were in Ellsworth
him
ence in the general pitch of voice.
The urged, possessed of a sudden madness
preached here. All hope to hear
*•*1 week on
business.
been without a
has
church
The
American voice is pitched in a slightly to share in this shopping expedition.
again.
K. a.
Flye and wife were called to Sar- pastor since September.
higher key than the English, and here
Miss Patterson’s eyes smiled frankly
Alast week by the illness of Mrs.
3.
April
you may find the reason why the Into his.
ye 8
John
father,
American assimilates French so easily.
Gray.
“Well, if you are so determined, we
CIOTT’S ISLAND.
Fut roughly, the case is this: The might get some ready made white
«*°ol opens to-day with Miss
u
on
been
here
has
who
talks
from
ids
Frenchman
Miss Vera Trask,
palate, the dresses for the children with black ribiing8°n principal.
The common
'“ Is
open in one week w ith the follow- a pleasure trip, has returned to her home American fr <1.1 the top of his throat, < bons and sashes. It may be a great
g teachers;
the Englishman trorn his chest and the i •omfort to Mrs. (Ireen to feel that she
Naskeag, Miss Mary Nel- at Atlantic.
1
°*
German fro:.t his diaphragm.— Londun and the family nVe so neatly garbed
are
brother
Mias Jennie Cole; North
his
Halsey
and
Moore
n
Philip
*
^*8S Gertrude Parker; No. 7, at Atlantic. They expect to come home in Chronicle.
for the funeral.”
?’
Mv
knima Hamilton; We;t Brooklin, the new launch.
“Just go.” said Tom. pulling out his
M
Bow den, of
Wiggins—I understand, sir, that you wallet.
DoUard; Haven, Mrs. Alena
Flv
Tracy Eklridge and Herman
said I was a fool. Higgins—Well, I’m
The next fifteen minutes were busy
Comer, Mrs. Nellie Phillips.
Orlaud, came Saturday to help Philip
Apr,lsglad to know that you are capable of un- ones for Grace Patterson. She had
Femme.
Moore build his weir.
considerable difficulty in steering him
derstanding something.
Lobster fishermen here are rejoicing
BLITEHILL RALLS.
nvay from lace trimmed lawn frocks
Fawle—When you come to think of it
the
prohibbefore
legislature
bill
the
that
rhe “* baa
to so:: e simple I’ttle piques Tom picklelt the hay.
out of the State it’s really wonderful how many people
of
lobsters
sale
the
iting
ed v.p the bunnies as if he were proud
are given out lor 8
chopping during June, July, August and September trust a doctor. Crosby—Yes; but don’t j of them.
M»
Angie Bray’s yard April i.
you think it’s even more wonderful how |
failed to pass.
e sai l cl.cei'fclly.
J'xrt
Chips.
many people a doctor trusts.
^Bey, Wilfred Conary and Mrs.
April 3.
—„v

“I must leave this package at the
dressmaker's, and then—well, there's
really nothing else you can do, thank
you/’

.mittmnt*.

t

Interesting Statistics Regarding the
American T. & T. < o.
The annual report of President F. P.
Fish, of the Ame»iean Telephone & Telegraph Co., just issued, shows that the
nnmber of subscribers to the Bell system
is practically 100 per cent (greater than
three years ago. In almost every part of
the country each subscriber is now able
to talk to twice as many telephones, and

through

these to

a

proportionally larger

number of people, so that the value of
the service to the user constantly increases,
and its cost to the subscriber,
to its value, is reduced.

in relation

report says that from the point of
view of the companies and from that of
the public the establishment of rates for
service which will give an adequate return, and at the same time make rates
suitable for the varying requirements of
subscribers, alike fair to large and small
The

users, is most important. No two localities have the same investment per
station, nor is the cost of operating the
same, but as communities increase in size,

conditions
largely
the cost.
from time to
are
reduced
Standard rates
time whenever conditions justify, and a
arise

increase

which

constantly increasing proportion of the
telephones installed is furnished at the
lower scale of rates adapted to the needs
smaller users. It seems well established that the larger and more densely
of

BUCKSPOBT.

RKFKRENDITM.

THE

THIS TKLKPHOXK

Interesting Statement of the Situation by Hpv. Henry E. Dunnack.
(Published by lit quest.)

Beyond

Latest

Tom
question the most popular matthe legislature which has just college

a

ter before

adonrned was the much-discussed initiative and referendum. The contest beand continued
gan early in the session
until the very end. It was a battle royal

people’s rights.
The judiciary committee reported to the
Senate “ought not to pass” on this bill,
but the Senate adopted the minority report “ought to pass” by a majority of one,
the House also accepted the minority report by vote of 60 to 38. On the final passage of the bill the vote remained practically the same.
arises: How
An interesting question
does it happen that this measure received
such strong support on its first appearance
for the

Maine? The
answer to this question is fortunately easy.
First: It is non-partiran; almost the
solid democratic vote went for the bill. It
was championed both in the Senate and
House by republicans.
Second: The press of the State are for
the most part
friendly to it. Many of
them openly advocate it, few, if any,
openly oppose it. This indicates that it is
a measure that appeals to
enlightened
of

law-makers

before the

public opinion.

HOW TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN ESCAPED
PELVIC CATARRH BY AID OF PE RU NA,

Capt. Charles tush InsLocal Gossip.
Daniel F. Davis and Burke I^each have
bc4n appointed constables.
of

Death

home

from

G.

Bridges

for

the Easter vacation.

is

Bates

Gray and Charles B. Cohoon
appointed policemen.
Fort Knox lodge, I. O. O. F., will celebrate its anniversary on April 26.
Melvin

have been

Female Weakness Is Usually Pelvic Catarrh.
Cures Catarrh Wherever Located.

William Jones has been

The schooner

discharging phosphate

this week.

Bangor

Earl I*. Grindle has gone to
study dentistry in the office of

to

Dr. John-

Mrt. Liisie Redding, 8134 B Clifton Place, St.
Louis, Mo., writes:

Capt. Ivory Grant sustained a stroke of
paralysis last week, and is in a critical

“I found after trying many different medicine,
to restore me to health, that Peruna was the only
thing which could be depended npon. I began
taking it when I was in a decline, induced by
female weakness and overwrought nerves.
“I began to feel stronger during the first week
improved daily until
J took Peruna and my health
now I am in perfect health and enjoy life &, I
never did before.”—Lizzie Bedding.

son.

condition.
Dr. Charles

spending

Bennett, of Boston, hrs been
days with Capt. Stephen

few

a

Bennett.

a

community is,

By the bulletin
the

census

the

higher

are

ing Verona park.
Mrs. Maud Arey and Miss Nina Allen, of
Bar Harbor, have been visiting Miss R. B.
Trott this week.
Miss Evelyn Buck is home from New
Jersey, where she has been teaching in a
high school,to spend her vacation.

telephones issued by
bureau there were on Dec. 31,
on

body

of

men

too often

system,

wholly

3,687, C30,0CD.
Tne expenditure for construction of all
the Bell companies during the year was
$33,436,700 and during the last live years
there has been expended on the Bell "telephone plants the sum of f!68,766,400.
asbcrfxxnuntjs.
Thousands Hare Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.
How To Find Out.

Fill
water

a bottle or common glass with
your
and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
scui;iicm

or

set-

tling indicates an
unhealthy condi-

of the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
tion

pass

__

u

the

convincing proof that the
der are out of order.
What

to

or

pain

in

back is also
kidneys and bladDo.

'Hiere is comfort in the
knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
SwampRoot. the great kidney remedy fulfills
every
wish in curing I'heumatism,
pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects
inability
Jo hold water and
scalding pain in passing
It, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extra*
ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in50c. and$i. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful

and

discovery

we

book that tellsi
■tore about it, both
sentj
absolutely free by mail,

is very often misrepresented;
think of them as indifferent

the State.

to the best interests of

This

untrue.

This is

organization

oi

25,000

men are intelligent mec hanics, honest, law-abiding citizens; have a just pride

in

their

State,

native

supporting

our

churches, and paying the
taxes which support and maintain the
machinery of government.
These men, these 25.000 men, came in the

schools and

persons of their officials up to our state
hous? and humbly ask, for what?
An

eight-hour legal working day? No.
better conditions under

on

J

Robert K. Peary gave his
Arctic exploration to a crowded

which

For

i

1
•

J
t
*

*
*

M.

from Portland,
spending the past

turned
been

have

Nevens
where

they

*

re-

have

t

Nevens has been undergoing treateyes.
State Detective T. E. Harriett, of Portland, has been in town this week looking
up evidence for the State in the case of
Albert Fish now awaiting trial on the
charge of burning the Hewey barn two
ment for his

years ago.

Ellis,

Moses
in the

Waterville, an employee
mill, badly lacerated

of

Kichardaon

of the Franklin street Methodist church.

commonwealth, by asking for a meas- j Rev. J. N. Tranmer has declined an
they less than all others need.
nvitation to remain, and Rev. Mr. Hunter
The spectacle of 25,000 laboring men pehas acceptc*d a call, subject to the contitioning the Maine legislature for direct ference.
legislation ought to win for them the re-

old

hold the last social and supper

organization, representing
citizens, representing every
class, representing every section, representing every religions, educational and
of the State, is the civic
political interest
This society stands for three
league.

son on

The third
thousands of

To secure resp.ct for
1.
great ideals:
law. 2. To educate people in good citi-

zenship.

3. To secure the enactment of
wise laws and the enforcement of all law.

It is altogether fitting that this organization should lead in securing direct legislation.

With the influence of these great organizations and the increasing interest all
classes of

our

are taking in
question arises,

citizens

legislation, the

direct
what

will be taken by the people interested in this great reform seeing it
action

failed of a two-thirds vote necessary to
make it a law?
A meeting has been held and a decision
reached to
1. Perfect a State organization, with
officers in every county, and secure a
campaign fund.
2. To organize a
of education, using the press and platform in every
possible way.
3. All
and persons interested in direct legislation will be urged
to unite to secure
representatives in
every city and class in the State, who will
work for and vote for direct legialation.

campaign

organizations

COUNTY
mddittonal

NEwSr

Count> New

im

oihtn

jy« T.

Swazey,

Hinckley

East port Mon-

teachers’examination

was

held here

Alfred

The enter-

Folsom,

Charlotte

CAFT.

Harbor,

are

visiting

leaves

grammar school.

widow and

since he

was

followed

the

sea

caring

Joy is very ill at the home
Stanley. John H. Presaey

of
is

for him.

dance last Thursday evening in the
hall, under the auspices of the
Southwest Harbor band, was a success.
The

new

BROOKS VIDLE.
w

ith the grip.
winter port.

ter

town

The

j
a

Village benefit society

lot for the

new

hall

on

has

the

on

with

her

Walter Harvey is painting Tom’s new
cottage at the head of the cove.
Mrs. Charles R. Gray is nursing George
Robertson, who lb ill with pneumonia.

a

prompt

old

j

|

William P. Richardson leaves to-day
for Cape Elizabeth to enter upon his duties
as

third

keeper

of the

lighthouse

station

OP

Lt'THEK C. II ASTI NOB.

years.

purchased
school-

John Mitchell who has been quite ill
with the grip has recovered, and L. W.
Jackson is also much better.
It

J

Mr. Hastings had enjoyed hi* us■.;*!
good health up to the time of his deat
which was wholly unexpected, and can
as a great shock to his family and t:
community. He leaves besides a wirt
two daughters
f
Mm. Frank Morgan
Boston, and Mrs. Frank Holden, of liar
Harbor, and two sisters- Mrs. Blethen
and Mrs.
Dana, and three brothers

is with deep regret that the many
of Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth
have learned of her death.
Her wide Henry, Alfred and Emery, all of whom
charities and unfailing help in anything have the deepest
sympathy of their many
that benefited her native place will be friends.
|
as
well
as
her
cheerful
missed,
presence.
| Funeral services were held at the house
Capt. Clarence Turner has painted hia Monday at 2 o'clock, Rev. J. P. Simonvessel, the Marion Turner, and sails to- I ton officiating. Burial was at Juniper
day for Booth bay, where she is to be taken cemetery.
on the railway for some final work.
Capt.
O. L. Stuart and family have moved to
Turner’s wife and daughter will accomMachias, where they will reside.
pany him.
Frank Haslam and wife have recently
The thirty or more boats belonging to
purchased the Htnart house on Mill street,
the
fleet
unable to fish

I meat market and ice-cream saloon in the
store of Col. Wm. E. Hadlock, at Islesford.
|

DEATH

Luther C. Hasting died suddenly at hi*
home here last Friday morning, March
of heart diabase, at jthe age of sixty-

full

Capt. Benj. H. Spurling left last Thursday to take charge of the schooner Moniscallop
here, being
Arthur Bowden is working for T. T. tor, of Gloucester, to go south mackerel
longer in Bluehill bay under the new close
seining.
has
broken
law,
up, some to go to other
Viola and George F. Joy and Percy waters in the same
Scott Tapley and Valley Black have
business, and some to
Bunker return to Hebron academy to-day. catch lobsters or fish.
joined the Foresters.
Scalloping has
Filmore
Steele
did
not
come
but
home,
The little daughter of Mell Green and
proved very profitable here this winter;
his
vacation
at
Hebron.
spent
has
it
wife is ill with tonilitis.
probably brought $15,000 into the
John Bunker and w ife, of Boston, are in place.
There will be a chopping match at L. F.
town, making arrangements to conduct a
Spec.
April 3.
Hutchinson’s Wednesday.
our

is

find

KM.SWOKTHI FALLS.

other pay**

house site.

here.

J.

Gilman

Cbttnfj/

A>wm

friends here

Arthur

fourteen years old, sailing
port, Booth bay and

Blake is very ill
West Brooks\ ille is still

additional

Underwood’s factory is running
time.

visiting

Miss Frances M. Spurling
went to
Booth bay last Thursday to teach in the

many tripe from this
Gloucester.

Eugene

are

measles.

one son.

had

non

Gilbert Rosebrook, Sadie Steele, Harvey
Bulger are ill with the German

and Alice

a

women

and

BASS HARBOR.

George Bunker has finished his scallop
fishing at Bass Harbor, and returned here.

Charles

Capt. Cushing

In Peruna then*'

cm-1

COUNTY NEWS.
for

rm—«

Mrs. Carrie E. Jordan and aon, of Seal

Miss

CUBHTKO.

CHARLES

nthr*

Ladd has returned to Kent's Hill.

Cushing, the well-known
Grand Banks captain, died at his home
here April 2 after a comparatively brief
illness. He was forty-two years old, and
Capt.

«•«,

here.

Snowman, Miss Ida Bowden,
Miss Mary Atwood and Miss Nan Godfrey.
DEATH OF

County A>

Mrs. Caro Turner and

Elizabeth

Charlotte B. Gray
daughter, Mrs. E. O. Black.

day.
A

Miss

-nnl

CRANBERRY ISLES.

taining committee consists of Mrs. Fred
Googins, Mrs. Horace G. Arey, Miss Lillian

Mrs.

BLUEHILL.
left for

Wednesday evening.

a'lrlih

-o*

Elm street church will
of the sea-

The ladies of the

the State.

street,

COUNTY XKW\

ure

spect and confidence of every citizen of

Church

permanent cure.
Thousand* of tealinioniaU to this* efI'oruiin <’ures* caTarrn, wunner oi me
|
fect arc received by I)r. ilartman every
Thousands of Women Cured Every Year
peivic organ* or any other organ of the
year. The good that Peruna has acby Correspondence-This is Wkat
human body.
complished In this das* of caa**s *a
Dr. Hartman Proposes to Do
Pc-ru-na, a Natural BcautUler.
scarcely be over-estimated.
for You Without Charge.
Peruna produces clean, mucous memWomen who suffer should read the
If you do not dome prompt an
evidences presented here. We have branes*, the basis of facial symmetry
gatiafactory result# from the use
thousands of letters from grateful i aud a perfect complexion.
Peruna, write at once to Dr. Hart
The women have not b* n slow to disfriends who te’l the same story.
man, giving a full statement of y»«ur
Half the ills that are peculiarly cover that a course of Peruna will do
case, and he will be pleased to give
woman’s own are of a catarrhal more toward restoring youthful beauty
you his valuable advice gratis.
character. Female weakness was not than all the devices known to science.
Address Ur. Hartman, Preaider•
understood for many years.
Many a girl has regained her faded
of The Hartman Sanitarium, Colnm
has
deserves
the
credit
of
a
matron
Dr. Hartman
lengthened
U*autyf many
bug, Ohio, All correspondence he!having determined its real character. the days of her comely appearance by
gtrictlv confidential.
catarrh
and
catarrhal
TT<- has made
using Peruna.

few months while

Dr.

to toil?

Bradford, IS

Burlington. Vt., Secretary Whittier Oratorio
Society, writes:
“Parana is certainly a wonderftil medicine
for the ills of women. I have heard it
spoken of in the highest praise by many,
and certainly my experienco is well worthy
of a good word.
“I began to have severe pains across my
back about a year ago. brought on by a
and each subsequent month brought
me pain and distress.
“Yourremedy was prescribed, and the way
it acted upon my system was almost too good
to be true. I certainly have regained my J
health and strength, and I no longer suffer *
periodical pains and extreme lassitude."— i* dlp^asf-3, including pelrlc
Mable Bradford.
t: rrh a life long study.

Scold,

the

past year.
Dr. and Mrs. J.

MaMe

Mrs.

his hand by contact with the saw of the
No, however much they believe in these snap-dragon on Saturday, frequiring the'
things, however much they desire these, amputation of a part of the|tbumb.
they put aside all desire for special class
It is
that Rev. T. W. Hunter,
legislation, all desire for personal gain, and of Eastprobable
Booth bay, w ill be the next pastor
prove themselves citizens worthy of the

Wallace

a

I*

Houses reflected the

1902! 84,021 telephones classified as independent which were a portion of the Bell

and this number has grown so
that on Dec. 31, 1901, there were 167,213
stations of this class. Not including the
foregoing, the number of exchange stations in the Bell system at the close of
the year was 1.799,6&3, an increase during
the year of 274,466.
In addition to these there were telephones used for private line purposes and
sub-license stations, so that the total
number of telephone stations of the Bell
system on Dec. 31, 1904, was 2.003,213. The
total mileage of wire of the companies
was 4,671,038, of which 712,147 miles were
addeu during the year.
The daily average of toll connections
was 301.000, and of exchange connections
11,149,0C3, or a total number of telephone
connections during the year of about

*

Commander’

lecture

The

Third:

{

11

being made to erect a casino
and other buildings at Echo park, adjoinPlans

majority vote in both house in Emery hall on Friday evening.
intelligent, unprejuR. M. Howe, of Old Town, has reopened
masses of the people.
the rates for the kind of service diced opinion of the
must
the photograph studio in the Hey wood
was represented beThis
opinion
public
a
required in such community.
building. Miss Inez Douglass is in charge.
committee by representIn the largest cities, with extensive and fore the judiciary
The board of health has organized by the
of three organizations and the
atives
costly underground construction, heavy
choice of Dr. H. E. Snow as chairman. The
of
citizens.
16,000
petitions
cenreal estate investment, complicated
The first organization, representing 50,- other members are Horace E. Buck and
tral office equipment, expensive out of all
000
members and at least 200,000 persons, is Dr. G. N. Towle.
number
of
subscribers,
proportion to the
This society represents the
There are various rumors Ito the effect
and many other conditions involving the grange.
conservative elements that there will be more shipbuilding at the
heavy expenses not found in smaller com- shrewd, far-seeing,
of our State. They with the commercial McKay A Dix yard on Verona. Nothing
munities, there is a demand for engineerand industrial forces have placed Maine definite has been settled as yet.
ing skill of the highest order, and courage
states of the
to incur the great expense necessary to among the representative
Prof. E. F. Hitcbings, of Watervillc,
This organization is a great edugive the amount and character of service Union.
formerly of the E. M.C. 8., was in tow n
factor. Its members are above
cational
required.
Saturday, and gave a talk on the brownt
in intelligent grasp of imThe number of telephone companies the average
tail moth to the seminary students.
more than most
measures.
They
portant
The schooner Willie F. Swift has aroriginally organized to operate independently of the Bell companies which have societies are jealous of the good name and rived from Gloucester to fit out for the
decided it is to their interest to become
of the State. The demand of
prosperity
Grand Banks, and the Elizabeth N. w ill
part of the Bell system is steadily increas- the granges of Maine is emphasized by come in
this w*eek for the same purpose.
ing. This is significant as showing the
growing appreciation of the value of the the demand of the granges^of fourteen
In the Franklin street church on SunBell service, and
the contracts under other states.
new memlxrs were received,
which-these arrangements are made are
The second organization, representing diy, eight
clearly for mutual advantage* as well as
ani five were baptized. The church has
and
is
men
at
least
25,000
100,000
persons,
for the advantage
of th*3 community
increased in membership by fifteen during
the Maine State federation of labor. This
served.
populated

Pe=ru=na

BURRY.
Mrs. M. E. Linneken, who ha." been
visiting relatives in Vinal Haven, is
home.

and moved in

Tuesday.

Mrs. Ralph Higgins, of Brewer, was
here Sunday and Monday, the guest of her
William
Kincaid and
grandparents,
wife.

Joseph Shaw, who has been visiting
here for several weeks, went to North Fairfield Tuesday where he has employment
for the summer.
Mrs. Augusta Thomas, of West Eden,
has been spending the winter here
with her daughter, Mrs. E. P. Lord, has
returned home.

who

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth,
Fred H. Gerry, who has been iu New
preached in the Baptist church Sunday Hampshire
days.
through the winter, came
Miss Addie Bates, who has been on an
afternoon.
home Saturday evening, and went to Bar
Christopher Swensen, Harvey Bulger
extended visit at Cape Rosier, is home.
Mrs.
Edith
who
and
William
lias
Black
been
leave
Harbor
to
Phillips,
visitDon’t make any mistake, but remember the
to-day
join
Monday for the summer.
name, Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root,
Mrs. Elmer Orcutt has cucumber vines Capt. Benjamin H.
Spurting in Gloucester ing at J. F. Staples’, went to Bluehill
ami the address, Binghamton. N. Y., on every
in
and
From
Mrs.
E.
there
she
C.
to
south
in
will
Mason
the
Monday.
blossom,
has
schooner
her
to
go
bottle.
go
Monitor,
MOt'TH OF TIIK K1VKK.
home in Brooklin.
straw’berries nearly ripe.
mackerel seining.
Miss
Lola March was here on busine-*
a DUBinena meeting will be held here
Harriet, widow’ of Joel Howard, died at
Capt. H. C. Young left to-day to start |
the residence of Valerious Black March next Thursday evening to learn the his vessel, the Franconia, that has been m last week.
graduating class that has had so many
C^ri David
members that not ail could have a part in 28. She was about eighty-eight year* desire of the majority who have expressed Baas Harbor all winter. Capt. Y’oung and
Eaton, of Bangor, it* at Capt
a willingness to assist in
the graduation exercises. The class num- of age.
building a steam- crew go from South Surry in bis yawl | John Whitmore’s.
of
“L.
boat
Bass
to
F.” bers nineteen.
Harbor.
A Teaspoonful
Capt. O. M. Gray and Elmer Hale have boat wharf in Spurling’s cove.
Henry Trevett, of liar Harbor, was the
The news that we are not to have
On March 26 the funeral sermon of the
M.
gone to Deer Isle to take charge .of Capt.
April 4.
any guest of Mark L. Milliken, recently.
Oct.
North Bucksport, Me.,
30, 1903.
Gray’s new schooner, the Maria L. Davis, late Edward A. Stanley, who was drowned boat this summer came this morning. Of
Merrill Oonary, of
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
Brewer, is visiting
Dear Sirs:—
which is going to Portland for
freight the N/ov. 4, 1904, w as preached here by Rev. course there is not a large amount of busi- hi* grandmother, Mrs. Cordelia Kemick.
Our Heavenly Father in His in finite
Whereas,
first trip.
I have used “L. F." Bitters for about wisdom
Mr. Aldrich, under the auspices of the ness for a boat here, but all will miss it
has deemed it best to remove our
Clarence Carter, of Ellsworth Falls, has
two years and have found it very beneOdd Fellows, at which 102 members were just the same. It is hoped that some pubC.
beloved superintendent, Dr. R. P. Grinule, to
moved into the Ezra
One of ray neighbors has a His celestial
ficial.
Bishop house. He
This was the first funeral service
lic-spirited man or men *ill put a boat ou will be
present.
home, therefore be it
small boy who had a very nervous
LAMOINE.
employed in Whitcomb, Haynes &
and run from Ellsworth,
ever conducted here under the
That in the death of Dr. Grindle,
at
Resolved,
ol
Barttouching
auspices
trouble. “L. F.” has almost completely the Bluehlll
John H. Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is any secret organization. The sermon was lett’s Island, West Tremont, Swan’s Is- Co.’s mill.
Baptist Sunday school has lost a
cured him in a very short time.
faithful member and superintendent, one who visiting his father, 1). D. Hodgkins.
and connecting with the other boats
the second preached in the Union
land,
meetingLAKEWOOD.
Yours truly,
was
always ready to do all !n his power to
Miss Clara Hodgkins is home from Salem house by a Methodist since the death ol either at Brooklin or Stonington.
foster the Sunday school.
In his death we lose
MRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,
Charles O. Garland, M ho is attending a
4.
normal school during the spring recess.
Rev. Benj. F. Stinson, under wrhose ausApril
y
■a great worker with the children, and one who
Bangor business college, is at home.
Eases nerve pressure by nature's was loved by all, and whose labors and Interest
Capt. Edward F. Hodgkins left last week pices the house was built.
Butin*** Nolle**.
Miss Mary Garland is at home after an
A healthy liver and well will long be remembered.
own method.
April 3.
R.
to begin his season’s employment as
W biting Bros, are Bhowlng * Use of handsome extended
capvisit in Auburn.
regulated bowels. You can depend
Resolved, That our sympathy be exended to tain of a yacht owned by Boston parties.
white
shirt
wal&t
this
After
has
patterns
week.
These
might
prevailed it is called
"I- F,” Atwood’s Bitters. 35 his family in this tbeir hour of sorrow, and
upon
Harry E. Rollins, of the Ellsworth high
Rev.
patterns have just come in and are well worth
Thomas
McDonald
an
gave
interthose
who
were
right by
benefited
cents at all stores.
also
a
copy be sent to the Ellsworth
school, visited his parents here Saturday
an Inspection, anil the
price asked-$l 50 per and
esting talk on temperance Sunday eve- thereby.
American for publication.
Sunday.
pattern. This firm is advertising a good line of
ning. The first Sunday evening of each
The 8oubrette-8o you consider her c
Lula M. Greene,
wall papers, carpets, paluu and oils.
Benjamin J. Franklin and wife have rei
month he will hold a gospel temperance
W. G. Greene,
actress, do you? The Comedian
J. A. Thompson Is advertising a brand new turned to the hatchery, where Mr. FrankSreat
ure.
She has triea a dozen obesity remservice.
G. Welland Clat,
edies, but they don’t seem to have had anj line of wall paper In single and double rolls, at l»n has employment during the coming
Subscribe for The America*
Committee.
summer as
April 4.
H.
effect on her.
engineer of the steamer
to suit the
of
moaress

Ur. Kilmer &

Homo of

Bwamp-Rook

Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.

April

3.

Class parts were assigned at the academy
last week. Mabelle Babson has the valedictory and Edith Chase the salutatory.
Essays will be w ritten by Elsie Philip, C.
Mary Curtis, Ida Morse and Carrie Sargent. One of the three boys in the class
will also have a part. This is the first

there.

His family expect to go in about

ten

For Nervous Children
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prices

*

purse

everyone.

Senator.

